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1. INTRODUCTION

The oil shale industrial region in Ida-Viru County, NE Estonia has 
been undergoing several changes over the last decades. A decrease 
in the mining volume is associated with high unemployment levels, 
emigration, population ageing, and many other problems. Industrial 
activities and their decline have resulted in spoilt landscapes and tainted 
settlements, and environmental problems. The municipalities where 
mining has ended lack the financial resources needed to maintain their 
infrastructure and services, and to create new ones to keep up with the 
advancing world. Recently, mining volumes have seen a rising trend, 
but the one-time level of  employment in the oil shale sector is very 
unlikely to be achieved again and probably even industrial tourism that 
has gained increasing economic importance cannot compensate for this 
loss. Therefore, a holistic approach to regional development is needed 
that would encompass the industrial heritage. The proportion of  green 
energy in energy production is consistently increasing, as is awareness 
of  the damage the oil shale industry causes to nature. Additionally, there 
was never a serious initiative from the national government to address 
the difficulties in the region by working out and implementing a special 
development programme, although some steps have recently been taken 
to relieve the socio-economic situation.

Experiences in other countries have demonstrated that in regions with 
decreased or terminated industrial activity, the evaluation of  industrial 
heritage and assigning new functions to post-industrial areas is an efficient 
measure to relieve social and economic difficulties. Furthermore, a holistic 
approach to industrial heritage in regional planning and development 
was shown to be a ‘life belt’ because the industrial sector has, over time, 
been a main employer while new enterprise is usually on a smaller scale 
and does not provide the same level of  employment. Industrial tourism 
and improving the surroundings for residents are viable options. 
Industrial tourism is becoming increasingly popular worldwide and is 
gaining greater attention also in Estonia. Good practices show that local 
residents’ and each stakeholder group’s opinions should be taken into 
account during the development processes to obtain the best results. 
The residents are the ones who are most directly influenced by what is 
happening to industrial heritage and landscapes. 
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According to a survey from 2006 (Saar Poll 2006), the residents of  
Ida-Viru County expect landscapes that are created in exhausted areas 
to be at least equivalent to the pre-mining landscapes. In addition, the 
interests of  local municipalities and residents should be taken into 
consideration to a greater extent and a more efficient supervisory system 
should be created. Another survey from 2017, ‘Residents’ awareness and 
attitudes in the field of  earth’s crust’ (Turu-uuringute AS 2017) did not 
have any questions about the reclamation of  the exhausted areas but, 
considering the impacts of  mining, 69% of  the respondents thought 
that environmental impacts, 64% that economic impacts and 58% that 
social impacts should be investigated more thoroughly. When mining is 
sustainable and less harm is possibly done to the environment, 92% of  
citizens are supportive towards the activities. 

Large-scale research on public perception of  mining and industrial 
landscapes, attitudes towards industrial heritage protection, and the 
possible tourism value is scarce in Estonia. Furthermore, awareness 
of  the essence and significance of  industrial heritage among ordinary 
people tends to be low when they are not associated with it in one way 
or another. In practice, a holistic view for the regional development 
of  a declining industrial region is lacking, although the need has been 
recognised for more than 20 years. Additionally, knowledge about 
regeneration and reclamation methods is insufficient as are the skills 
and awareness of  the involvement of  local residents and cooperation 
arrangements between many stakeholders. This research is designed 
to fill this gap by synthesising four original publications (referred to as 
Papers).

My first closer contacts with the oil shale industrial landscapes and 
heritage date back to years 2004 and 2005. In 2004, being a third-year 
bachelor student of  landscape architecture, I decided to join a workshops 
programme aimed at finding reclamation ideas and design solutions for 
the Kaarma dolomite quarry in Saaremaa, Estonia. In the first session of  
this three-month programme, presentations on the topic of  industrial 
landscapes were made, and I presented an overview of  the oil shale 
landscapes. In the following year, a long-term joint project ‘Landscape 
restoration” between the Estonian University of  Life Sciences and the 
Lille Catholic University from Northern France was launched, in which 
I participated. Part I of  the project, ‘Management of  biodiversity and 
landscapes in Estonia”, took place in Tartu, Estonia, in April 2005, 
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and part II, ‘Environmental Issues of  Estonia and France”, took place 
in Lille, Nord–Pas-de-Calais, France, in October 2005. Both were a 
week of  lectures, workshops and fieldtrips to industrial areas as well 
as sightseeing cultural and natural locations. In June 2005, a two-week 
course ‘Soil Pollution and Landscape Restoration in Europe” was held 
in Toila, Ida-Viru County, in the framework of  the Socrates II Intensive 
Programme which was a university level educational initiative of  the 
European Commission (Erasmus 2019), in which students, lecturers and 
professors from six countries participated: Estonia, France, Netherlands, 
Poland, Austria and Italy. In addition, in May 2005, I followed a call in the 
university’s e-mailing list for a landscape architecture apprentice position 
in the oil shale industrial city Kiviõli to compose a design plan for a park 
spot in front of  the city government building. The design plan never was 
implemented as there were always other priorities, but the apprenticeship 
marked a beginning of  a five-year professional relationship with the 
municipality (its economic division, to be precise). During that period, I 
worked as a freelancing urban greenery consultant and attained an insight 
into the everyday life, circumstances and problems of  that city, but also 
learned a lot about the oil shale industry region on the whole. For me, 
2005 was a year of  intense exploration of  the topic of  industrial heritage 
and landscapes. That period also offered several chances to participate in 
tours with Erasmus international students, which included destinations 
in the oil shale industrial region of  Ida-Viru County.

In May 2007, I went on a study trip to Germany, to gather information 
for my master’s thesis. That trip was a personal initiative, with pre-
defined destinations in IBA areas. In the Ruhr region where the IBA 
Emscher Park programme had been carried out during 1989–1999, I 
visited the Duisburg Nord Landscape Park. Staying there overnight 
at a former industrial building that was adapted into youth hostel 
allowed me to obtain an in-depth feeling of  the specific atmosphere 
and grandiosity of  the structures. Of  the IBA SEE (2000–2010) areas, 
I visited the small and cosy post-industrial city Grossräschen, where 
the visiting centre of  the post-industrial area has an impressive view 
of  the immense brown coal open-pit where groundwater level had by 
then only begun to recover. Another location visited during that trip 
was the university city of  Cottbus where renovations of  residential 
and other buildings had been done and were still being carried out in 
the framework of  the IBA project. In 2008, I defended my master’s 
thesis ‘Vision for reconstruction of  Aidu quarry. Methodical approach 
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to reconstruction of  oil shale mining landscapes in example of  Aidu 
quarry, following German experience’, and in the autumn of  the same 
year started giving lectures at my university on the topics of  industrial 
and mining landscapes, industrial heritage evaluation, holistic regional 
development, adaptive reuse, ecological reclamation, etc.

My PhD studies started in 2010 with an exploration of  the reclamation 
methods implemented in oil shale industry landscapes. That was shortly 
followed by fieldwork to determine the variety of  the landscapes and sites 
I had not yet visited, but also to revisit the previously known locations. 
The visits continued throughout the time of  the PhD studies, but the 
majority of  the fieldwork was done in the summer of  2011. Parallel to the 
fieldworks, I conducted six focus group discussions with representatives 
of  local authorities and different stakeholders, which were lively and 
interesting events and provided extensive information about industrial 
landscape perceptions and evaluation, local circumstances and problems, 
and possible development options. During my studies, I also supervised 
five master’s theses, including two about the oil shale industrial heritage 
(the others were about limestone, and sand and gravel mining landscapes 
and heritage). Based on information from fieldwork and focus groups, 
I composed an interview that was mostly carried out by a student I was 
supervising, with some help from my side in the final phase. The final 
part of  the research consisted of  interviews with fourteen key persons 
including representatives of  local municipalities, development advisors, 
developers of  post-industrial areas and experts from different fields 
(sports, cultural heritage, and environmental concerns) who assessed the 
feasibility and adaptability of  a set of  foreign examples in the context of  
Ida-Viru County’s conditions. 

By time of  finishing the thesis, there have been several changes in the oil 
shale industrial heritage and landscapes, sites and buildings, compared 
to the time of  starting the writing of  the thesis. Thus, several issues 
that were discussed in Papers (I, II and III), needed to be updated in 
the thesis. During that time, the administrative reform was carried out 
(2017) and the national government has taken some steps to relieve the 
socioeconomic conditions in the county. However, no initiative towards 
industrial heritage evaluation and preservation has been made, although 
the oil shale heritage landscapes and sites are unique in Estonia and an 
important part of  its industrial history. 
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In the course of  writing the draft of  the thesis, the differences in 
the English language between the terms ‘quarry’ and ‘open-pit’ were 
clarified. In Papers I, II and III, the term ‘quarry’ was used, but around 
2016 the difference was explained by Prof. Ingo Valgma, the former 
head of  the Mining Institute of  the Tallinn University of  Technology. 
Quarrying is a surface mining method that leaves a large hole into the 
ground, used when extracting dimensional stones or sand and gravel, 
open-pit (or open-cast) mining is a method where the area is filled back, 
used when extracting bedded deposits such as coal and oil shale.

Paper I examines the history of  reclamation of  the oil shale mining 
sites in Estonia, which has been relatively unvaried with a strong impact 
on recultivation, although there have been discussions about methods 
and multifaceted new uses that began in the 1960s. The noteworthy 
developments that differentiate this trend are presented, which include 
areas that are mainly for recreational use but also some areas with 
military or agricultural functions. To suggest a more diverse approach, 
two examples from abroad are presented: the Nord–Pas-de-Calais 
coal mining region in Northern France and the International Building 
Exhibition (IBA) Fürst-Pückler-Land in Lower Lusatia, Germany. Public 
expectations towards reclamation of  exhausted oil shale landscapes that 
where revealed during a survey for National Development Plan for the 
Use of  Oil Shale are discussed and future needs and goals are explained. 
For the latter, participatory planning is highlighted. This article serves as 
an introduction to the oil shale industrial heritage theme.

Paper II and Paper III are based on an in-depth survey that consisted 
of  two parts: focus groups and a questionnaire. The aim of  the survey 
was to determine how to value, preserve, and use the oil shale heritage 
in a more multi-purpose way, how to enhance the understanding of  the 
possibility for landscape values and tourism opportunities in Ida-Viru 
County as a whole, how to increase civil activity and improve cooperation 
between different parties in such a way as to promote the development 
of  the county, and to identify development possibilities. The idea behind 
the study was to determine how to give a second life to landscapes that 
were altered by mining and the chemical industry’s activities, and to 
generate income in the areas of  culture, sports, and recreational tourism 
in the declining economic situation of  Ida-Viru County in NE Estonia. 
Because Paper II and Paper III are based on the same set of  data, there 
is a concurrence in their methodology descriptions. There were also 
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several issues that are not covered in these papers because of  the limited 
space provided by publishers. Some of  these issues will be discussed in 
the thesis.

Paper II addresses the comprehension of  mining heritage and tourism 
potential as seen through the eyes of  the focus group participants and 
questionnaire respondents and presents development options that 
arose from the results. What is noticed in the landscape of  the county 
is explored, whether or not it is an industrial area. Options for sports, 
culture, and recreation that are present and the ones that are lacking 
are examined and the information sources for these options are also 
investigated. From the opinions revealed in focus groups and from the 
respondents’ answers, suggestions are provided about how development 
could be encouraged and the challenges that might be faced along the 
way.

Paper III discusses the biggest problems in the Ida-Viru County, potential 
steps to resolve these problems, and who is expected to address them. 
This paper also reveals that a number of  people do not know what 
public involvement is or do not have a meaningful opinion towards it. 
However, the answers to a question about how involvement of  different 
stakeholders could be improved appeared surprisingly meaningful, 
showing that this field should be considered to be important in 
development planning. Eighteen development factors were determined 
and the importance of  these were rated using a five-point Likert scale-
type question. In the focus groups, a question about what development 
factors the participants considered to be important was discussed. 

Paper IV assesses a set of  examples from other countries about reviving 
industrial regions from the perspective of  feasibility in the Estonian oil 
shale industrial region. After considering many examples from around 
Europe and elsewhere, the set was finally limited to three European 
countries: UK, Germany, and France – countries that have had a 
coordinated approach toward industrial heritage over a longer period of  
time. The need for this survey was indicated in the results of  previous 
research as a need to identify feasible options and conditions required for 
those options. The examples evoked lively discussions, much inspiration 
was drawn from them and several aspects were found to be adaptable.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL 
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. From industrialisation to deindustrialisation

Industrial activities have been performed beginning in the very early 
eras of  human history. However, the overall consensus is that the actual 
start of  industrialisation dates back only to the middle 18th century, to 
around 1760 in Great Britain, the country that is considered to be the 
birthplace of  the industrial revolution (Albrecht 2011, Orange 2014, 
Palmers & Orange 2016). By 1850, Great Britain had become the leading 
industrial country in the world. Industrialisation has been an ongoing 
process worldwide. France followed Great Britain in 1780, Belgium 
in 1790, Germany in 1795, and the USA in 1800. Somewhat later, the 
industrial revolution reached Russia (1850) and Japan (1860), while 
Latin American and Asian countries started to industrialise only in the 
20th century: Brazil 1929, India 1947, and China 1953 (Albrecht 2011). 
Industrialisation intensified notably in 1950s, but the 1970s and 1980s 
brought deindustrialisation, together with urban decline and labour 
struggles (e.g. air traffic controllers’ strike in US in 1981 and miners’ 
strike in UK in 1984–1985) in many industrialised countries (Newman 
1985, High 2013, Strangleman & Rhodes 2014, Mah 2017). Factories 
were searching for new locations with cheaper labour and resources. 
In the 1990s and 2000s, the closing of  factories and strikes continued 
at a slower tempo. During these decades industrial communities faced 
corporate abandonment, unemployment, and toxic pollution (Mah 
2017). 

2.2. Problems with industrial landscapes

Mining and industrial activities have caused enormous environmental 
damage and landscape changes in many industrial regions throughout 
the world. The decrease in volume or extinction of  all activities caused 
economic difficulties and low standards of  living. Settlements and 
landscapes remain in poor condition and often have various levels of  
contamination, unemployment rates increase and are often higher than 
in any other regions in the country, and emigration increases remarkably, 
resulting in an ageing population because those who tend to leave are the 
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younger generations (Grabher 1993, Pusca 2010, Metsaots et al. 2015a). 
Mono-industrial places have even greater difficulties with unemployment 
(Newman 1985, Vesalon & Creţan 2013). Common social problems 
include criminality, vandalism, and alcohol and drug addiction, and 
because of  environmental damage, severe health problems occur more 
often than for people in non-industrial regions. In large industrial regions, 
a significant number of  workers are usually immigrants from other 
regions or other countries, which means additional problems of  a lack of  
identity and integration (Onose et al. 2013, Metsaots et al. 2015a, Kulikov 
2016). Kulikov suggests that this may be because immigrant workers 
have considered working in industry as a transitional period in their lives, 
assuming they will return home one day. In addition to stigmatisation 
of  a place resulting from environmental pollution (Colocousis 2012), 
another aftermath of  deindustrialisation is stigmatisation of  working-
class communities (High 2013). Clarke (2011) calls this phenomenon 
‘working-class invisibility’, which is expressed by marginalising and 
excluding the former workers’ societies from mainstream politics and 
media.

Compared to western countries, the perception of  industrial remains and 
landscapes is somewhat different in Eastern European post-socialist and 
post-communist countries. It includes strong negative attitudes because 
the remains are remainders of  a difficult past when every action was 
controlled by government surveillance mechanism. Industrialisation had 
intensified notably in the 1950s, but it was reduced in the 1980s–1990s 
because of  the downfall of  socialist and communist regimes (Lahusen 
2006, Szmagalska-Follis 2008, Murzyn-Kupisz 2009, Pusca 2010, 
Petrović 2013, Nepravishta 2015). The reduction took place in all 
industrial sectors and was influenced by economic reforms (changing 
to a market-based economy) and privatisation that introduced separated 
production units (Onose et al. 2013, Nepravishta 2015). Compared to 
European developed communities, the beginning of  the 1990s was 
an enormous challenge for these countries because of  changes in 
government, poorly developed society, and a heavy workload for the 
newly created local authorities (Murzyn-Kupisz 2009). Alice Mah (2017) 
argues that Western models are not always conveyable when discussing 
regeneration options for industrial sites and regions in these countries.
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2.3. The concept of  heritage

The concept of  heritage, and industrial heritage, has been the subject 
of  discussions for a long time. As Smith (2012) asserts, heritage is not 
‘a thing, site or place, nor is it ‘found”’, instead it consists in ‘subjective 
political negotiation of  identity, place and memory’. Ashley and Frank 
(2016) refer to ‘heritage-making’ as a process of  cultural production 
where, in the course of  making the past significant, people identify 
their place in the world and the meaning in their lives. For industrial 
heritage, there is a contradiction because traditionally, heritage is looked 
upon as something in which to take pride, but the essence of  industrial 
heritage is sophisticated and conflicting, as discussed by Smith (2012) 
and Storm (2014). Interpretation of  industrial heritage has been even 
more problematic because initially, culture and industry were seen as 
opposites: heritage was perceived as an expression of  culture while 
industry was associated with novelty and innovation. This describes the 
difficulty in regarding industrial remains a heritage (Storm 2008, 2014). 

2.4. Industrial Heritage

The definition given for the industrial heritage in the Nizhny Tagil 
Charter originated by the International Committee for the Conservation 
of  the Industrial Heritage, TICCIH, in 2003, is as follows: ‘Industrial 
heritage consists of  the remains of  industrial culture which are of  
historical, technological, social, architectural or scientific value. These 
remains consist of  buildings and machinery, workshops, mills and 
factories, mines and sites for processing and refining, warehouses and 
stores, places where energy is generated, transmitted and used, transport 
and all its infrastructure, as well as places used for social activities related 
to industry such as housing, religious worship or education’ (TICCIH 
2003). Immaterial heritage, settlements, and landscapes are addressed 
in the Preamble of  the Charter, as follows: ‘the buildings and structures 
built for industrial activities, the processes and tools used within them 
and the cities and landscapes in which they are located, along with all 
their other tangible and intangible manifestations, are of  fundamental 
importance.’ Industrial heritage is an integral part of  cultural history 
and heritage because the processes of  industrialisation describe the 
development of  society and human-kind from one level to the next. 
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Industrial heritage is generally more complex than cultural heritage. 
Landorf  (2011) explains (clarifying the definition given in the Nizhny 
Tagil Charter) industrial heritage sites as commonly extensive artificial 
landscapes, often with large-scale infrastructure that has been abandoned 
or is in partial use only (see also Stuart 2012). Industrial areas may be 
blended with residential and community buildings (which makes them 
more recognisable) and their boundaries may be difficult to define. 
Many of  them are located in remote places and have unsecured physical 
features, such as old mine shafts, quarries with steep slopes, contaminated 
spots, and decaying infrastructure.

Industrial heritage sites have several intangible values that complicate 
their regeneration and reuse. The sites are linked to socio-economic and 
political networks (e.g. immigration, trade, and labour union movement) 
on regional, national, and often even international levels, and they are 
essential to understanding social changes and local identity. These sites are 
collections of  technological innovations, resource exploitation methods, 
and production processes but they often lack traditional aesthetics, 
which contributes to slower recognition of  their value than for other 
heritage. However, because of  the aforementioned characteristics, the 
list of  stakeholder groups tends to be rather long (Landorf  2011).

Although archaeological preservation of  industrial remains began in 
the 1950s (the term ‘industrial archaeology’ was introduced in print in 
the UK in 1955 (Orange 2014, Palmer & Orange 2016)), a major shift 
in perception and interpretation began in 1960s–1970s when industrial 
remains began to be seen as ‘scars’, ‘difficult’, or ‘dark’ heritage (Cossons 
2012, Storm 2014, Nepravishta 2015). Cultural heritage overall started 
to attain more importance with the creation of  a separate category for 
it on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1972 (UNESCO World 
Heritage Centre 2019d). The first industrial heritage site was inscribed 
to the List as early as 1978 – the Wieliczka and Bochnia Royal Salt Mines 
(UNESCO World Heritage Centre 2019c). While the sites on the List are 
the most outstanding on a worldwide level, most post-industrial sites and 
regions can never reach that standard. In urban planning debates, and 
regeneration discussions started in the 1980s (Nepravishta 2015). In the 
UK, industrial archaeologists’ interests in social context and the meaning 
of  industrial sites had significantly increased by the late 1990s (Palmer & 
Orange 2016). The beginning of  regeneration of  industrial sites varies 
between many European countries, but Eastern bloc countries only 
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started with renewal projects in the 2000s (Nepravishta 2015). Because 
industrial heritage is relatively ‘new’, there is no complete consensus on 
its evaluation even today (Nepravishta 2015). Citing Orange (2014), ‘The 
industrial archaeology of  the future is, after all, being created in the here 
and now’.

2.5. Challenges with industrial landscapes and heritage

Many authors have searched and discussed modern (industrial) ruins 
and decayed places, although the ‘new ruins’ became a focus of  cross-
disciplinary research only at the turn of  the millennium (DeSilvey & 
Edensor 2012). Modern ruins are seen as negative for several reasons, 
including that the common materials from which they are built (iron, 
glass, and concrete) are not as ‘dignified’ as the materials used for old 
ruins (bricks and stone), and immaturity and lack of  time value; while old 
ruins are ‘ready’, contemporary ruins instead have a (quick) process of  
ruination that is visible rather than readiness (Mah 2010, Pétursdóttir & 
Olsen 2014). According to DeSilvey and Edensor (2012), ruins are both a 
symbol of  failure of  local industry and of  growth elsewhere. Ruins offer 
alternative ways to understand the past, but they also propose alternative 
ways to interpret and arrange the living environment. However, their 
creative potential does not erase the negative aspects of  fear, anxiety, 
danger, and deprivation.

Since the turn of  the millennium, the urban explorer movement 
(informally UrbEx or UE) has gained popularity. The movement 
especially values confrontation of  traditional aesthetics (Pétursdóttir & 
Olsen 2014). DeSilvey and Edensor (2012) referring to Garrett (2010, 
2011) describe the urban exploration as ‘a radical reaction against the 
escalating securitization, spectacularization and commodification of  
everyday urban experience’, which has much to do with introducing 
ruins of  abandoned buildings and derelict spaces into popular culture. 
Garrett (2014) also calls it a search for ‘unexpected, novel, strange 
and spectacular’. Edensor (2005) suggests that exploring ruins is ‘anti-
tourism’. Despite the strong resistance to conventionality, the written 
content of  urban exploration-themed websites is not political but 
documentary, and there are also extensive photo collections (Bennett 
2011).
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There is a considerable amount of  strong criticism towards the urban 
explorers’ movement, ruin-gazing and ‘smokestack nostalgia’. The latter 
is a paradoxical phenomenon of  idealising and sentimentalising the 
industrial past, despite the previously discussed damage that is caused 
by industrialisation. High (2013) claims that urban explorers are not 
interested in the history of  their destinations, but that their interests are 
aesthetic and experiential. ‘Ruin-gazing may therefore be more usefully 
understood as voyeuristic rather than nostalgic’, he concludes and 
describes smokestack nostalgia as ‘tensions between the industrial past, 
a deindustrialized present, and an uncertain or contested future’. Stoler 
(2008) and Strangleman (2013) suggest embracing a critical viewpoint 
instead of  melancholic gaze when finding value in the industrial past. 
Stoler also accentuates the negative aspects of  ruination, including health 
risks, saying that to ruin ‘is to inflict or bring great and irretrievable disaster 
upon, to destroy agency, to reduce to a state of  poverty, to demoralize 
completely’. Leary, in his 2011 essay, calls this a search of  the ‘good stuff ’ 
that is practiced by film producers, photographers, and other artists who 
exploit the misery of  poverty of  decaying cities such as Detroit. Pusca 
(2010) also criticises industrial photography as commonly practiced by 
‘outsiders’ who feature the physical and geometrical attributes of  the 
objects, taking striking shots without any workers or with the workers 
disappearing into the background. However, Pusca admits that the 
photographers’ viewpoint is different from that of  a local resident and 
explains that with the help of  photographs, it is possible to bring new 
life to the region because occasionally a photograph can draw attention 
on a level that can stimulate change. Linkon (2013) in her article about 
US belletristic literature where storylines develop in deindustrialised 
settings claims that such literature is an important historical source to 
understand why previous happenings are important today. 

Regardless of  the number of  research studies on biodiversity of  post-
industrial brownfields, their diversity is often ignored because it does 
not fit into standard ecological concepts (Harrison & Davies 2002). 
Environmental aesthetics has had its focus mostly on natural, rather 
than artificial, surroundings. Maskit (2007) discusses that shortcoming, 
as follows: changing that point of  view would allow people to see these 
abandoned industrial sites differently. He suggests that the category 
‘interesting’ should be brought into use for industrial areas, and land art 
should be implemented at these sites from this point of  view. Jorgensen 
and Tylecote (2007) state that the processes causing the vegetation 
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richness are responsible for the aesthetic attraction of  the ruins. In 
their words, ‘Within this scene of  human devastation, nature is both 
powerful, and indifferent to human suffering, exploiting its opportunity’. 
Spontaneous succession also develops on industrial waste heaps where, 
because of  the higher average temperatures, various thermophilic 
species may evolve (Lemoine 2010, 2012, 2013, Niemiec et al. 2017, 
Bosák et al. 2018). According to Shoard (2000), an important quality of  
brownfields is that they serve as a refuge for wildlife in neighbourhoods 
with increasingly intensive land use. 

Deindustrialisation has been accompanied by a shift from the 
production and consumption of  commodities to the production and 
consumption of  experiences, which requires a restructuring process 
of  transition from a production landscape to a consumption landscape 
(Heldt Cassel & Pashkevich 2011, Hines 2012). The need for solutions 
and mitigating measures to tackle the problems industrialisation has left 
behind has been increasingly recognised worldwide (Sepp et al. 2010). 
Many researchers have discussed the principles, challenges, case studies, 
and experiences that are involved in taking advantage of  the industrial 
heritage and landscapes to boost the economy in post-industrial regions 
(Hospers 2002, Murzyn-Kupisz 2009, Franco & Estevão 2010, Petrović 
2013). Industrial heritage tourism is commonly considered to be a 
way out of  decline, a method to increase the standard of  living and 
strengthen the identity among local residents. Tourism is not only an 
alternative function for the regions but rather it is a necessity to avoid 
further deterioration (Murzyn & Gwosdz 2003). Anna Storm (2007, 
2014) uses the metaphor of  ‘scars’ to identify the negative consequences 
of  industrialisation on the landscapes, environment, and society. She 
claims that healing of  the wounds until they become scars is neither 
a linear nor an automatic process, but it can be cyclical, taking place 
in stages and it may even need active interruption because it is not a 
self-evident outcome. Evaluation of  industrial heritage has become 
increasingly central in urban and regional planning, with historical 
significance as the first criterion for protection and adaptive reuse as 
a primary method for retaining a connection with the heritage, while 
also contributing to sustainable development and increasing a sense of  
identity in communities (Birkeland 2008, Lenartowicz & Ostręga 2012, 
Campagnol 2017).
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A finite number of  scenarios exists to combat the consequences of  
industrial decline and they are not always successful. Several failed 
initiatives after the economic crisis of  2008 showed clearly that it is 
not possible to bring a booming economy to every post-industrial site 
(Mah 2017). Pusca (2010) explains it with a different situation between 
successful places where peoples’ pride and identity are connected to 
industrial history and less central places where the population is decreasing 
and the infrastructure is decaying. According to Berens (2011), tourism 
and art are two powerful partners in economic development of  post-
industrial areas, enlivening derelict sites and buildings. Difficulties may 
rise from the large scale of  the sites and buildings, possible contamination, 
typological variety, and sophisticated financial requirements. Artistic and 
cultural functions have often been successful in these spaces (Cizler 
2012). Campagnol (2017) also notes the value of  the creativity platform 
for architects, planners, and designers.

Urban regeneration projects in cities with a rich industrial heritage draw 
much attention and large financing, but it may cause gentrification 
because the deprived post-industrial zones remain intact. Despite the 
grandiosity of  these developments, only some of  the problems are 
resolved. Instead of  setting the goal of  first attracting students, young 
professionals, and tourists, regenerating the local sense of  identity 
should be considered. For that purpose, alternative uses implemented on 
industrial heritage sites can contribute to their specific atmosphere. For 
new urban development projects, existing abandoned industrial areas, 
which are often located inside the settlements, could be used (Cizler 
2012).

Several studies have been conducted on whether tourism can decrease 
poverty and income inequality (Klytchnikova & Dorosh 2013, Winters et 
al. 2013, Kinyondo & Pelizzo 2015). According to Winters et al., the key 
issue when dealing with this complicated theme is relationships between 
stakeholders and the duty of  the public sector is to foster tourism-
specific infrastructure that is targeted toward mitigating poverty. Exact 
diagnoses and estimations of  the results should be included in tourism 
development projects. Foreign and wealthier tourists consume more 
expensive services, while local and poorer tourists contribute to smaller 
and locally owned service providers, although this is not an absolute 
rule.
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An important part of  regenerating a post-industrial site or region is 
place marketing. From that perspective, raising the standard of  living, 
variegating services, and attracting new inhabitants have become more 
important than before because a change of  discourse from problems to 
development possibilities is taking place (Heldt Cassel 2008). According 
to Heldt Cassel 8), word-of-mouth advertising by local residents is 
the most powerful tool for marketing a place. Local culture is both a 
problematic issue and an opportunity for building new perspectives. To 
overcome these obstacles, Ray (1998) suggests a ‘selling itself  to itself ’ 
strategy as an option for ‘raising the self-confidence of  local people and 
organizations, building confidence in their own capacities to bring about 
development, and valorizing local resources’, referring to the LEADER 
programme that was initiated by the European Commission in 1991 and 
targeted to support cooperation and working toward goals to enliven 
countryside development (see e.g. Barke & Newton 1997, Konečný 
2019). Whether the local community supports tourism development 
initiatives or not is strongly influenced by how the impacts are perceived 
(Schofield 2011, Brida et al. 2014, Meleddu 2014, Stylidis 2016) and 
shaping communities’ attitudes is among the responsibilities of  the local 
government (Tintěra et al. 2014).

While the post-industrial sites are distinct because they are interesting, 
they are, at the same time, in decay and have not been maintained (Murzyn 
& Gwosdz 2003). They discuss difficulties in separately located sites. 
For example, the quality and quantity of  accommodation services are 
inadequate and the entire tourism infrastructure is also insufficient; there 
is scarcity of  qualified labour force and a high level of  unemployment; 
and one-day-tourists do not spend money in the city. Attitudes of  local 
residents towards regeneration are crucial and changes are dependent 
on local politics. A precondition for local authorities to be legally well-
prepared for redevelopment is having up-to-date strategic plans and 
action agendas, and a primary concern may be solving local-level needs 
for cultural services (Murzyn-Kupisz 2009). Lenartowicz and Ostręga 
(2012) refer to legislative acts for protection of  historical monuments 
that are not firmly connected to other laws, which leaves room to 
ignore the former. Regrettably, the protection is even more difficult 
for objects that are not protected, which makes it difficult for officials 
to refuse permission for them to be demolished. In these situations, 
much depends on the awareness of  the object-in-question’s owners. 
Petrović (2013) is pessimistic because oftentimes the process does not 
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consider the memories and experiences of  workers (or former workers) 
and local communities. Del Pozo and González (2012) argue that ‘both 
the mismatching between academic and institutional expectations and 
the utilization of  industrial heritage as an economic resource entail a 
break with local communities and partially explain the lack of  territorial 
and landscape approaches to the enhancement of  industrial heritage’. 
Therefore, local communities need to be involved and feel connected 
to tourism-based projects for them to function properly in economic 
terms.

Frantál et al. (2015) and Zaffora (2018) state that regeneration of  larger 
post-industrial sites is less likely (and would take longer) than small sites, 
and, furthermore, large sites that are located further away from the city 
heartland are the most unlikely to be redeveloped. Frantál et al. recognise 
that even favourable conditions do not guarantee redevelopment when 
there are barriers such as ‘weak local political involvement, a deficit of  
information, poor communication and cooperation among stakeholders’. 

To conclude, the value and singularity of  post-industrial sites and 
landscapes is increasingly recognised, although there is continuously a 
need to increase the awareness and build a larger knowledge base between 
public and private sectors and the community. It is generally understood 
that industrial heritage tourism is a key to economic development of  
declining settlements and regions, although the importance of  first 
improving the conditions for local residents requires more attention. 
Engaging inhabitants in the regeneration processes is a primary concern, 
and involving all possible stakeholders is of  utmost importance. 
Development of  post-industrial sites needs to be included in strategic 
planning documents that need to be specific and up-to-date, taking 
into account the features of  the sites, such as size, location, possible 
contamination and unsafety, and aesthetic and ecological value.

2.6. Evaluation and protection of  industrial heritage

For evaluation, preservation, and protection of  industrial heritage, 
guidelines and principles are needed that would connect organisations 
and persons with common interests and problems, arrange international 
cooperation and help to share experiences. The International Committee 
for the Conservation of  the Industrial Heritage (TICCIH) was 
established after The First International Conference of  Conservation of  
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Industrial Heritage in Ironbridge, UK in 1973, and has by now become 
the organisation that is responsible for the protection and evaluation 
of  industrial heritage on the highest international level. It is also the 
special adviser of  ICOMOS, which gives advice to UNESCO on World 
Heritage Sites (TICCIH 2019).

The World Heritage List contains over 60 sites that have industrial and 
technological significance. The Wieliczka and Bochnia Royal Salt Mines 
(Poland) and Røros Mining Town and the Circumference (Norway) 
were the first industrial sites inscribed to the List in 1978 and in 1980, 
respectively (UNESCO World Heritage Centre 2019c, 2019b)—but until 
the mid-1990s, only one or two sites, if  any, of  industrial or technical 
significance were inscribed each year. Since then, the number started to 
increase faster (UNESCO World Heritage Centre 2019d). These sites 
include industrial regions and landscapes, mines, industrial complexes 
and factories, and settlements but also structures such as bridges, 
aqueducts, canals, pumping stations, and railways. 

A suggestion to enlarge the notion of  heritage by including technical 
and industrial heritage was made at the Second Conference in the cycle 
of  European Conferences of  Ministers responsible for the Architectural 
Heritage, Resolution n°2, par. A-ii, in 1985 (HEREIN System 2019). 
The Third Conference, in 1992, in its Resolution n°3, par A.a, asked that 
priority to be given to deepening the notion of  ‘Heritage’, particularly 
by identifying insufficiently protected or even unprotected categories 
of  heritage, defining specific and appropriate strategies in this field, 
and encouraging awareness of  industrial heritage amongst European 
societies. Resolution n°2, par. II.b of  the Fourth Conference (1996), 
explained that strategies in favour of  sustainable cultural tourism can 
increase public appreciation of  many aspects of  European culture, 
including its Technical and Industrial Heritage. The fifth Conference 
(2001) underlined that diversity of  cultural heritage should give people 
a primary sense of  identity. In 1990, Recommendation No. R (90) 20 
of  the Committee of  Ministers to the Member States on the protection 
and conservation of  the technical, industrial and engineering heritage in 
Europe provided many specific suggestions, such as to promote general 
awareness and appreciation of  the heritage through campaigns that are 
directed toward the public at large, and through tourism. 
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In 2000, the European Landscape Convention was approved by the 
Council of  Europe and has been signed by 41 and ratified by 39 countries 
(as of  1 January 2019, Council of  Europe 2019). According to the 
Convention, the landscape plays an important role in public interest for 
the cultural, ecological, environmental, and social fields. Landscape as a 
resource can be used to promote economic activity and its protection 
and management can contribute to employment creation. Landscape is 
also a ‘basic component of  the European natural and cultural heritage, 
contributing to human well-being and consolidation of  the European 
identity’. Landscape (including degraded areas) is an important part of  
the quality of  life (Council of  Europe 2000).

In 2003, the Nizhny Tagil Charter for Industrial Heritage was originated 
by TICCIH. The Charter explains the value of  industrial heritage 
and gives specific suggestions on how to identify, record, and protect 
the remains, and how to arrange legal protection, maintenance and 
conservation, education and training, presentation to public, and 
interpretation of  the heritage. Inter alia, it states that ‘continuing to adapt 
and use industrial buildings avoids wasting energy and contributes to 
sustainable development, and, industrial heritage can have an important 
role in the economic regeneration of  decayed or declining areas’. 
Industrial remains that are to be preserved for future generations should 
be identified, recorded, and protected, and programmes about heritage 
should be included in economic development policies, as well as regional 
and national planning. The meaning and value of  industrial sites should 
be explained to the public and industrial tourism should be promoted 
because public interest is seen as the surest way to conserve the heritage 
(TICCIH 2003).

All the previously mentioned regulations and suggestions took place 
before Estonia joined the European Union (in 2004) and thus have little 
or no effect on management of  industrial heritage and landscapes in 
Estonia. Only in 2017, the Estonian Government signed the European 
Landscape Convention and in 2018, it was ratified and brought into 
force. 

When it comes to other industrial heritage organisations and projects, 
the over-European industrial heritage network European Route of  
Industrial Heritage (ERIH), which was initiated around 2000, included 
over 1700 locations by 1 January 2019, 12 of  them from Estonia that 
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were added recently (ERIH 2019). E-FAITH, the European Federation 
of  Associations of  Industrial and Technical Heritage, ‘an open European 
community of  voluntary organisations and volunteers, dedicated to 
cooperation in the field of  industrial and technical heritage’, was founded 
in 1999 and launched an idea for the European Industrial and Technical 
Heritage Year in its yearly weekend event in 2009 in Calais (France). A 
few years later, a memorandum was drawn and 2015 was designated to 
be the Year (E-FAITH 2019). In Estonia, the national coordinator was 
the National Heritage Board and on 10–13 September 2015, excursions 
were arranged to various industrial heritage sites and ‘open doors’ were 
held at over 80 locations, most of  which were wind- or watermills, but 
there were also some factories, museums, hydroelectric stations, and 
others. The same year, an industrial and technical heritage network 
Industriana was launched with the support of  E-FAITH as a part of  the 
Genius Loci project, which aimed to promote industrial heritage tourism 
(Industriana 2019). To date, in 2019, no Estonian industrial heritage site 
has yet applied for the Industriana label.

2.7. Background and context to the study

2.7.1. The meaning and extent of  mining and industry

Oil shale, the so-called Estonian Brown Gold, is the most important 
mineral resource in the state and is the basis of  energy production and the 
chemical industry. Among the major oil shale mining countries (Estonia, 
Russia, China, Brazil, Australia, and Germany), Estonia holds the leading 
position with the highest quantity but also in terms of  knowledge 
because the technologies have been most frequently studied here, often 
by the trial and error method (Kattai 2000, Reinsalu 2010b). The oil shale 
mining and industrial district in Ida-Viru County, Northeast Estonia is 
among the largest industrial districts in the Baltic countries. The oil shale 
industry has had an important role in the Estonian economy because it 
has provided the opportunity to produce ‘home-made’ electricity and 
thus granted Estonia energy independence. 
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open-pits, 106 hectares of  underground mine collapsed areas, power 
stations, chemical industry complexes, and various other industrial 
buildings and structures, as well as industrial cities and settlements with 
their characteristic architecture and green zones (Reinsalu et al. 2002, 
Kaar 2010b, Kaar 2010c). Additionally, there are smaller objects, such 
as ventilation shafts from underground mines that become scenic with 
certain winter weather when ice grows several metres high around their 
openings, and ‘springs’ that are result of  placing pipes into some spots in 
areas of  the exhausted underground mines to let the excess groundwater 
out and channel it away to avoid flooding the area (Metsaots et al. 2015b).

For a long time, exhausted open-pits were commonly left for nature 
to take over, but in 1960, systematic afforestation started, which 
has become the main reclamation method and to date, over 11,000 
hectares of  forest has been planted (Kaar 2010a). Since then, different 
afforestation methods with many species in various combinations have 
been studied by scientists and specialists. Naturally grown and planted 
forests and vegetation on artificial hills have been an excellent research 
field from both forestry and biodiversity aspects (e.g. Kaar 2002, 2010a, 
2010b, 2010c, Pensa et al. 2004, 2008, Kiviste et al. 2010, Laarmann et 
al. 2015, Metslaid et al. 2016, Lutter et al. 2017). Growth conditions of  
artificial landscapes are suitable for many natural protected plant species, 
especially Orchidaceae, but protected bird and animal species also live 
there. However, the main tree species planted have been Scotch Pine 
(Pinus sylvestris), which has resulted in vast monotonous landscapes (Kaar 
2010a, Kiviste et al. 2010).

The oil shale mining and processing have brought along also several 
other landscape changes. Because groundwater was pumped off, where 
there were once marshes, there are now forests with lakes and comb-
shaped canals that evolved as the water level returns when pumping 
ends. The pumping causes a drawdown cone that causes empty wells, 
while the end of  pumping in some districts brings more moisture into 
the soil, sinking of  cellars, and floods. Administrative and industrial 
buildings and constructions are demolished after a mine or an open-pit 
is exhausted; earlier, they were often simply abandoned and left to decay. 
Only a few of  them have found new functions (Sokman 2010).

In the 2014 report by the National Audit Office to the parliament of  
Estonia, it states that air pollution from mining and processing accounts 
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for over 70% of  Estonian air pollutants. Residues from mining and 
processing form about 80% of  non-hazardous wastes and over 90% 
of  hazardous wastes. The water pumped out from mines and open-
pits and cooling water from electric power stations forms over 90% of  
the Estonian surface and groundwater usage. Hazardous waste, air and 
water pollution, odours, noise and light pollution, radiation, vibration on 
blasting, and residual contamination are problematic in some districts. 
Environmental impacts of  oil shale mining and processing are greater 
than those caused by any other industrial activities in Estonia while the 
oil shale sector’s contribution into GDP is up to only 4% (National Audit 
Office… 2014). The Development Plan for Ida-Viru County 2012–2020 
(Ida-Viru County Government 2014) and the Strategic Environmental 
Assessment for the National Development Plan for the Use of  Oil 
Shale 2016–2030 (Maves AS 2014) claim that environmental pollution 
has decreased during the last decades, partly because of  tougher 
environmental demands (pursuant to EU legislation) and improved 
technologies. However, according to the 2014 report from the National 
Audit Office, only SO2 emissions have decreased (by 50% between 2007 
and 2012) and the reason was because EU standards were followed, and 
not to fulfil goals of  the National Development Plan for the Use of  Oil 
Shale 2008–2015. Amounts of  other residues and by-products have not 
decreased but, rather, have increased. Therefore, the previous Oil Shale 
Plan has failed at this goal. According to the report, the government 
currently does not clearly comprehend the impacts (including health, 
environment, and socio-economic) of  the oil shale sector as whole. 
Surveys suggested in the previous National Development Plan for the 
Use of  Oil Shale have not been conducted or are insufficient, and the 
new plan recommends a significant number of  fundamental surveys to 
determine the impacts or their mitigation measures (which normally 
should be completed before validating a plan), instead of  real actions 
towards improving industrial efficiency, environmental, and socio-
economic conditions. 

New technologies exploited in oil shale energetics demonstrate the 
feasibility of  continuing mining and processing even under conditions 
of  increasingly strict environmental demands (Ministry of  Economic… 
2017). Instead of  using oil shale for electricity production, oil industry 
is considered to be more sustainable and the by-products semi-coke 
and semi-gas can be used as raw materials in electricity production. 
The National Development Plan for the Use of  Oil Shale 2016–2030 
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The number of  inhabitants has been rapidly declining: in 1990, it was 
221,807; in 2000, it was 183,850, and in 2010, it was 158,800. According 
to Statistics Estonia’s long-time estimates based on 1 January 2012 data, 
the population downtrend will continue.

Table 1. Ida-Viru ethnicities compared to whole country ethnicities 
(Statistics Estonia 2019)

Ethnicity Estonia overall 
population

Ida-Viru county
per cent of  the overall

Total population 1,315,635 143,880
10.93%

Estonians 904,639 27,161
 3.00%
Russians 330,206 105,177
 31.85%
Other ethnic nationalities 68,024 11,178
 16.43%
..Ukrainians 23,183 3,350
 14.45%
..Belorussians 11,828 3,046
 25.75%
..Finns 7,591 1,249
 16.45%
..Tatars 1,934 450
 23.27%
..Latvians 2,209 207
 12.22%
..Poles 1,673 342
 20.44%
..Jews 1,971 135
 6.85%
..Lithuanians 1,881 249
 13.24%
..Germans 1,945 351
 18.05%
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Ethnicity Estonia overall 
population

Ida-Viru county
per cent of  the overall

..Armenians 1,558 201
12.90%

..Azerbaijanis 1,061 110
10.37%

Ethnic nationality 
unknown

12,766 364
10.11%

Table 1 shows that only 3% of  the total number of  Estonian Estonians, 
but almost one-third of  Russians and also a significant part of  other 
ethnicities, live in Ida-Viru County. Among the total population of  the 
county, over 80% have Russian as their native language, over 16% have 
Estonian, and almost 2% have another language. More than 88% of  
people live in urbanised areas and among them, approximately 88% are 
Russians, while rural people who speak Estonian as their native language 
account for two-thirds of  all rural people. Until 2017, the county had 
seven cities and 20 local municipalities, which is a rather large number 
considering that the average in Estonia was two or three cities and around 
12 municipalities (parishes). The number of  municipalities decreased 
throughout administrative reform (autumn 2017) because they joined 
together to form larger municipalities.

Over recent decades, unemployment has been the highest or one of  the 
highest amongst Estonian counties. In 2004, it was 18.6%, in 2007 it was 
8.9%, in 2010 it was 25.6%, in 2014 it was 13.7%, and in 2017 it was 12.3%, 
while the national average was 10.1%, 4.6%, 16.7%, 7.4%, and 5.8%, 
respectively (as of  1 January 2019 Statistics Estonia). Emigration and 
an ageing population are also the highest in Estonia. One of  the largest 
employers in the county is the oil shale sector where in 2012, around 
7,700 persons were employed (Karis 2014), and many times more than 
that are employed in related jobs. Considering integration and social-
political activity, according to the survey ‘Monitoring of  Integration in 
Estonian Society in 2017’, the residents of  Ida-Viru County are the least 
politically active in Estonia and their national identity is weaker than in 
any other Estonian region, although younger generations are somewhat 
more inclusive (Kaldur et al. 2017).
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2.7.3. Territorial or spatial planning in the Soviet era

Territorial or spatial planning laws did not exist in the Soviet-era 
Estonia, but instead there were central norms and regulations which 
were in the 1960s compiled into the building and planning code SNiP 
(an abbreviation from the Russian name; the code is still in use in the 
present-day Russian Federation). Planning decisions were prescribed by 
the central government, and were concordant with the policies of  the 
Communist Party that controlled every action in the society (Vanagas et 
al. 2002, Hiob 2016). Because all land was state property and planning 
processes were secret, there were no procedures for public involvement, 
and the local authorities were consulted to a variable degree (Hess & 
Hiob 2014). Planning was concentrated to urban regions and areas under 
development, while the regional approach was limited (Hiob 2016).

Although theories and guidelines about how to reclaim the exhausted 
industrial areas of  the oil shale region have been proposed starting from 
the 1960s (e.g. Niine 1965, Luik 1966, Kaar et al. 1971, Lainoja 1983), the 
real approach to reclamation only consisted of  extensive afforestation 
and some agricultural experiments (Paper I). Discussions and writings 
on the topics of  regional planning perspectives, multi-functionality 
of  the post-industrial landscapes and ecological principles were not 
implemented in practice but only remained on an academic level. 
Another characteristic of  the Soviet-era planning was that in practice 
the landscape approach was virtually non-existent. Attitudes towards 
industrial heritage and landscapes started to change in the 1990s.

2.7.4. Positive directions for industrial heritage from recent 
decades

Both the National Heritage Board and the National Registry of  Cultural 
Heritage were established in 1994. Under national protection, there 
are many wind- and watermills, distilleries from earlier centuries, but, 
unfortunately, none of  the oil shale industrial heritage is protected, 
except a few buildings that are listed as architectural heritage. Many other 
industrial buildings are under national heritage protection. Starting from 
the mid-1990s, several urban industrial quarters have been put to use 
(Kuningas 2015). One of  the first was the Tallinn Cellulose and Paper 
Factory with its impressive limestone buildings and structures (KOKO 
2019). One of  the most representative examples is the Rotermann’s 
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quarter in centre Tallinn where a salt depot was reconstructed in 1996 
(todays Estonian Architecture Museum). In 2001, the area was determined 
to have milieu value and gradually other renovations were completed, 
while some are still in progress, and some are waiting for renovations 
(Rotermann City 2019).  The quarter has become an attractive district 
for activities such as living, working, entertainment, shopping, and 
catering. There have been similar developments completed in Tallinn 
and in other cities in recent years or others that are still in progress, 
which include Ülemiste City beginning in 2005 (Ülemiste City 2019) and 
Telliskivi Creative City beginning in 2007 (Telliskivi Creative City 2019), 
which are both in Tallinn, and the Widget Factory in Tartu beginning 
in 2014 (Widget Factory 2019). Many of  the buildings in these districts 
are nationally protected heritage. The National Heritage Board has also 
composed collections of  articles (for periods 2005–2012 and 2013–
2017) on the actual state of  Estonian cultural heritage, which include 
discussions on industrial heritage themes (Loit et al. 2013, Randla 2017). 
Public excursions to former industrial sites have become very popular.

In 1999, a joint seminar of  the Nordic and Baltic countries was held 
in Helsinki, which aimed to ‘increase awareness of  the importance and 
value of  safeguarding and protecting the industrial heritage as well as 
adjacent environment in the Baltic sea region’ (Wager 2000). While in 
Nordic countries, the mentality towards industrial heritage is mainly 
positive, in the Baltics, it is problematic because of  their history and 
thus, the need for training and education about the values and possible 
new uses for industrial heritage were found to be greater than in Nordic 
countries. As a result of  the seminar, a 3-year project, the Nordic-Baltic 
industrial heritage platform, was launched to introduce an integrated 
and holistic approach to the use of  industrial heritage. 

In 2017–2018, an Interreg Baltic Sea Region project ‘Baltic Urban Living’ 
between universities from Tallinn, Tampere, and Riga was performed 
with the main objective of  ‘brownfields regeneration in sustainable and 
resources efficient mixed-use areas for eco-social living and working’ 
(Interreg Baltic Sea… 2019). A common platform was created to help 
local authorities, researchers, and stakeholders to cooperate and exchange 
best practices for the successful handling of  brownfield areas. In 2017–
2019, an Interreg Estonia-Latvia project ‘Revival of  Industrial heritage 
for tourism development’ was performed that consisted of  creating a 
joint route with five thematic sub-routes: old manufacturing sites, water- 
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and windmills, railroad heritage, water towers, and lighthouses (Industrial 
Heritage – EstLat 2019). Similarly, the project aims are to increase 
awareness about the value of  industrial heritage and the importance of  
diversifying tourism options, establish a cooperation network between 
stakeholders of  the industrial heritage tourism and a connection with 
European industrial heritage network, develop and improve the heritage 
sites according to contemporary needs and expectations, and promote 
them in target markets. 

There are many industrial and technical heritage museums, among which 
the Estonian Maritime Museum is one of  the most outstanding. It was 
established already in 1935, but in 2012, another exhibition place at the 
Seaplane Harbour was opened that resulted in it becoming one of  the 
largest and the most visited museums in Estonia (Estonian Maritime 
Museum 2019). The Estonian Mining Museum, established in 2000, is 
second most popular industrial heritage museum (Käiss 2016, Estonian 
Mining Museum 2019). 

2.7.5. Reclamation of  industrial landscapes under legislative acts

With regard to legislation considering the planning and management 
of  post-industrial landscapes, the first Planning and Building Act was 
adopted in 1995, providing principles for national, county-level, general, 
and detailed planning (Estonian Parliament 1995). Its enforcement was 
followed by governmental decisions for the composition of  county 
general plans, which were the first strategic documents in Estonia to 
connect different spheres and interests of  local governments. Towards 
reclamation of  exhausted areas, Estonian legislation has had a minimal 
ecologic and landscape approach. The main legislative act that regulates 
reclamation is the Earth’s Crust Act (Estonian Parliament 2017). The new 
version of  the Act came into law in 1 January 2017, after a years’-long 
process of  considering the dissenting opinions of  different stakeholders. 
Its Chapter 5 ‘Reclamation of  Explored Land and Land Disturbed by 
Extraction’ determines the terms for exhausted mining areas, e.g. areas of  
open-pits must be levelled after the activities are finished and the slopes 
must have the grade at least respondent to the natural crumbling grade, 
and the buildings and structures must be demolished. The reclaimed 
area must fit into the neighbouring landscape and the relief  has to be as 
natural as possible.
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Terms for reclamation were specified in an ordinance by the Minister of  
the Environment, which was issued after the new version of  the Earth’s 
Crust Act was enacted, ‘Specified requirements and procedures for the 
exploration of  explored and mined land, requirements for the content 
of  the mining land management project, the procedure for reporting 
the extracted land, and the organization of  the land management and 
report format, and the content and form of  the land reclamation act.’ 
Considering biodiversity, the only demand in this ordinance in favour of  
creating conditions for various biotopes is that in case of  future use as a 
body of  water, lower areas must be left for aquatic plants, except when it 
does not fit with purposeful use of  the water body; the prevailing depth 
must be over two metres. The law and the ordinance do not contain 
anything about how to handle the instances when the future uses are to 
be something other than afforestation or grasslands, and there are also 
no hints about how to approach industrial heritage. However, even the 
shallow water area demand is a step forward, but when compared with 
the 1995 (the first ever; Minister of  Environment 1995) version of  the 
ordinance, the landscape approach has been weakened. 

2.7.6. Oil shale industrial heritage in strategic and planning 
documents

According to the State Budget Act (2014), the strategic development 
documents include the general principles of  policy, sectoral development 
plan, and government area development plan and programme. There are 
more than 60 strategic documents that are currently in force.

Strategic and planning documents dealing with oil shale heritage have 
a mostly generalised approach to heritage, although recently, they 
have become more precise, which indicates increasing awareness. The 
following are discussed here:

• Estonian Regional Development Strategy 2014–2020;
• Ida-Viru County Action Plan 2015–2030;
• General Plan for Ida-Viru County 30+;
• Development Plan of  Ida-Viru County 2014–2020;
• National Development Plan for the Use of  Oil Shale 2016–2030; 

and
• Ida-Viru County Development Strategy 2019–2030+. 
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Estonian Regional Development Strategy 2014–2020

According to the Estonian Regional Development Strategy 2014–
2020 (Ministry of  the Interior 2014), to take greater advantage of  this 
region-specific prerequisite for development, attention must be paid to 
exploiting abandoned mining areas and industrial buildings for tourism 
and other purposes. 

Distant hinterland and sparsely populated rural areas with unique 
cultural-historical heritage and identity should use their traditional 
heritage in a skilful and sustainable manner in local economic activities 
and, thus, contribute to the preservation of  territorial diversity in a 
globalised world. 

One goal of  regional development is also to make better use of  region-
specific resources, and one of  the measures is to support the areas that 
strengthen the uniqueness of  regions and local marketing. To this end, the 
promotion of  local natural resources and cultural heritage is supported 
in local (creative) entrepreneurship and community activities, and in the 
marketing of  regions, to increase the attractiveness of  the regions for 
living, working, studying and visiting. To support place marketing, the 
measures are as follows: supporting local characteristic natural assets and 
cultural heritage, valorisation in local creative business and community 
activities, and regional marketing of  the region to increase residential, 
employment, educational, and touristic attractiveness.

Ida-Viru County Action Plan 2015–2030

The action plan (Ministry of  the Interior 2015) states that it concerns all 
areas of  activity in the Estonian Regional Development Strategy 2014–
2020 and shows what is being done to alleviate or solve problems and 
make better use of  the opportunities in the region. Its implementation 
plan presents activities that are funded, such as an aquaculture park 
(fish farming, greenhouses) to use the residual heat of  the Auvere 
power plant, additional funds for tourism investments related to the 
preservation and development of  cultural heritage in Ida-Viru County, 
and reconditioning of  the Kukruse mining waste hill (which, through 
inner burning, is causing pollution of  groundwater).
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Development Plan of  Ida-Viru County 2014–2020

The Development Plan (Ida-Viru County Government 2014) states 
that it is a county of  great contrasts, with industrial landscapes beside 
primeval nature. Because of  the contrasts, the region can be transformed 
into a valuable sales article through effective marketing. Thereat, the 
local people who need a safe and pleasant living environment must be 
considered. An important aspect of  tourism in Ida-Viru County is the 
existence of  extensive industrial heritage and its exhibition for tourists 
(e.g. Kiviõli Adventure Centre, Aidu Watersports Centre, Estonian 
Mining Museum, Kohtla-Järve Oil Tower, Kreenholm Industrial 
Innovation Theme Park in Narva). Considerable developments should 
also be taken into account (further development of  the Estonian Mining 
Museum and the Kiviõli Adventure Centre, Aidu Watersports Centre, 
Narva-Jõesuu Attraction Centre), which would suffer because of  lack of  
service infrastructure. The plan points out that further development of  
the visiting environment and creation of  new tourist attractions (theme 
parks and multifunctional cultural and recreational sites) are necessary to 
extend the county’s tourism season and increase the number of  visitors.

Discarded mines and industrial sites need to be put into use for new 
purposes, which would reduce the environmental burden and preserve 
jobs. In addition, to restore an attractive living environment, it is 
important to investigate more thoroughly the effects of  oil shale mining 
and industry (collapses of  underground mines, damage to buildings 
built in mined areas, changes in water regime, former industrial areas) 
and compensatory measures to ensure a balance between production 
and resource taxation.

Cultural (including ethnical) diversity together with natural and 
anthropogenic diversity gives the county a presumption to present the 
region in the international film market as eligible for film production.

National Development Plan for the Use of  Oil Shale 2016–2030

The principles for reclamation of  the landscapes in the National 
Development Plan for the Use of  Oil Shale 2016–2030 (Ministry of  the 
Environment 2016) are largely repetitive compared to its predecessor 
(2008–2015). It repeats the terms of  the legislation, need for surveys 
of  mining impacts on protected and endangered species, locations of  
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habitats suitable for these species and possibility of  their appearance, 
and estimation of  the possibility and need to implement supplementary 
measures for the habitats. The document does not contain even a slight 
hint towards valuation or preservation of  oil shale industrial heritage.

The General Plan for Ida-Viru County 30+

The first version of  the county’s general plan was composed in 1999 
and has morally expired long ago. The document was descriptive and 
declarative, and thus, it was never actually functional; it also did not 
include any principles for industrial heritage. The new general plan was 
started in 2013, following an ordinance by the National Government that 
required all counties to start composing new general plans in accordance 
with the Planning Act paragraph 7 cut 3, which stated that the Ministry 
of  the Interior can give directives for formation on spatial development 
principles and orientations to guarantee balancing of  different interests 
and values (Estonian Parliament 2013). 

The spatial development analysis of  this plan (Ida-Viru County 
Government 2016) states that the cultural setting and natural and 
industrial landscapes have multifaceted recreational potential. The 
uniqueness is emphasised by mining tourism objects and landscapes 
(Estonian Mining Museum) and adaptive reuse of  the landscapes for 
sports activities (Kiviõli Adventure Centre on an old semi-coke hill and 
Aidu Watersports Centre in an exhausted open-pit). One of  the spatial 
development principles and county directions is assurance of  the quality 
of  life through evaluation of  the natural and cultural environment, for 
which valuable landscapes and various cultural assets are both attractive 
identity carriers and visiting destinations. Thus, the planning solution 
also focuses on a topic concerning the development of  oil shale mining 
and infrastructure to promote sustainable development of  the economic 
environment, taking into account the human and natural environment.

The county plan also handles thematic plans for valuable landscapes 
that were drawn up in 2003 (sub-theme to ‘Environmental conditions 
directing the settlement and land use of  Ida-Viru County’, which 
is discussed later in this chapter) to refine the first county plan. It 
has been pointed out that the settlement of  valuable landscapes has 
excluded settlement structures that have developed since the 1950s. The 
county plan does not suggest additional valuable landscapes or cultural 
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monuments but refers to three topics, where a detailed plan has to be 
composed for the areas described in the sub-theme ‘Valuable landscapes’. 
In addition, when drafting the general plan on the basis of  the county 
plan, consideration must be given to valuing the 20th century architectural 
heritage and cultural heritage objects without protection status (discussed 
later in this chapter). This must be done by defining the conservation 
and use conditions for valuable individual objects, and for the use and 
development of  entrepreneurial, recreational, and residential areas, the 
surrounding cultural heritage objects, areas, and traditional environment 
should be valued. When preparing a comprehensive plan in the urban 
environment and to preserving the unique building environment, it is 
necessary to protect the building areas that are characteristic of  different 
ages.

The plan defines water bodies that form as a result of  open-pit mining 
as landscape elements that increase the attractiveness of  the county. 
Recultivated open-pits and their neighbouring areas must be ecologically 
balanced and organically blend into the surroundings. Creating water 
bodies is a favoured reclamation choice, combined with afforestation 
and agricultural functions. Tourism, sports, and recreation activities are 
a bonus value. Future users and local interest group suggestions must 
be taken into account to the maximum extent possible, which will 
allow sustainable use of  the reshaped landscape. A spatial development 
direction is tourism enterprising development. However, neither the 
oil shale industrial heritage nor, more generally, the cultural heritage 
is mentioned among the values of  the enterprising development. The 
oil shale industrial heritage is yet handled in the context of  renewable 
energy, because a potential was found to produce heat using groundwater 
reservoirs from flooded exhausted underground mines.

The Strategic Environmental Assessment of  Ida-Viru County Plan 
(Hendrikson & Ko OÜ 2016) estimates the realisation of  the county 
plan would have long-term positive effects on cultural heritage.

Ida-Viru County Development Strategy 2019-2030+

According to the Ida-Viru County Development Strategy 2019-2030+ 
(Union of  Ida-Viru… 2019), by 2030 and thereafter, Ida-Viru County 
will be the first tourist destination in Estonia, after Tallinn, where 
development of  services in the tourism sector and continuous marketing 
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activity guarantee the increase of  tourism visits, and the county is a 
recognised tourism destination in its prioritised target markets. New 
accommodation possibilities are created in the county. The tourism 
sector integrates with other important areas such as education, culture, 
sport, and the creative and service economy.

The perspective development areas are divided into industrial and 
business areas and recreation areas. Among the latter, the recreational 
district of    Kohtla-Nõmme and Kiviõli is the most characteristic of  
the county and is based on reuse of  oil shale mining and processing 
areas. The district starts from the old Kohtla-Nõmme mine (Estonian 
Mining Museum), passes through the former oil shale open-pit (Aidu 
Watersports Centre), and reaches former Kiviõli semi-coke deposit 
(Kiviõli Adventure Centre) and its nearby recreational areas.

Developments for a tourism objective includes developing and 
expanding the tourism cluster (an initiative by the foundation Ida-Viru 
Enterprise Centre, IVEK), mitigating seasonality, continuous destination 
marketing, improving the county’s reputation, and collaborating with 
tourism enterprises to maximum extent, including new investments 
in accommodation, developing water attractions and water sports, 
strengthening transportation connections (including in-house bus 
transportation to and from destinations), and developing services and 
products and associated competencies.

Developments in support of  the goal of  culture and sport, among others, 
include supporting Narva as the European Capital of  Culture for 2024, 
creation of  a cultural cluster, development of  cultural entrepreneurship 
and creative industries, and the Film Fund, which links sports to other 
areas (e.g. tourism, education).

Measures to support the achievement of  the Living Environment and 
Infrastructure Objective, include, among others, significantly improving 
the living environment, including public transport (improving the living 
environment is addressed through programmes for well-being, public 
transport and other services that add an aesthetic and functional quality 
to the living environment, and increasing volunteer activity through these 
actions), and creating highly qualified jobs. Activities towards natural 
and industrial landscapes encompass conservation and improvement of  
the natural environment, including water bodies and waste management 
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and developing industrial sites and mining areas into new functionality, 
including avoiding and mitigating the consequences of  changes in the 
water regime following the closure of  mining areas. Real estate market 
reorganisation (e.g. residential, industrial) programmes will be performed 
through, for example, demolition of  out-of-use residential buildings, 
resettlement of  residents from decaying buildings, and developing 
industrial real estate to modern quality standards.

Development directions to achieve the economic and business objective, 
among others, include diversification of  entrepreneurship and upgrading 
of  labour force qualifications, developing environmental friendliness, 
finding new functions for closing (and state-owned) industrial areas 
through redirecting (regional) investments of  profitable state-owned 
enterprises into recycling of  these industrial sites and waste facility sites. 
In addition, to prepare for Põxit (exit from the oil shale industry, whereas 
‘oil shale’ in Estonian is ‘põlevkivi’), cooperating with the national 
government to find possible solutions is required to preserve and grow 
the economic and social well-being of  the county in a situation where oil 
shale mining will be significantly reduced or terminated.

2.7.7. Cultural heritage theme plans and projects

Among heritage mapping projects and theme plans that include industrial 
heritage are the nationwide theme planning ‘Valuable Landscapes’ 
(1999–2003), inventory of  the 20th Century Estonian Architecture 
(2007–2012), and mapping of  the Heritage Culture project (completed 
by 2011). In addition, there are thematic plans for areas that have milieu 
value composed in several cities (Entec AS 2006, Hendrikson & Ko OÜ 
2010, Levald & Galazan 2012). The General Plan for Ida-Viru County 
30+ (Ida-Viru County Government 2016) suggests evaluating heritage 
landscapes, heritage culture objects, and architectural heritage objects 
from the 20th century at the general planning level and defining their 
protection and usage terms. 

First, in 1999–2003, a nationwide theme planning exercise on valuable 
landscapes (a sub-topic of  ‘Environmental Conditions Directing 
Settlement and Land Use’) was completed (Palang et al. 2011). It defines 
32 valuable landscapes, of  which only two relate directly to industrial 
landscapes: Kohtla-Nõmme and Järva-Edise-Peetri. Few others are 
related indirectly to industrial heritage landscapes and settlements, 
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while some valuable landscapes are claimed to be disturbed by nearby 
industrial landscapes. The theme plan is taken into consideration at the 
general and detailed planning level, more or less in some regions, and 
in the tourism cluster strategy (an initiative by IVEK). In the General 
Plan for Ida-Viru County 30+, usage conditions of  valuable landscapes 
are brought up to date, composition of  landscape management plan for 
each area is recommended, and statutory plans in force are amended 
accordingly (Ida-Viru County Government 2016).

The next project considered buildings and constructions. During 
2007–2012, the Estonian Ministry of  Culture and National Heritage 
Board conducted a project ‘Inventory of  the 20th Century Estonian 
Architecture’. In Ida-Viru County, this included approximately 25 out 
of  159 sites and districts with oil shale industrial heritage (National 
Heritage Board 2019). However, only two out of  the four proposed 
value categories elicit some real protective action: national heritage 
protection for the most important and well-preserved objects, and 
milieu valuable dwelling areas. Taking buildings and constructions under 
protection after they become threatened (and even then, only if  possible) 
or documenting, describing, inventorying ‘valuable buildings that cannot 
be taken under protection’ seems to be a rather unconvincing approach. 
Because a significant part of  oil shale industrial heritage is in poor 
condition, it is predictable that mainly the third and fourth categories 
would be implemented, and maybe a few milieu valuable areas created, 
but hardly any oil shale heritage objects reach the national level. In short, 
the usefulness of  this project is rather doubtful towards oil shale heritage.

The national registry of  cultural monuments does not have any oil shale 
industrial monuments in its database (National Heritage Board 2019). 
There are some buildings listed as building monuments even though they 
are of  industrial origin and the category for industrial monuments exists 
in the registry. Among them, the administrative building at the former 
Sompa mine (which was built in 1946–1948 and is currently in ruin) is 
one of  the most genuine examples of  industrial architecture while the 
others are dwelling and societal houses that were once built for industrial 
settlements. The others include a wholesome Siidisuka residential area 
that was initially built for mining enterprisers (1923–1924, in English: 
Silk-stocking’s houses), Kohtla-Järve culture house (1949–1953) and a 
school house (1938–1939), Kiviõli Art School (1936–1938), Sillamäe 
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cinema house and cultural house (both 1949–1951), and Püssi school 
house (1924–1926).

By the end of  2011, the State Forest Management Centre had finished the 
Mapping of  the Heritage Culture project that was focused on scattered 
settlement and nature areas. The project was with a collaboration 
between partners from Finland and Latvia, and EU foundations (Interreg 
III and IV projects).  For each county, a book of  heritage objects was 
composed where descriptions, brief  history, photographs, and schemes 
are presented. The objects were also included in the database of  the 
Estonian Land Board Geoportal. The choice made by inventory takers 
is open to the public to make suggestions about additional heritage 
objects. The heritage objects are introduced on expositions in nature 
centres of  the State Forest Management Centre and in nature-educational 
programmes and events. In Ida-Viru County, six to seven objects are 
located on oil shale industrial areas, including Tammiku limestone hills 
near Jõhvi, Kohtla hills at Estonian Mining Museum, Võrnu undulating 
roads between forests and fields, and some others (Bobrov et al. 2010, 
The State Forest… 2019). 

Heritage culture objects and architectural heritage from the 20th century 
are currently not under national protection and the General Plan for 
Ida-Viru County 30+ (Ida-Viru County Government 2016) suggests 
that they should be evaluated in the general plans. Their protection and 
usage conditions should be defined at the general planning level, and in 
the development of  enterprising, recreational, and residential districts 
near cultural heritage objects and areas and environment that provides 
traditional lifestyle must be evaluated. In addition, in urban settlements, 
building areas that are characteristic of  different eras must be protected 
to preserve the built environment. Considering 20th century architecture 
and heritage culture, the General Plan suggests valuation (setting 
valuation principles) of  these objects while composing statutory plans.

Three industrial cities have composed thematic plans for the 1940s and 
1950s milieu of  valuable dwelling areas: Jõhvi in 2006, Kohtla-Järve 
in 2010, and Sillamäe in 2011 (Entec AS 2006, Hendrikson & Ko OÜ 
2010; Levald & Galazan 2012). Since the first half  of  2010s, large-
scale renovations of  a park and a central alley connecting the park and 
city centre have been carried out in the Kohtla-Järve milieu-valuable 
area. Improvements have also been made over the years in Sillamäe, 
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and in Jõhvi, a thematic plan has been taken into account in planning 
processes. The previously discussed ‘Inventory of  the 20th Century 
Estonian Architecture’ suggests several other milieu valuable areas, but 
the additional obligations may prove difficult for local municipalities 
which are even now struggling to keep infrastructures and public spaces 
in order with their limited budget.

2.7.8. Successful adaptive reuse projects on industrial landscapes 

Since 2000, three large-scale development projects on exhausted mining 
and industrial areas have been initiated. In 2000, development of  the 
Estonian Mining Museum (initially Kohtla Mining Park-Museum) was 
started after long discussions and negotiations (Luuk 2010). Earlier 
(1986), the site lying on both the underground-mined and open-pit 
areas had been reclaimed and afforested. Of  the three, it is the most 
complex project containing administrative and production buildings, 
underground areas for a tour, and aboveground areas for various uses 
(mountain skiing slopes, slanting slopes for beginners, bicycle and 
roller-skating trails, ATV roads, and many more). The assortment of  
attractions, expositions, and activities is constantly complemented. In 
2015, renovations of  the enrichment building were completed, and it was 
opened as a new visiting centre and underground entrance. However, 
even when very popular and one of  the most known and exceptional 
museums in Estonia, they often had financial difficulties such as paying 
the electricity bills because the machinery that is presented (and run) 
underground is a huge power consumer. In spring 2016, the museum 
was renamed the Estonian Mining Museum and the Estonian Ministry 
of  Culture assigned the museum an annual budget that was the first 
direct supportive act towards an oil shale industrial heritage project by 
a central governmental institution in Estonia (Käiss 2016, Estonian 
Mining Museum 2019). 

In 2006, development of  an old semi-coke hill in the industrial city 
of  Kiviõli began, to which 6.3 tonnes of  semi-coke and bottom ash 
were transported from 1922 to 1967 (Pae et al. 2005). The goal was to 
create an adventure tourism centre. Several surveys, EIA, detailed plans, 
and preliminary projects for a motor complex and adventure tourism 
were prepared beforehand. Together with the start of  construction on 
a motor sports centre, a survey of  thermal processes was performed 
(Kiviõli Adventure Centre 2019). Step-by-step, the slopes were made 
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suitable for various winter and motor sport activities (mountain skiing 
and slalom slopes, a trail for snow-boarding and tubing, a sledge riding 
hill, uphill tracks for motorcycles, and motocross tracks). The supportive 
structure was built as the last part, and in addition to an event-organising 
site, camping site, cross trails, and parking and traffic areas, it includes 
a visiting centre with catering and accommodation that uses the soil 
heating method based on the underground heat of  the hill. Since 2003, 
yearly international motorcycle uphill riding competitions have been 
taking place on the hill, and later, several other motor sports events have 
also been held there. The Adventure Centre was officially opened in 
February 2013 and it quickly became a well-known winter sports centre 
and it is also popular among motor sport amateurs and professionals. 
Recently, a 600 metres zip-line and four-level adventure park were built, 
and several non-winter activities for children and families were added 
(Kiviõli Adventure Centre 2019).

Development of  the Aidu Watersports Centre started in 2012 when 
open-pit mining ended, together with ending the pumping-off  of  the 
groundwater. This resulted in flooding of  the wide and deep comb-
shaped grid of  transportation trenches as the natural water level 
recovered. The Centre is a co-initiative of  Estonian Canoe Federation, 
Estonian Rowing Association, Estonian Powerboat Union, Estonian 
Olympic Committee, and former Maidla Parish (today’s Lüganuse). 
Construction of  the international rowing canal was completed in 2013, 
which had been performed by the mining enterprise Enefit Mines Ltd. 
that had been exploiting the open-pit. The plan for the area with over 30 
km of  canals includes various water sports activities, recreation in nature, 
some dwelling areas, and the biggest wind park in Estonia. Additionally, 
the grandiose idea of  creating a complex of  pyramids made from the 
limestone waste from a nearby mine was a controversial question for a 
time, but the Estonian Ministry of  the Environment did not agree with 
the plan because a huge amount of  waste material would have been 
brought there, instead of  to a dumping ground. In 2017, the Centre 
received 3.7 million euros in financing from the European Regional 
Development Fund, but participating in water sports and adventure 
hiking had already been possible since 2013 (Aidu Watersports Centre 
2019).
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2.7.9. Institutions dealing with industrial heritage tourism

Several institutions have been established that have (industrial) tourism 
development and/or increasing awareness about oil shale-connected 
themes in their agenda. In 2002, Ida-Viru Enterprise Centre (IVEK) 
was founded, which is running a tourism cluster project with 40 
partners (Ida-Viru Enterprise Centre 2019), and in 2011, the Oil Shale 
Competence Center (PKK) was founded, which has three branches of  
activities: science, education and research; entertainment facilitating; and 
awareness and communication (Oil Shale Competence… 2019).

The Strategy of  Ida-Viru Tourism Cluster 2014–2020 (Ida-Viru 
Enterprise Centre 2014) has identified four distinct product complexes 
in the county: the Narva product complex for cultural tourists, the 
adventure complex for active recreation tourists, the coastal product 
complex for the health and spa tourists, and the Lake Peipus product 
complex for nature tourists. The adventure complex consists of  year-
round adventure and sport tourism services and major events at the 
Kiviõli Adventure Centre, Aidu Watersports Centre, Estonian Mining 
Museum and Pannjärve Health, and Sports Centre (the first three are 
discussed later in this chapter, and the last is an adventure sports area 
in pine forests next to an extensive still partially-operating sand quarry). 

Attractive target markets defined for the adventure product complex 
are Estonia (internal market), Russia, Latvia, and Finland. When this 
strategy was composed, the position was not yet strong in any of  these 
markets, because the main attractions (Kiviõli Adventure Centre and 
Aidu Watersports Centre) had just opened or were opening soon. The 
internal market was estimated to have the fastest growth potential and 
the Lithuanian and Polish markets were seen as interesting perspective 
markets. The reputation of  Ida-Viru County as a tourist area was still 
fragile in Estonia and visiting the county was often still an adventure. An 
internal market customer survey from 2014 showed that for Estonians 
(not returnees), the customer expectation was a completely different region 
than the rest of  Estonia—the curiosity to see how people live there. Above 
all, this provides an opportunity to offer excitement to Estonian tourists.

Marketing activities are divided into three main directions: marketing 
activities in target markets, developing cross-marketing in the region, 
and increasing the county’s attractiveness to people traveling on the St. 
Petersburg–Tallinn route.
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3. AIMS OF THE STUDY

Regional development, landscape perception and touristic potential of  
the oil shale industrial region of  the Ida-Viru County, NE Estonia, has 
not been subjected to coordinated scientific research. There have been 
several sociological and socio-economic investigations, for example, 
what are the public attitudes towards the oil shale industry, how has 
the industry influenced demographic trends, and what have been the 
effects of  increasing awareness of  the environment (see e.g. De Grave 
et al. 2006, Saar Poll 2006, Praxis 2013, 2014, Turu-uuringute AS 2017). 
Additionally, a few master theses have been written about evaluation 
of  the oil shale industrial heritage and finding possible new functions 
for it (e.g. Bogdanov 2013, Januškevitš 2016). Research on reforestation 
and natural succession of  Estonian oil shale-mined areas have been 
plentiful and have continued for several decades (e.g. Kaar 2002, Pensa 
et al. 2004, Kiviste et al. 2010, Metslaid et al. 2016, Lutter et al. 2017). The 
environmental impacts of  mining and the chemical industry have also 
been studied extensively (e.g. Kahru & Põllumaa 2009). Another field 
of  study that is connected to regional development perspectives has 
been the economic sustainability of  the oil shale industry (e.g. Kallemets 
2016). 

Ida-Viru County is rich by the oil shale industrial heritage, which 
unfortunately is mostly decaying but could be used for the profit of  
regional development, as experiences of  many other countries have 
shown. Holistic regional development of  a post-industrial region is a 
complicated task that needs many problems to be addressed and many 
obstacles to overcome. Promoting industrial tourism is a way out of  
the decline. Experiences of  other countries are worth exploring when 
comprehending the scale and importance of  the industrial landscapes. 
Their experiences are educative also when planning adaptive reuse of  
the oil shale industrial landscapes of  the Ida-Viru County.

However, a comprehensive view for regional development is lacking, 
although the need for such research has been recognised. Awareness 
about the values and significance of  the industrial heritage is low among 
ordinary people. Knowledge about regeneration and reclamation methods, 
and skills and consciousness about involvement of  communities and 
arrangement of  cooperation between many stakeholders are insufficient. 
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Therefore, this research addresses the issues of  the characteristics of  
landscape elements in the oil shale industrial heritage and how they are 
perceived by the public. Other parts of  the study examined the overall 
perception of  these landscapes and the potential that is seen to be present. 
Various possibilities, deficiencies and problems occurring in the region 
are discussed, as well as how they can be solved, and measures that would 
be needed to boost development. In addition, relevant international 
experience is examined to make suggestions for appropriate large-scale 
approaches that could be successful in the context of  Ida-Viru. The 
specific aims of  the thesis are as follows:

1. To study the extent and characteristics of  the heritage associated 
with the oil shale industry, including local conditions and reclamation 
measures. (Papers I, II, III, IV)

2. To investigate how the public comprehends oil shale landscapes, as 
well as seeking their opinions on the evaluation of  the heritage sites 
and monuments together with what options they see about utilising 
them. (Papers II, III)

3. To explore the role of  public and stakeholders’ involvement in 
regional development and how could this be improved. The options 
for holistic regional development will also be discussed. (Papers II, 
III, IV)

4. To explore a set of  appropriate revival examples of  industrial regions 
outside Estonia including an assessment of  their feasibility to the 
local condition in Ida-Viru County. (Paper IV)

Hypothetico-deductive basis of  the research

Experience elsewhere suggests that obsolete and decaying industrial 
heritage can be preserved and can play a part in the coordinated 
promotion of  regional development. The hypothesis tested by this 
research programme is, that this principle can be applied to the oil shale 
industrial landscape in Ida-Viru County. 
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A range of  different methods were used in this research. First, an 
inventory of  oil shale industrial sites was performed. Second, an 
in-depth social study was performed that consisted of  focus groups 
and a linked questionnaire. The last part consisted of  an assessment 
of  the potential adaptability of  the landscapes using the experience of  
a group of  successful projects from outside Estonia, based on face-to-
face interviews with stakeholders and decision-makers.

4.1. Inventory of  industrial sites

An overview of  the oil shale industrial heritage was obtained from an 
inventory of  oil shale-connected landscapes and sites. The main part of  
the inventory was performed during fieldwork that was completed in 
2011. Most of  the areas visited were identified based on maps or from 
previous knowledge. Numerous site visits also took place in subsequent 
years, some on industrial heritage-themed group excursions and others 
were based on information gathered during questionnaires, focus 
groups, and interviews. Several sites had been visited already before the 
fieldwork. Some of  them were re-visited several times to observe the 
condition at particular times and to collect the same amount of  data as 
the sites that were not previously visited. The overview was required to 
obtain closer insights into what the oil shale region has to ‘offer’ and 
what is the nature and condition of  the heritage, before starting other 
research activities.

The data sheet for every heritage site was based on the Landscape and 
Visual Assessment methodology of  the Landscape Institute (UK) that 
was first published 1995 by the Landscape Institute and Institute of  
Environmental Assessment and then revised in 2002. In 2013, the third 
edition was published. The methodology has become a recognised 
legislative instruction for landscape and visual assessment (Landscape 
Institute 2002, Shetland Islands Council 2006).

The method consists of  determining vantage points, from which the 
data are then assessed. Every view is analysed for the plantations and 
landscape type, the quality of  the view, and its meaningfulness. The 
analysis gives an overview of  the final impacts of  the landscape changes 
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and enables suggestions to be made for the reduction of  unfavourable 
impacts (Site Image Pty Ltd. 2006). Because industrial archaeology is a 
comparably young field of  study, no common methodologies for heritage 
inventories existed at that time, but they were adapted from other fields 
(e.g. Trinder 2012). No vantage points were determined but the object 
was observed from different sides and spots because, in case of  the 
inventory, the issue was not assessment for new landscape changes or 
development activities but to record comprehensive information. The 
data sheet was amended with several other categories and every site was 
walked through and examined from different directions to achieve a 
complete picture. The data sheet used for site recording is included in 
Appendix 1. Some of  the data categories are subjective and depend on 
the season, time of  the day, and weather, e.g. the mood of  the place and 
security. Some of  the data are, therefore, to some degree, ephemeral 
because it depends on the conditions and surroundings that often 
change over time. Although these categories may change, they help to 
define the characteristics of  the sites.

The inspected cities included Jõhvi, Kiviõli, Püssi, and Kohtla-Järve 
with its separately located city parts of  Sompa and Ahtme. Narva and 
Sillamäe, which are not strictly ‘oil shale cities’, were also visited because 
they are strongly connected to the oil shale industry and they also have 
other types of  industrial heritage features. 

The list contains over 80 sites and elements and is due to be amended 
because there are some objects remaining that have incomplete 
information. In addition, the industrial heritage sites and landscapes are 
constantly changing, which means that some objects disappear and new 
ones emerge. Existing attributes may change their appearance because 
of  exposure to weather conditions and human impacts. Thus, a given 
point in time needs to be quoted. An example to illustrate this is an 
open-pit mining area where ground water was pumped out during the 
operational period. The pumping was terminated when the area was 
exhausted, resulting in the rise of  the water to its pre-mining level. Lakes 
and canals, therefore, evolve and previously monotonous landscapes are 
diversified, leading to the formation of  new habitats that are suitable 
for more species. Another example is provided by semi-coke hills that, 
to fulfil EU environmental standards, were lowered and covered with 
isolation materials to reduce environmental risks and throughout the 
work, and the full-grown vegetation was removed. 
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The data collected in this phase of  the research could be said to have 
been discussed in Paper I, but this paper was published before beginning 
the inventory and previously collected data were used. For the social 
science study discussed in Paper II and Paper III, the dataset was 
used as background information to generate core questions for focus 
group interviews and questions for the questionnaire. Some of  the sites 
recorded during the inventory are also discussed in Paper II and Paper 
III.

4.2. Social science study

The social science study combined qualitative and quantitative methods. 
In the first part of  the study, focus group interviews were conducted 
from May to September in 2011. The second part was a questionnaire 
called ‘Possibilities for the Valuation and Exploitation of  Mining 
Heritage’ that took place from May to July in 2012. 

4.2.1. Qualitative research Part 1: Focus group interviews

Focus group methodology is a qualitative research method that is used to 
address themes that require deeper understanding than what is obtained 
using quantitative methods. The method has been known since 1926 
when it was used by Emory S. Bogardus in social psychological research 
about the social distance scale, but its wider use in academic and scientific 
fields only begun in the 1980s. However, since the 1950s, it has been 
applied to market research (e.g. Krueger & Casey 2000, Wilkinson 2004, 
Breen 2006).

Focus groups were held for two reasons: to determine the opinions of  
certain stakeholders and to develop a questionnaire for both the residents 
and the non-residents of  Ida-Viru County. The interviews included six 
groups: 

1. representatives of  a mining enterprise;
2. leaders of  local governments;
3. representatives of  the sports sphere;
4. representatives of  the cultural sphere;
5. elderly people; and
6. students at the basic and secondary school level.
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The focus groups were conducted at the head office of  the biggest 
oil shale enterprise Enefit Mines Ltd. (in Estonian: Eesti Energia 
Kaevandused AS (nationally), Enefit Kaevandused AS (internationally)), 
at local government offices, at Ida-Viru Sports Union offices, at the 
Museum of  Oil Shale, at a day-care centre for the elderly people, and 
at a schoolhouse. Thirty-two persons participated, ranging in age from 
15 to 79 years, and among them, 12 were women and 20 were men, 28 
were Estonians and four were of  other ethnic groups (i.e. Russian and 
Belorussian). All participants were local residents and with sufficient 
Estonian language skills. The groups were composed randomly, with 
participants invited by contact persons, except for the representatives 
of  local governments, who received their personal invitations by 
e-mail. The duration of  the focus groups was from 45 minutes (the 
schoolchildren) to 2 hours (the cultural sphere and mining enterprise), 
altogether a little over 8 hours. Focus groups were voice recorded, and 
later transcribed and analysed for content. Because the goal was to obtain 
the stakeholders’ viewpoints, no divisions between groups (e.g. age and 
ethnicity) were made. The sample was not strictly representative in this 
phase. Focus groups were conducted based on eight core questions, with 
each question related to the next. Supplementary/probing questions 
were also addressed. The eight core questions were as follows:

1. What is understood about mining landscapes and heritage?
2. What makes the landscapes of  Ida-Viru County unique?
3. Do you feel that you belong in your home place? How does it feel 

to be there?
4. What are your preferences considering outdoor leisure activities? 

How could the existing options be diversified?
5. Are oil shale mining heritage sites and areas easily accessible in terms 

of  location, information, prices, and equipment?
6. How could involvement of  different stakeholders (e.g. educational 

employees and local government agencies) in the development of  
mining areas be improved?

7. What are your personal perspectives and visions as a resident of  
Ida-Viru County?

8. What options do you see in development of  the oil shale region?

The interviews revealed differences in the importance of  mining 
landscapes and heritage among the groups; a question that evoked a 
lively and long-lasting discussion in one group was discussed only briefly 
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in another. Generally, the focus group participants were accommodative, 
open, and outspoken, and did not hesitate to reveal even their most 
critical opinions. However, schoolchildren were not completely aware of  
the essence and values of  industrial heritage – their opinions remained 
shallow and generalised at some points, and instead they asked several 
questions themselves. This might partly be because of  insufficient 
discussion of  the subject in their curriculum and partly because of  
their overall lack of  interest towards it. They also showed some degree 
of  negativity, especially in case of  the question considering personal 
perspectives. That is easily understandable because, as children, they have 
yet to determine where their lives will be going. The elderly had the most 
negative attitudes because they have witnessed the most consequences 
of  ups-and-downs of  the oil shale industry. However, they admitted that 
some things have improved and that reusing industrial areas may have 
some positive effects on tourism and recreation. The four other groups 
comprised active and enterprising people, and they saw enormous 
tourism potential for the region.

4.2.2. Quantitative research: Questionnaire

The questionnaire (Appendix 2) consisted of  30 questions that were 
divided into three sections, of  which Paper II discusses the first section 
and Paper III discusses the second and third sections, as follows:

1. Comprehension of  mining heritage and tourism potential;
2. Problems of  realising the potential; and
3. The possibilities for holistic development of  the county. 

Initially, the respondent was asked some personal data to identify their 
age, gender, ethnicity, education, occupational status, birthplace, and 
place of  residency, but also a few specifics about the place of  residency. 
The questions were mostly multiple-choice or open-ended questions, 
with the Likert scale (Jupp 2006) used for the question concerning the 
importance of  development factors.

The sample was composed using the quota sampling method and the 
questioning was conducted using the random choice method via an 
online service provider over the Internet (most respondents), by e-mail, 
by phone, and face-to-face. For the web-based approach, the selection 
included a diverse mix of  people from across Estonia, whereas the e-mail 
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and phone surveying methods were used for contacting local authorities 
as well as local sports, tourism, educational, and cultural institutions and 
associations. Face-to-face surveys were conducted with local ordinary 
people. Respondents were given the choice to decline any questions they 
wished. Two hundred fifty-five individuals were surveyed, and when 
incomplete responses were omitted, the sample was reduced to 247 
respondents. Characteristics of  the respondents are reflected in Papers 
II and III.

People answered the questionnaire quite readily, but Estonians proved 
to have more to say because their open-ended answers were more 
complete and profound. This may partly be because Russians are 
somewhat less participative at the societal level. In addition, women 
with a higher education were more willing to answer than men, which 
may be because women in general are more responsible on a societal 
level. For Paper II and Paper III, respondents were differentiated by: (1) 
residence (resident/non-resident); (2) the residents by ethnic nationality 
(Estonian/other, ‘other’ including all non-Estonians); (3) age; and (4) 
gender. Differences in answers between men and women were mostly 
small, so they were illustrated only in some cases, e.g. most suitable sports, 
tourism, or recreation possibilities for the county in the Paper II section 
and development factors in the Paper III section. On several occasions, 
only an overall view was illustrated because of  limited publishing space. 
Many other differentiations could also be made, such as locals by gender 
or local women/men by age or ethnicity. Some of  these will be discussed 
below. In addition, not all parts of  the questionnaire were covered in the 
Papers II and III, but they are discussed in this thesis.

Some specifics of  the sample are discussed below. Among the 126 
respondents whose birthplace was not in Ida-Viru County but somewhere 
else in Estonia, as many as 24 were living in the county when they answered 
the questionnaire. For the rest, the main objections against moving to 
Ida-Viru County were: having settled down somewhere else and being 
content with that place, no reason or need to move to Ida-Viru County, 
poor Russian language skills, expected difficulties in coping without 
speaking the language, the likelihood of  not finding a (professional) job, 
and unattractiveness of  the surroundings. Four people had considered 
moving to live in Ida-Viru County. Among the 105 respondents who 
were born in Ida-Viru County, 85 were also living there when they 
answered the questionnaire and among them, eight had left for a longer 
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period but returned. Nine persons had considered coming back, while 
for the others, the arguments against returning were as follows: being 
settled somewhere else, lack of  leisure time activities and entertainment, 
and unemployment. Sixteen respondents were born outside Estonia, 
mostly in Russia, but some also in Ukraine and Belorussia – they were 
all living in the county at the time of  questioning.

4.2.3. Statistical data analysis

Open-ended questions involving descriptive statistics were generalised 
and categorised for standard analysis using Microsoft Excel. For the 
Likert scale question, the principal component and factor analysis in 
the SAS 9.1 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) was used to 
identify the main patterns and structures in the responses about the 
important factors for the keywords and potential developments of  Ida-
Viru County.

4.2.4. Qualitative research Part 2: One-on-one interviews

The purpose of  this part of  the research was to obtain information 
about what could be done to improve tourism and thereby the socio-
economic conditions in Ida-Viru County. A set of  examples of  
experiences from other countries was composed that included issues 
with evaluation, mapping and preserving industrial heritage, reclaiming 
exhausted or non-operational areas, and reviving them by implementing 
new, recreational and tourist functions, and managing industrial regions 
in ways that would relieve economic and social problems. In the first 
phase, 34 examples from various countries were analysed, mostly from 
Europe but also from Mexico and the USA. These were all previously 
known from academic research articles, from information shared 
in the Facebook group ‘Save Industrial Heritage’, and many of  these 
were from previous lecture materials composed by the author of  this 
thesis. The collection contained adaptive reuse projects, reclamation 
approaches and regional developments from very different types 
of  post-industrial settings. Among them, six examples were chosen 
that originated from Albania, Spain, UK, France, and Germany (two 
examples). Selection criteria were that an example had to have a 
sufficient amount of  information available to provide an overview. The 
set had to be multifaceted and associated with conditions of  Ida-Viru 
oil shale industrial region. The examples were presented to a test group 
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that consisted of  eight professors, lecturers and PhD students from the 
Department of  Landscape Architecture of  the Estonian University of  
Life Sciences. Based on their feedback, a new set was composed. The 
selection was limited to the UK, Germany, and France – the European 
countries that have a long industrial history of, and have considerable 
experience in, dealing with an industrial heritage. The criterion for 
choosing the examples was that a given case had to have a wide range 
of  influence on an industrial district or a specific industrial heritage- and 
landscape-connected theme. Additionally, innovativeness was taken into 
account. Samples of  two examples are presented in Appendix 3 and 
descriptions of  all examples are presented in Appendix 4. The examples 
were as follows:

1. An agency for socio-economic problems: the Coalfields Regeneration 
Trust (CRT), UK; 

2. An agency for industrial heritage protection: the Association for 
Industrial Archaeology (AIA), UK;

3. Model project for energy efficiency: Bottrop – InnovationCity Ruhr, 
Germany;

4. Regional development foreseeing the end of  industrial activities: 
Nord–Pas-de-Calais coal mining region, France;

5. Short-term nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) for regional 
development: IBA Emscher Park 1989–1999, IBA SEE 2000–2010, 
Germany;

6. Reuse of  an industrial complex and its surroundings: Duisburg 
Nord landscape park, Germany;

7. Theme route of  industrial hills, Germany, France;
8. Ecologic approach in reclamation of  exhausted areas, natural 

succession, France; and
9. Remodelling of  an industrial waste hill: ‘The Lady of  The North’, 

UK.

The interviews took place in spring 2016. Interviewees were asked to 
assess each example for feasibility of  a similar development or project in 
the oil shale region when scaled down to Estonian conditions. They were 
asked what would be the probability of  finding initiators, developers and 
performers, and financing sources (and suggest them); and what would 
be an impact on employment, landscape and environment, tourism, 
enterprising, infrastructure and services, and importance of  the project 
at the local, regional, national, or international level. The examples 
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included some illustrations. The examples were presented one at the 
time using a Microsoft PowerPoint slide show on a screen. 

The choice of  the interviewees included local government officials, 
initiators of  existing oil shale industrial heritage landscapes developments, 
key persons in the development and planning field, cultural heritage, 
tourism, environmental concerns, sports, and mining enterprise. From 
each field one or two interviewees were questioned. Table 2 shows 
an overview of  their institution, position, and location. Half  of  the 
interviews took place in Jõhvi, which is the capital of  Ida-Viru County. 
The interviewees were contacted personally, and interviews were 
conducted using the face-to-face method, except for the environmental 
concerns expert who was interviewed by e-mail because of  his tight 
time schedule. Eleven of  them were from the county, three were from 
Tallinn, 11 were men and three were women. The interviews lasted from 
45 minutes to 2 hours and 45 minutes. They were voice recorded and 
later transcribed. 

Table 2. The interviewees by institution, position, and location

Institution Position Location
Ministry of  Finance advisor of  planning 

acts
Tallinn

Jõhvi Parish development advisor Jõhvi
Enefit Mines Ltd. development director Jõhvi
Sport Union of  Ida Viru 
County

secretary-general Jõhvi

Environmental Investment 
Centre

regional representative Jõhvi

Aidu Watersports Centre developer Jõhvi
Estonian Mining Museum initiator of  the 

museum
Kohtla-
Nõmme

Tallinn Cultural Heritage 
Department

administrator Tallinn

Ida-Viru Enterprise Centre tourism coordinator Jõhvi
Oil Shale Competence Center information specialist Kohtla-Järve
Ida-Viru County Government public relations 

advisor
Jõhvi
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Independent environmental 
concerns expert

Tallinn

Kiviõli City Government leading specialist, 
economics unit

Kiviõli

Eastman Specialities Ltd. director Kohtla-Järve

The interviewees were outspoken to reveal their opinions about the 
presented examples. Several of  them also gave explanations about 
the background and current state in the county and brought parallels 
between the examples and local conditions. Because of  their field of  
activity, the interviewees assessed the feasibility of  the examples quite 
differently and at times, they had opposing opinions. Altogether, the 
answers were critical and remarkably more pessimistic compared to the 
results from 2011 focus groups, although there was a difference between 
participants and between the examples.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 5.1. Oil shale industrial heritage landscapes study

The research for this thesis started with an overview of  the already 
existing restoration methods and developments of  oil shale industrial 
areas (Paper I). These areas were revisited and many other sites were 
also reviewed in the course of  fieldwork visits. Some of  the visited 
locations are not directly oil shale industry sites, but have a connection 
to it and/or contain other kind of  industrial heritage (e.g. in Narva and 
Sillamäe). Social science research methods in the later phases of  the 
thesis provided a considerable amount of  new information, especially 
from the focus group discussions. That information is discussed in 
papers II and III. The information that was recorded during the field 
visits contains specifics such as the present condition and functions of  
an area, site or building, possible dangers, suggestions for potential new 
functions, and the overall impression (Appendix 1). Altogether around 
80 sites and landscape elements were recorded. The list is preliminary 
and is to be amended, as the landscapes and buildings constantly change.

The results show that the variety of  the oil shale industrial landscapes, 
structures, buildings and interesting small landscape elements is 
extensive. Regrettably quite a lot of  the heritage is already lost, e.g. 
the once impressive administrative building of  the Sompa mine built 
of  boulders is now in ruins. However, the ruins are monumental and 
make an interesting set with the nearby chimney and limestone waste 
hills. This composition is unfortunately spoiled by people using it as 
an everyday waste dump, a problem that also occurs in several other 
separate locations. 

The condition was assessed on a scale of  six levels: very poor, poor, 
satisfactory, good, very good, and variable (specified). The condition of  
the majority of  the visited sites was from satisfactory to very bad. The 
sites in a good or very good condition include buildings or groups of  
buildings, among them the Siidisuka residential district in Kohtla-Järve, a 
number of  houses in central Sillamäe where large-scale renovations have 
been carried out, including on the seaside promenade. The buildings 
in a very bad condition regrettably include many of  extraordinary 
architectural and milieu value, such as the Kohtla-Järve water tower, the 
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Küttejõu residential area with its typical barracks once built to house 
industrial workers, the aforementioned administrative building of  the 
former Sompa mine, and many others. The condition of  parks and park-
like green areas is mainly poor or very poor. Some of  these have an 
interesting structure and combination of  species and could potentially 
become recreation areas for inhabitants, including the delapidated park 
of  the Kiviõli Chemical Plant Ltd. (KKT). On the other hand, the 
Kohtla-Järve city park which is located on the grounds of  the former 
Pavandu open-pit has undergone thorough renovations and received 
new functions.

Among older open-pits that were left to recover naturally, the Küttejõu 
open-pit in the city of  Kiviõli with its diverse landform and vegetation is 
an interesting example. The local government has long seen the area as 
a future recreation and outdoors sports area for the residents, but they 
are still waiting for the right time, as there are always other priorities 
and finding funding for such project is difficult. The landscapes of  
otherwise monotonous afforested open-pits are made more interesting 
by deep wide trenches that fill up with groundwater after the open-pit is 
exhausted, thus forming networks of  long canals. For the former Aidu 
open-pit, the large-scale Aidu Watersports Centre project was launched 
in 2012, but once other currently operating open-pits will be exhausted, 
new functions will also be needed for other such areas.

Some of  the industrial areas are not open to the public. These include, 
for example, the vast landscapes of  the former Sirgala open-pit (with 
several naturalised lakes), which the Estonian Defence Forces have been 
using as a training area since the 1990s. The closed areas also include 
industrial complexes, such as the Kiviõli Chemical Plant Ltd. with its 
valuable limestone buildings from the pre-Soviet era, and the areas of  
electric power plants and working open-pits as well as the depositing 
areas of  underground mines. Climbing on top of  the Kukruse waste hill 
has in recent years been prohibited, as self-ignition processes inside the 
hill have made the surface soft and unstable.

Of  the approximately 30 nearby limestone waste hills, the Sinivoore hill 
is located very close to the city of  Kohtla-Järve and paths lead to it 
across a field – evidence that locals frequent the hill. During fieldwork 
visits, I observed people going for walks, sunbathing and motorcycling 
there, and it is also one of  the hills which have been used for uphill run 
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competitions over the years. It has great potential to be developed into 
an active green area for the city people, but development is restricted 
by the fact that it is in the territory of  the Toila rural municipality. The 
Sinivoore hill could also be a part of  the hills’ theme route (discussed 
in Paper IV). Another example where land ownership may complicate 
development is the Tammiku waste hills where one part of  the area 
belongs to the Jõhvi rural municipality, another part to the city of  
Kohtla-Järve, and the surrounding areas to several different owners.

Landscapes and sites also change in the course of  industrial activities as 
well as for reasons of  ensuring environmental safety. For example, the 
ash plateaus of  the Ahtme power plant which in 2011 were a picturesque 
‘moon landscape’, have by 2019 been covered with isolating materials 
for environmental safety, and the semi-coke hills in Kohtla-Järve and 
Kiviõli were remodelled and covered during the first half  of  the 2010s. 
The landscape elements in danger of  disappearing include some of  
the limestone waste hills, as the material is being sold as rubble. This 
makes it even more important to identify the hills which have a value as 
landscape elements and identity providers.

The perceived overall impression was an interesting and telling part of  
the survey. Sometimes the visual impression is complemented by sounds 
and smells. The best illustration for that is the semi-coke hill of  the 
Kiviõli Adventure Centre where top of  the hill offered an interesting 
mixture of  sounds and smells in the middle of  July. There were the 
sounds of  crickets and bees, a rustle of  grasses, soft wind blowing, larks 
and other birds singing, accompanied by noises from the motorway and 
chemical industrial areas, and the sweet honeyed smell of  wide expanses 
of  white melilot (Melilotus albus), combined with a hint of  the chemical 
industry. 

All in all, the terms to describe the impressions are interest, excitement, 
uniqueness and grandiosity, although monotony and desolation are also 
prevalent. The good qualities could be emphasised in development 
processes. As Maskit (2007) has suggested, the ‘interest value’ could be 
a separate category of  values in the case of  post-industrial areas. The 
impressions offered by post-industrial areas can be quite diverse, and 
this diversity could be focused on and purposefully supported in the 
course of  reclamation and renovation processes.
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5.2. Awareness and perception of  landscapes and possibilities

This section covers the second and third research aims. The social 
science study was divided conditionally into three sections. First, how 
the landscapes of  the Ida-Viru County are perceived by focus groups 
and respondents, and what possibilities and deficiencies they see and 
how they evaluate the tourism potential of  the county. Second, what the 
perceived problems are, who should be responsible for addressing them, 
and what steps should be taken towards overcoming the problem. Third, 
what the role of  public and stakeholders’ involvement considering 
regional development is, how could public involvement be improved, 
and what options are seen for development. Papers II and III cover the 
most significant parts of  the findings.

5.2.1. Landscape perceptions

Paper II addresses the issues of  understanding and evaluation of  mining 
heritage and tourism potential in Ida-Viru County. All focus groups 
found that the most recognisable landscape elements are artificial hills 
(the ash hills, which is a routine name for artificial hills that do not depend 
on whether a person knows if  a hill is made of  semi-coke, limestone 
residues, or ash) because they catch the eye on the generally flat landscape. 
Several groups highlighted chimneys for the same reason. Each group 
also brought forth some special aspects. The representatives of  the 
mining enterprise suggested that mining has enriched the landform and 
mining activities provide opportunities to remodel the landscape, but 
also that local authorities are interested in receiving the resource tax, and 
thus, are also interested in continuing the activities. Local government 
representatives pointed out a negative and controversial immaterial side 
of  mining: painful experiences of  the people who had been living in 
villages on the areas of  destined to be quarries and were forced to leave 
their homes because mining was started (Paper II). The representatives 
of  the cultural sphere stressed the importance of  the human factor even 
more. They claimed that everything connected to mining heritage should 
be looked at from the point of  view of  the people in that region who 
came or were brought there to work in the mining industry, because they 
and their descendants helped to form a multicultural society, and there 
are cities and settlements that were once built to house these workers. 
Related to constant changes in the oil shale industrial landscape, they 
mentioned an example from recent years when semi-coke hills had to 
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be lowered and covered by waterproof  materials in accordance with the 
EU environmental standards; for local people, this resulted in the loss 
of  landmarks. The representatives of  the sports sphere found that the 
landscape left after mining offers the possibility of  implementing various 
novel (sports) purposes. Additionally, an innovative project in Kiikla 
village that uses groundwater for heating was highlighted. Considering 
the underground mines, they claimed that spring floods flow away 
more easily while the elderly people’s group stressed the problems with 
the underground mine collapse areas: cracks in the walls, holes in the 
ground, and in many areas groundwater had disappeared, while other 
areas suffer overflows after mining activities are over. All groups agreed 
on artificial hills being the most important keyword but also each group 
had a different opinion in their views about the landscape of  the region. 
The viewpoints make up a rather integral picture of  the landscapes in 
Ida-Viru County but they also include several social aspects.

As an opening question of  the questionnaire, people were asked to name 
keywords that they associate with the landscapes of  Ida-Viru County. 
The words (and phrases) were categorised and listed by frequency of  
occurrence (Figure 1 in Paper II presents the keywords). This revealed 
that people notice both nature value and industrial heritage that is up 
to expectations because this is how the landscape is—industrial and 
natural areas side by side (discussed in chapter 2.2.2 of  this thesis), but 
the results were somewhat surprising. Similar to the focus groups, the 
most frequently mentioned keyword was ‘artificial hills’. Other industrial 
landscape-related keywords were also frequent, and they were spread 
throughout the categories ‘industry, industrial landscape’ and ‘mines, 
quarries’ when processing the results. The secondly most frequently 
mentioned keywords were related to coastal klint, the waterfalls that run 
down from the klint, seaside beach and Gulf  of  Finland (‘coast, cliff, 
waterfalls’). That was expected because the Baltic Klint is one of  the 
main symbols of  North Estonian landscape. Forests (there are extensive 
afforested areas on open-pit dumps but also the dense primary forests 
of  Alutaguse), lakes (Kurtna Lakes and other lakes), swamps, and nature 
landscape in general were also mentioned many times. A separate category 
was formed for traditional sightseeing objects that possess major cultural 
and historical significance and/or have outstanding architecture, such as 
manors, parks, cities, and some specific tourist destinations. Keywords 
that fell under ‘industrial architecture’ and ‘ethnic complexity’ had rather 
negative undertones. The phrases that were provided largely indicated 
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the poor condition of  buildings but also the lack of  contemporary 
buildings, and predominance of  non-Estonians in society. Resident non-
Estonians generalised and contradistinguished more often than resident 
Estonians. This may partly be because they live mainly in urban areas 
whilst many of  Estonians live in the countryside and thus move around 
more (e.g. for work, services, leisure time activities). The youngest group 
appreciates the ‘big picture’ the most, whilst the elderly group seem to 
recognise the complexity of  landscapes and social issues the most clear 
because they have seen the most changes. Thus, it is evident that people 
notice the industrial heritage very well and also place a high value on 
nature. 

Respondents were also asked to name destinations or events that they 
had visited recently and also what places they would suggest to visit. 
Both questions are not discussed in the Papers. The residents named 96 
and non-residents named 113 locations or events (276 vs. 347 answers, 
respectively), which shows that residents are less mobile or spend their 
leisure time outside the county or in their own backyard, cottage, or 
allotment. There were both similarities and differences between the 
sites and events named by residents and by non-residents. For example, 
the numbers for a variety of  places and events visited in Narva were 
almost equal, which is similar for nature-related activities, but more than 
twice as many non-residents had visited industrial heritage-related places 
compared to residents. The Narva-Jõesuu beach resort appeared to be 
a popular destination among ‘outsiders’ but not for local respondents. 
That may partly be because it is one of  the best in Estonia with its 
historic and famous eight kilometre-long white sand dunes, and partly 
because the questioning took place before the summer holiday season 
when people are already planning their vacation. Jõhvi city is far more 
important for locals than for tourists, especially because of  the events 
taking place in Jõhvi Concert Hall. Sports events are also popular among 
locals. Smaller scale and local level cultural and recreational events 
and places like trade fairs and craft workshops, celebration days (e.g. 
settlement’s anniversary, parish’s day) appeared to be somewhat more 
popular among residents while traditional cultural sightseeing of  manors, 
castles, cities and settlements, and memorials were more frequent among 
non-residents, which was also shown by Winters et al. (2013).

For the question about suggestions for places and events to visit, the 
overall number of  answers by residents was somewhat larger than that 
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of  non-residents (538 vs. 400), but industrial heritage places and events 
among them was almost equal (80 vs. 81). The number of  places and 
events suggested was also almost equal. While some other results from 
the survey demonstrate that residents are not as pleased with the presence 
of  industry, it may also be that they simply know more about the smaller 
locations and events than the non-residents, and were enthusiastic to 
give many answers. For industrial heritage, everything that is publicly 
known was mentioned by both groups. 

The key findings in this section show that people recognise the 
singularity of  industrial landscapes very well but they also value natural 
landscapes and traditional cultural places highly, and that non-residents 
tend to evaluate industrial heritage-related issues higher than residents 
who have suffered the consequences (e.g. environmental problems, 
unemployment resulting from declined activities, payments lower than 
Estonian average).

5.2.2. Existing and lacking possibilities for sports, tourism, and 
recreation 

Possibilities for sports, tourism, and recreation activities related to nature, 
winter sports, beach recreation, and sightseeing were more emphasised 
by respondents of  the questionnaire than the activities connected to 
industrial heritage. However, one-fifth of  the respondents considered 
the county suitable for sports activities especially in industrial areas, and 
non-residents found them remarkably more suitable than the residents. 
The reason may be that the residents would yet prefer traditional nature 
landscapes and, rather, see the presence of  industrial heritage as an 
inevitability.

Among the respondents who answered the question about the lack 
of  possibilities, the lack of  different cultural events and activities, 
accommodation and catering options (and the level of  service quality 
of  the existing facilities), sports clubs, and bicycling tracks were also 
at the top of  the list. The fact that many respondents left this question 
unanswered or gave an insignificant answer indicates that they did not 
possess an overview of  the existing possibilities and they did not know 
what was missing.
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The incomplete awareness of  the region’s conveniences and deficiencies 
was affirmed by answers to a question about the sufficiency of  information 
because slightly more than half  of  the respondents considered the 
information to be insufficient. The most common source is the internet, 
especially for the resident Estonians while among the resident non-
Estonians and non-residents, radio and television are important sources, 
which are unfortunately those that might not be followed at the ‘right’ 
time and, overall, do not transmit information about everything. The 
county newspaper was also found to be fairly important, but the local 
government’s information materials and tourist information centre were 
less relevant. Surprisingly, almost one-tenth of  the respondents had not 
had any information about places, activities, and events in the Ida-Viru 
County. 

In the focus groups, a question was asked about accessibility of  oil 
shale industrial heritage sites considering location, information, prices, 
and equipment. There were, at the time, only a few sites to talk about 
in context of  prices and/or equipment (Kiviõli Adventure Centre, 
Estonian Mining Park, Oil Shale Museum) and information about 
them is available via the previously mentioned sources and also from 
booklets, short films, and information days. The contradictions between 
the opinions of  the respondents and the focus group participants at this 
point were evident, the latter being much more optimistic and perhaps 
not completely realistic.

5.2.3. Problems and how to address them

Paper III discusses the problems in the county, the most important steps 
to relieve these problems, and who should be responsible to initiate 
the action. In focus groups, problems were addressed spontaneously 
throughout the discussions. The most important/discussion-provoking 
problems appeared to be emigration, low quality of  social infrastructure 
(e.g. services, daily entertainment opportunities), poor level of  integration, 
and unemployment together with the lack of  qualified specialists. The 
opinion of  the elderly group was that criminality and vandalism were 
also serious issues. The interdependence of  emigration, unemployment, 
and lack of  social infrastructure are illustrated with an example of  
younger generation’s need for socialisation. Even if  there are suitable 
jobs available, young people who consider returning to the county after 
finishing their studies also take into account other aspects of  daily life, 
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such as where to go out in the evenings (e.g. a café, a pub, a restaurant, 
a small concert). This is something that does not depend on a persons’ 
age only but on their expectations and preferences, and it also applies 
to the final decisions of  people who have never lived in the county but 
have considered moving there. The same pertains to all services and 
opportunities. The choice of  daily entertainment and socialising places 
is limited even in the bigger cities of  Jõhvi, Kohtla-Järve, and Narva. The 
reason was claimed to be industrial history: miners had shifts that often 
did not coincide between friends, and thus, they often had no chance 
to meet up to go out and have fun, which resulted in an undeveloped 
café-culture. However, participants found that efforts should be made 
to favour the return of  young people to their home county. To increase 
the attractiveness as a place of  residence, implementing adaptive reuse 
of  industrial heritage is not enough, and accompanying services must 
be developed; without this, only the reputation of  the place would be 
improved (Heldt Cassel 2008, Murzyn-Kupisz 2009). In an unofficial 
talk in autumn 2015, a member of  the City Government of  Kiviõli was 
asked about how the official opening of  the Kiviõli Adventure Centre 
in February 2013 has influenced tourism in the city and thus city’s 
economics. By that time, the influence had been almost non-existent 
because the people visiting the centre did not come to the city; this was 
because one standard style daytime catering place was not enough to 
attract them, and more so because there was a catering service at the 
Adventure Centre. 

Industrially specific architecture and green spaces are not of  interest 
to everybody. Murzyn and Gwosdz (2003) addressed the issue as 
follows: successful adaptive reuse alone is not enough to change the 
economic condition of  a municipality, but the presence of  services 
and other entertainment options, attractiveness, and interestingness 
of  surroundings are needed. The overall tolerance in the region was 
considered to be higher than that in Estonia on average because of  the 
multinational and multicultural community. Differentiation based on 
ethnicity would impede cooperation and achievements, as was said by 
one cultural sphere group’s representative. Such differentiation between 
Estonians and Russians is made outside the county rather than within it. 
However, there are many non-Estonians who do not know much about 
the country they live in, and for better integration, Estonia should be 
introduced to them instead of  the standard approach of  taking language 
courses.
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In the questionnaire, the problems largely coincided with the problems 
from the focus groups. Almost half  of  the questionnaire respondents 
reported unemployment as the biggest problem, including the lack of  
jobs that are consistent with ones’ skills. This was followed by language 
barriers and the low integration level of  people with a native language 
other than Estonian, and social and environmental problems. Thus, 
residents see unemployment as a bigger problem than non-residents, 
which is completely understandable because they are directly influenced 
by it. Even when there is more unemployment among non-Estonians 
(Kaldur et al. 2017, as of  1 January 2019 Statistics Estonia), for some 
reason, residents with Estonian ethnicity consider it more problematic 
than others. This may be because of  a higher level of  awareness and/
or expectations of  the community. Language barriers were perceived to 
be bigger problem by non-residents than residents. Resident Estonians 
found problems with language skills and integration far more acute 
than resident non-Estonians. That was evidently partly because of  the 
conception that the official national language should also be known by 
non-Estonians and many of  these people who did not speak Estonian 
had already lived there long enough to learn it, while residents often 
speak both languages at least at a basic level. According to the latest 
integration monitoring (Kaldur et al. 2017), Ida-Viru County is the 
least Estonian-speaking county overall, where 22% of  inhabitants do 
not know the language (although in 2015, it was as high as 30%), and 
it is the strongest Russian-speaking area, with 82% Estonians having 
active language skills. Another issue is that non-Estonians (especially 
Russians) stay within their own communities. The elderly people’s focus 
group gave the following example: even when Russians are invited to 
join events at the local day care centre for the elderly and the common 
communication language of  Estonian is changed to Russian to make it 
easier for them to join in, only a few will come because they fear negative 
peer pressure from their Russian friends and family. 

Social problems including criminality, vandalism, alcoholism, and drug 
addiction are commonly higher than the country’s average in declining 
industrial regions (Metsaots 2015, Coalfields Regeneration Trust 2019), 
so it was not unexpected that the results showed them to be among the 
primary problems in Ida-Viru County. The same applies to environmental 
problems that were considered to be equally important. There have been 
some improvements in the measures for reducing pollution because of  
stricter demands through EU environmental policies. Another reason 
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for environmental issues not being the most problematic anymore is that 
the aforementioned societal problems have increased. The most acute 
environmental problems were spoiled landscape (collapsed underground 
mines and destroyed buildings and houses), unpleasant surroundings, 
poor quality and shortage of  drinking water, and poor air quality. People 
seem to not consider the destruction of  landscapes through mining as 
completely irreversible—the reason may be that they have seen that the 
areas can be restored for sports and recreation or afforested.

There are also deficiencies in maintenance of  settlements, greenery, and 
infrastructure, and scarcity of  education obtaining options, kindergarten 
places, hobby and sports clubs, cafés, pubs, restaurants, accommodation 
places, and cultural and sports events. Less mentioned problems 
included emigration, poor availability of  information, low standard of  
living, bad reputation of  the county, low quality of  services, unused 
and deteriorating industrial heritage, isolation from the rest of  Estonia 
both logistically and cognitively (ethnic and cultural differences resulting 
from a multicultural society), low level of  entrepreneurship, and poor 
opportunities to obtain continuing education or undergo re-training. 
Some people also mentioned general backwardness, lack of  cooperation 
between big and small tourism enterprises, and the fact that many 
local leaders live outside the county and are not interested in the daily 
happenings in the area.

Instead of  suggesting specific steps to be taken to resolve the problems, 
largely the same problems were repeated. However, their sequence of  
essentiality appeared rather different, and some new categories, e.g. 
participatory planning, soothing of  the somewhat negative attitude of  
locals towards their home county, and promoting (industrial heritage) 
tourism, appeared among the steps. Most of  the respondents (more 
than three-fourths) believed that it should be primarily the national 
governments’ duty to address the problems (see Figure 2 in Paper 
III). More than two-thirds also indicated that it should be the local 
governments’ duty. The roles of  the county government and community 
were considered to be somewhat less important. Thereat, the role of  
the community was considered to be significantly more important 
among non-residents and resident Estonians. The reasons may be 
that the ‘outsiders’ are not participating in local life but also that their 
awareness about the citizen initiative is greater than locally, and,  among 
locals, Estonians (who are minority) tend to be more concerned about 
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are generally more positively attuned gave higher points compared to 
less positively attuned people, which indicates they are more optimistic 
towards the future perspectives of  the county. Although there was no 
clear difference between respondents, men, ethnic groups other than 
Estonians, and older people were found to be slightly less optimistic.

Component analysis of  important factors in terms of  potential 
developments uncovered only one distinguishable component 
(accounting for 23.6% of  the total variability). This component was 
positively related to all the factors (the only factor with a slightly smaller 
but still positive correlation was ‘opening the border with Russia’) and 
it reflects the tendency that positively disposed respondents gave higher 
points to all developmental factors, and vice versa.

The application of  the varimax rotation with factor analysis revealed that 
six more specific factors accounted for more than 6%, and in summary, 
61.7% of  the total variability. The six factors were related to following 
determinants:

1. the evaluation and conservation of  mining heritage, information 
about the possibilities of  using mining heritage, and EU financial 
support targeted at the valuation of  mining heritage and the usage 
of  mining areas;

2. increasing awareness about the county, making better use of  
its tourism potential, and opening more daily recreational and 
entertainment facilities as factors that are important from the 
perspective of  development;

3. the role of  development and implementation of  administrative 
reform (including the affiliation of  some local governments) and 
regional policy, and the role of  opening the border with Russia to 
promote tourism;

4. reducing unemployment and finding solutions to social problems;
5. stronger public involvement in the decision-making processes on 

the future uses of  mining areas, strengthening the solidarity among 
people through joint action, and improvement of  cooperation in 
the valuation and use of  mining heritage as important factors for 
regional development, whereas the role of  opening the border with 
Russia was regarded as relatively insignificant in this context;

6. utilisation of  old mining areas and the valuation and conservation of  
mining heritage combined with utilising former mining constructions 
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and improving the appearance of  cities and settlements, including 
the renovation of  buildings and the maintenance of  public spaces.

Second, the following open-ended question was asked: ‘What options do 
you see in development of  Ida-Viru County?’ The answers (see Figure 5) 
reflect the previously discussed issues about activities and options that 
are suitable for or lacking in the county, about problems, their solutions, 
who should address them, and how to involve local inhabitants and 
different stakeholders in the processes more efficiently (Metsaots 2015). 
Section (a) of  the Figure 5 shows that tourism fostering appeared to 
be predominantly important, followed by fostering continuity of  
industrial activities and enterprising (including small scale), creation of  
new jobs, finding new uses for post-industrial landscapes and industrial 
heritage, reducing language barriers and improving integration, and 
strengthening state initiatives. The roles of  financial support structures 
and investments were considered to be surprisingly low compared to the 
previously discussed themes of  perceived problems and improving of  
involvement, and also compared to the question with pre-determined 
factors.

Non-residents defined the contribution to tourism development, finding 
new functions for industrial landscapes, addressing language barriers and 
environmental problems as far more important factors than the residents 
(Figure 5 (b)). Residents found fostering industrial development and 
enterprising, increasing the initiatives by national government on issues 
of  regional development, creating new jobs, increasing investments and 
financial support funds, and diverse possibilities for sports activities 
much more important factors than non-residents. This tendency shows 
that the views of  non-resident respondents to some extent resemble 
viewpoints of  tourists who first of  all expect pleasant surroundings, while 
residents clearly see the daily conditions and how difficult it is to survive 
for many people. For example, industrial activities should be continued 
and supported even if  it causes environmental problems, because the oil 
shale industrial sector is the largest employer in the region. Section (c) of  
the Figure 5 shows that compared to resident Estonians, resident non-
Estonians found the creation of  new jobs considerably more important 
than they did while defining problems. This raises the question of  
whether it is an ethnic peculiarity that a question about problems did not, 
but a question about development factors did, trigger a proper answer. It 
may also be that they were taking it from a personal point of  view: being 
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examples. The interviews took place before the administrative reform in 
2017, which caused changes such as eliminating the county governments 
and forming larger parishes by joining the groups together, with some 
that were wealthier and some that were poorer. Relevant remarks are 
included in the text.

5.3.1. Statements about differences between other countries and 
Estonia

A consentient statement by the interviewees was that the conditions 
between the example countries (UK, France, and Germany) and the 
Estonian oil shale region are essentially distinct because the former 
have a centuries-long industrial history that forms a significant part of  
their national identity, while industrial mining of  oil shale only reached 
100 years in 2016 (Paper IV). General attitudes towards the industrial 
heritage are polar, more so that in Estonia where a significant part of  
industrialisation took place during the Soviet era, and thus, the heritage 
strongly associates with negative memories, as is common in post-
communist countries (see e.g. Lahusen 2006, Szmagalska-Follis 2008, 
Murzyn & Gwosdz 2003, Pusca 2010, Nepravishta 2015). In addition, 
economic conditions and standards of  living are different. While the 
UK, France, and Germany are thriving comparably well, Estonia is 
one of  the least thriving of  the EU Member States. At one point or 
another, almost every interviewee mentioned the smallness of  Estonia 
and its low population density, and some of  them mentioned it several 
times. Compared to the UK, Germany, and France, there are not enough 
people in Ida-Viru County, both those who take the action and those 
who use the results. Even the whole population of  Estonia may not be 
enough to guarantee year-round visitors. Active people who also have 
a sense of  mission are already (over)occupied. Comparably low social 
pressure was another issue that came up repeatedly.

Therefore, every new project needs to be carefully considered and 
innovative. It is not possible to directly take over any of  the examples 
from other countries. Additionally, Mah (2017) asserts that taking over 
Western models when regenerating post-industrial sites in Eastern 
European countries is not always possible because of  the aforementioned 
differences. Many aspects were found to be adaptable or usable for 
inspiration. 
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The differences between NE Estonian conditions and those in France, 
the UK, and Germany did not obstruct discussions; rather, the 
diverse assortment of  examples contributed to the consultations. The 
interviewees assessed the feasibility of  the examples differently based on 
their field. Overall, they were critical and remarkably more pessimistic 
compared to the 2011 focus groups (Papers II and III), although almost 
every example received opinions from edge to edge. Local interviewees 
were more specific and concrete in their answers while experts from 
Tallinn extrapolated to a greater degree. Some of  the examples evoked 
longer discussions while some remained quite short. Among them, 
comprehensive assessment of  industrial heritage sites and objects, 
holistic thematic plan, industrial hills theme route, and a sports, cultural, 
and recreational centre in an industrial complex stood out. Next, the 
most significant attitudes of  the interviewees towards each example 
from another country are brought forth and discussed, followed by 
conclusions about their feasibility.

Regional planning taking into account the inevitable end of  
industrial activities

The inevitable forthcoming end of  oil shale industrial activities needs 
to be approached ‘already today or tomorrow’ and an agenda should 
be prepared that considers how to tackle the socio-economic and 
environmental problems, several interviewees stated (Paper IV). A 
difference compared to the Nord–Pas-de-Calais region in France 
(e.g. Lemoine 2010, 2012, CILAC 2019, Mission Bassin Minier 2019, 
Etablissement Public Foncier… 2019) is that nobody knows how long it 
will take – whether it 20, 30, or more years left for the oil shale industry. 
Starting a regional planning action that would take into account the 
fact that the oil shale industrial activities will end at some point was 
assumed to be the most important regional initiative (although regional 
authorities’ role and capability in Estonia is not comparable to that of  the 
departments in France). During the interviews, it would have meant the 
county government, but throughout the administrative reform (2017), 
this level was abolished from the governmental structure. By 2019, there 
was the Union of  Ida-Viru County Municipalities (IVOL), and its board 
and general assembly consist of  representatives from local authorities. 
More effective outcomes are expected from their activities than those 
of  the County Government. Enterprising centres could contribute to 
performing the project and any Enterprise Estonia programme that 
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includes spatial planning might be suitable for that task. EU support 
funds for cross-border projects with Russia were considered to be a less 
likely option. 

Industrial heritage assessment and a theme plan

The critical opinions about industrial heritage assessment succeeded by 
a theme plan were that there is still ‘too few going on one aim’ and 
too much oil shale industrial heritage is already gone (particularly, many 
heritage objects from before the Soviet era). In addition, residential real 
estate is mostly privately owned and it would be complicated to assure 
the implementation of  any suggestions and demands to preserve the 
houses. Industrial enterprisers often are not interested in preserving 
the administrative and processing buildings and structures because it is 
economically more reasonable to demolish them, sell the scrap metal, 
after they finish their activities. The demolition is even supported by 
the Earth’s Crust Act (Estonian Parliament 2017). In the words of  the 
initiator of  the Estonian Mining Museum, despite being the biggest 
industrial museum in Estonia, it has been struggling to manage and 
there is no guarantee that it will survive. However, lately, the museum 
has been trying to start operating more effectively to save some money, 
and in spring 2016, financial support from national government was also 
assigned to the museum (Käiss 2016). Compared to the UK, France, and 
Germany, the Estonian state is not wealthy enough nor is it a priority 
to subsidise the industrial heritage sites consistently, and there would 
not be enough benefactors because of  the aforementioned negative 
attitudes and low economic capability. Industrial heritage is not popular 
enough and public awareness about its importance is comparably low.

Because financing by the national government or local authorities (the 
former does not have (oil shale) industrial heritage as a priority, and 
the latter are simply short of  money) is unlikely, the financing could 
come from the European Regional Development Fund, but even then, a 
certain amount of  self-financing must be put into the application. Some 
local governments might refuse it, but the assessment should include the 
entire oil shale industrial heritage region, and supposedly other industrial 
heritage in the region too. Suggestions were made that the financing 
could be obtained by separating a certain percentage from resource taxes 
but that would be more likely when a state reform is conducted for 
a larger percentage of  resource taxes that are returned to the county. 
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In 2018, IVOL made a successful proposal to the Estonian Parliament 
to increase the returned tax, and the changes to the Environmental 
Charges Act went into effect on 1 January 2019 (Estonian Parliament 
2018, 2019).

Industrial hills theme route 

According to most interviewees, the industrial hills theme route was 
considered to be the easiest to accomplish among the presented examples 
because it is a simple project that does not need a large investment. 
However, to date, the potential has not been realised. It could be a 
kind of  ‘let’s put the home into order’ project and would be useful as a 
reference for an already accomplished successful project when financing 
applications are made for larger projects. 

Many ideas were presented during the interviews, and among them, 
geo-caching, ‘conquering’ the hill tops, solar-panels, light installations, 
art projects on top of  the hills, writings on hillsides, and that the hills 
could serve as good viewpoints/watching platforms with watching 
towers. The theme route might be interesting to walk or cycle through, 
motor-cross could be practiced along the route, and hill cars could be 
provided. The experience in the Estonian Mining Park where a ‘stone 
grove’ was created on top of  a limestone waste hill shows that even 
the initiative of  one person can add specialty to a hill, but it requires 
a real enthusiast with a skill to engage volunteers. For Kukruse hill, 
which is one of  the oldest limestone waste hills, many ideas have been 
proposed over the time because it has an advantageous location next to 
a main road. Because of  self-ignition, its future is unknown, although 
supposedly the hill will be relocated right next to its present place during 
re-sorting; it would be smart to implement any of  these ideas (or a new 
one) in course of  relocating. The future of  Tammiku hills is uncertain. 
The local government of  Jõhvi Parish is interested in giving this group 
of  hills a new function as a sports and recreation area and design ideas 
were proposed by landscape architecture students from the Estonian 
University of  Life Sciences in 2007 (Paper I), but the mining enterprise 
has a valid mining permit and their plans are currently not known. For 
the hills of  presently operating underground mine Estonia, the mining 
enterpriser has planned a motor cross track in the shape of  their logo 
and a landmark installation on top of  the hills. 
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Local governments and stakeholders need to first come together to 
decide what hills can be included in the trail, how to complete the task, 
and who could put the project into practice. As an initiator, the IVEK 
was suggested because it has already been the leader of  the Ida-Viru 
Tourism Cluster project since 2009. It could be a joint project between 
municipalities, but finding funding may become an obstacle. Another 
option suggested was Cultural Endowment of  Estonia. Realisation 
would include activities such as launching a contest for design ideas, 
preparing the attractions or installations, putting them up, preparing 
signs, completing landscaping, and building pathways. Into the 
process, local schoolchildren, local people (among them volunteers), 
unemployed people, and university students from different professions 
and the Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund (e.g. framework of  
the programmes for teaching working habits or training) could be used. 
An option might also be the mining enterprisers, but this depends on if  
they agree because it is not their responsibility to deal with old mining 
areas; it would depend on their good will and the economic conditions.

The feasibility of  an industrial hills theme route depends on several 
factors. The location needs to be considered when choosing the hills 
for the route because the distance between the hills should not be too 
long to form a network. They should be accessible in terms of  land 
ownership (permission) and a free field of  view is needed to identify the 
other hills from each hilltop. The material that the hill is made of  needs 
to be taken into account from the point of  stability and the tracks need 
to be stable and weather resistant. 

The drawbacks of  such a project would be that it does not bring money 
into the local authorities’ budget, or create any jobs apart from the 
maintenance personnel who in all probability would be hired by the 
local governments, adding yet another expense line to their tight budget. 
According to more pessimistic views, the standard of  living needs to rise 
for there to be sponsors.

Short-term NGO to give an impulse for development

The attitudes towards implementing a project framework that is similar 
to the IBA projects (e.g. Kuhn 2010, Bottmeyer 2011, Bottmeyer et 
al. 2012, Internationale Bauausstellung… 2019, Von Bismarck 2010) 
differed significantly. Some interviewees thought it would succeed rather 
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well, but some were very sceptical, up to ‘it would explode here’. The 
positive attitudes suggested that it would be more effective to market the 
region as a whole instead of  marketing separate places (Weidenweld et 
al. 2010). However, this requires excellent communication to obtain the 
support of  all stakeholders. For oil shale industrial heritage, everybody 
has ideas about what to do with the oil shale industrial heritage, but 
nothing provides the final impetus. This could be because of  a lack of  
expert knowledge.

The parties that could participate in such activity were suggested, 
as follows: IVEK, Ida-Viru County Industrial Areas Development 
Foundation (IVIA), Estonian Mining Museum, local governments, 
apartment associations (to put collective pressure to local governments), 
unemployed people (in addition to participating in projects, they can get 
non-returnable support to start a business), volunteers, and consultants. 
However, it was admitted that ‘some fresh blood’ would be needful 
because there are ‘always the same people around the table’ whose ideas 
sometimes get stuck. A NGO could consist of  a group of  three or four 
people and financing depends on what will be allocated in EU 2020+. 
When the NGO’s administration engages non-local people, problems 
could arise with outsiders not being accepted, and experience has shown 
that if  new enthusiasts appear, the brightest people are soon lured away 
from the county by the offer of  better opportunities and salaries in 
Tallinn or Tartu. In addition, there is much corruption in some cities 
like Narva and Kohtla-Järve and it is unlikely that they would cooperate.

The population of  the county is not big enough to create a recreational, 
sports, and tourism centre in each local municipality and only a few 
spots should be chosen. However, the question arises as to why other 
municipalities would be interested to participate. An assumption was 
made that this competitiveness could be overcome only if  the national 
government would estimate which of  the heritage objects are the most 
valuable and take the lead in developing or financing it. 

Industrial complex as a recreational, entertainment, and sports 
centre

Most interviewees considered that a recreation centre that was similar to 
Duisburg Nord Landscape Park (e.g. Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord 
2019, Latz + Partner 2019) was a great way to present the heritage and 
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history. Some of  them figured it would be easier to develop an industrial 
complex into a recreational, sports, culture, and tourist destination when 
it is done within a larger framework, as it was with Duisburg Nord in 
parts of  the IBA Emscher Park. Such development should be close 
to a city to provide daily leisure time opportunities for the inhabitants 
(Murzyn & Gwosdz 2003). This way, it could also attract new people to 
come to live in that city and influence the development of  services in 
the neighbourhood, which in turn, would make the city more attractive 
for tourists. Thus, it is important that the area starts to make a profit 
on its own instead of  needing constant financial support. Because the 
‘classic’ ideas are already in use (e.g. motor sports, skiing, water sports, a 
museum), the functions need to be something new and more innovative. 
Because of  the complexity, it needs to be a thoroughly considered project 
and also requires improvements in the neighbourhood (e.g. repairing 
at least major streets and roads, diversifying the choice of  restaurants, 
cafés). The development should be started before the factory is closed, 
but unfortunately, there is lack of  knowledge on how exactly to do this.

The obstacles may arise when the enterprisers do not care enough about 
the heritage to make efforts to preserve it. It is simpler and less costly to 
demolish the buildings and structures than to renovate them, especially 
because scrap metal is quite expensive and it is easy to find a company 
that is willing to do the work. There is even the attitude of  ‘this is old 
junk, let’s sell the metal’. Even legislation (Estonian Parliament 2017) says 
that constructions must be demolished once the activities have ended. 
As explained by the mining enterprise interviewee, another issue is that 
they often may be too amortised and when left empty, they may become 
dangerous and the mining enterpriser would probably still be blamed 
for accidents even if  they have returned the land to local government’s 
ownership. On some occasions, land ownership may become an obstacle. 
A good example of  this is Tammiku waste hills near Jõhvi. These hills lie 
on territories of  two different municipalities and old mining buildings 
(in continually worsening condition) have been sold to many different 
companies. On a larger scale, Estonia is very Tallinn-centric because 
most conferences and other big events take place in the capital where 
the commodities already exist, and an attraction that is similar to the 
Duisburg Nord Landscape Park may be too large for Ida-Viru County. 
Additionally, the tourism market is constantly fluctuating; only a few 
years earlier, the number of  Russian tourists was growing so rapidly that 
it was perceived that there was no need to work on marketing in other 
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directions, but in 2016, the number had remarkably dwindled and new 
target groups were needed. 

Some interviewees thought that development actions should concentrate 
on further developing the sites that already exist. I It was suggested 
that the Estonian Mining Museum may already be the one, although its 
essence is somewhat different because it does not have a focused centre. 
The question arises as to whether under Estonian conditions, the three 
developments (Estonian Mining Museum, Kiviõli Adventure Centre and 
Aidu Watersports Centre that form an imaginary triangle) are enough or 
might there be more diversity?

Among possible locations, the VKG Ltd. chemical complex with semi-
coke hills, Nitrofert Ltd. chemical industry complex (mineral fertilisers’ 
production), and Kiviõli Chemical Plant Ltd. complex were proposed. 
The first of  these would serve the local people well because it is right next 
to Kohtla-Järve city. The second has a very interesting structure and it is 
comparable in size to the Duisburg Nord Landscape Park, but an issue is 
that the owners of  that complex are very uncooperative and it is located 
rather far from the city centre. For the industrial complex of  Kiviõli 
Chemical Plant Ltd., the local government’s interviewee suggested that 
it could become something very similar to Landscape Park Duisburg 
Nord because the Adventure Centre already exists on one side of  the 
road, while on the other side, the industrial buildings could be put to 
new use once the chemical industry ends its actions. Already years ago, 
the local government had defined that some significant buildings in the 
complex are valuable (they are also defined as 20th century architectural 
heritage by the National Heritage Board) and must not be destroyed, but 
retaining the wholeness or at least most of  it requires that many of  the 
later era’s buildings are also preserved. However, it is not known how to 
accomplish this goal.

A realisation option for a recreational centre might once again be the 
Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund because unemployed people 
could be exploited to implement the project and in cooperation with 
the Fund, an alternative could be given to industry workers who 
have lost their jobs. EU support funds were suggested for financing, 
while support from national government was contemplated only if  it 
was possible to ensure that the project starts to bring a return on the 
investments. An important factor to make such development ideas into 
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reality is a change in the attitude of  enterprisers towards investments 
for renovation, instead of  demolishing the buildings and structures. To 
attain more knowledge and create contacts, a study trip to representative 
locations could be useful, which was suggested by the interviewee from 
the IVEK.

A fund for solving socio-economic problems

The variability of  attitudes was one of  the biggest among the 
interviewees about the feasibility of  a similar agency or trust in Estonia 
compared to the CRT in the UK (Coalfields Regeneration Trust 2019). 
Most interviewees found it to be unrealistic, claiming that financing 
would become very difficult. If  it is initiated, promoting the enterprising 
and development of  tourism and services could be fields upon which 
to concentrate. Middle-aged people could be the primary target group, 
including those who are just reaching their pension age or who are 
already retired because it would help to keep them active and give them a 
sense of  needfulness in society. Part of  that could include volunteering, 
which is an option that could also have positive effects among young 
people because they could add the volunteer positions into their resume 
to show their future employers that they have been societally active and 
already have some work experience. 

A challenge is that local (elderly) people are not qualified enough (see e.g. 
Murzyn & Gwosdz 2003). For example, they are not qualified to work 
as a cook in a restaurant that strives to attain a high level of  services to 
also attract clients who are hard to please, which could mean that the 
restaurant still has to import their workers, which has already happened 
in several places. Alternatively, they may not have enough language skills 
and are too stagnant to obtain them (Paper III). For training people 
to start their own enterprise, existing services are provided by the 
Unemployment Insurance Fund and projects have been initiated by local 
governments. Several interviewees mentioned that not everyone could 
be trained to become an entrepreneur because not everyone has the 
necessary characteristics. 

The development advisor from Jõhvi Parish highlighted two cases of  
initiatives by the national government. First, the Ida-Viru Action Plans 
(for years 2010–2014 and 2015–2020) where ministries stated what each 
of  them will do to help to relieve the industrial region’s specific problems. 
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In the first plan, the Ministry of  Justice had promised to bring a new 
prison to the county that was regrettably the only task that was fulfilled. 
Second, the IVIA received financial support from three ministries to 
apply for further financial support from the EU Regional Development 
Fund for improvement of  regional competitiveness, which included 
15% in self-financing. Thus, the foundation was able to prepare the new 
areas for sale to new industrial enterprises faster than if  it has been done 
on its own.

However, the representative of  the Kiviõli City Government saw the 
CRT example as very feasible, assuming that it could work better in their 
region than it has worked in the UK. She illustrated this using a project 
that was recently conducted in their city (less than 6000 inhabitants): 
over 2 years, jobs were created for around 60 people, and among them, 
five women started their own businesses. In addition, for projects that 
were similar to CRT, there would not be such restrictions as there are 
for the Unemployment Insurance Fund (e.g. a person only obtains the 
right to attend any training after already being unemployed for a certain 
period). The projects for training and helping people to find a job and 
for improving their working skills can also be initiated by legal persons 
and be funded from the European Social Fund.

One of  the financing options could be resource tax that is all (100%) 
returned to the county (or at least more than was returned in 2016), and 
a certain part of  these funds were allocated for large scale initiatives 
that were aimed at improving the socio-economic conditions. Training 
a group of  people for exactly that purpose could be an idea worth 
considering, and maybe even one for each sub-region. The quote ‘If  
there are no people, there is no need to do anything anymore’ summarises 
this theme.

The less probable developments

The ecological approach to the reclamation of  post-industrial sites and 
landscapes, the waste hill remodelling into a sculptural landform, and a 
regional all-encompassing energy efficiency project were the examples 
from other countries that received less attention and feedback. It was 
pointed out that these could form an integral set.
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While the environmental expert viewed the whole set of  examples from 
the perspective of  ecological restoration (‘an international call for geo- 
and eco-engineers to create the prerequisites for the area to become 
a natural community again in 20–50 years’), the awareness of  some 
interviewees of  the ecological approach and habitat creation on post-
industrial landscapes was relatively low. However, assumptions about 
the needfulness were made such as emphasising the importance of  the 
landscapes themselves as attractions and creating educational trails that 
offer a chance to follow how nature is without human involvement. 
The values of  natural succession on derelict landscapes have also 
been asserted by Jorgensen and Tylecote (2007) who stated that the 
processes are responsible for the aesthetic attraction, by Maskit (2007) 
who suggests that the category ‘interesting’ should be adopted for them, 
and by Shoard (2000) who recognises their quality as a wildlife refuge. 
It was found that the dumps and hills are developing themselves and 
even in monotonous afforested areas, nature has some chance, but some 
sites should be left for nature to take over to provide diversity. Local 
authorities and environmental officials should stand for such demands to 
be included into reclamation plans. Throughout afforestation, different 
species could be planted to create more biodiversity and local volunteers 
and unemployed people could participate in preparing educational trails. 
Unfortunately, an obstacle is the passivity of  officials who are stuck in 
old routines, have to follow the laws that contain only minimal specific 
demands for providing ecological diversity (Estonian Parliament 2017, 
Minister of  Environment 2017), and for whom it would be an additional 
load of  work, especially considering that environmental officials have 
comparably low salaries. Biodiversity is also not among the priorities of  
local governments officials. Creating that diversity does not bring in any 
money, it takes a lot of  time for the results to appear, and the knowledge 
and experiences are absent. Many of  the interviewees pointed out the 
orchids that are quite common in exhausted open-pits and waste hills, 
but as conditions change over time (e.g. vegetation density enlarging, 
changes in soil qualities), the protected species may later disappear, which 
makes it difficult to plan a trail. Altogether, the ecological approach 
theme needs to be promoted more widely to begin a public discussion.

Conducting an all-encompassing energy efficiency project appears 
to be the most improbable of  all the examples. Compared to the 
high population density in Bottrop and all of  the Ruhr region, the 
social pressure in Ida-Viru County is significantly lower because there 
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are fewer people, and among them, many struggle daily to survive; 
awareness about ecologic and environmental issues is not their focus nor 
is investing themselves into energy-efficiency solutions in their homes. 
Most settlements face problems that are essentially different from those 
in Ruhr, e.g. there are plenty of  apartment houses that are left half  empty 
and some of  the surviving inhabitants are not able to pay their heating 
bills, which may end in terminating the heat for the whole house and the 
real estate becoming worthless. Compared to Tartu where in 2016, an 
energy-efficiency project ‘From Hrustsovka to Smartovka’ (hrustsovka 
is a certain type of  apartment buildings from the Khrushchev time of  
Soviet era) was initiated (SmartEnCity 2019), with the current economic 
situation, projects like this would not succeed in Ida-Viru County. Many 
ecological improvements have already been made across the county, 
e.g. using the inner heat from semi-coke hill in Kiviõli to heat the 
buildings at the Adventure Centre, using the warmth of  water in the 
flooded underground mine to heat Kiikla village (Paper II), and earth 
heating in Estonian Mining Museum. Several interviewees stated that 
environmental conditions in the settlements are not so bad that such 
projects are needed and there simply is no capability to start planning on 
a large scale. There is plenty of  greenery and the industrial enterprises 
have improved their environmental protective technologies over the last 
decade. Traffic planning could be an issue to concentrate in some places 
(e.g. certain spots in Jõhvi) but even that is not a significant problem; 
the primary problem is the poor condition of  the streets. A few of  the 
interviewees wondered if  an inclusive energy efficiency project could add 
more (educational) value to the Estonian Mining Museum. Because of  
the enterprisers’ and public’s low level of  awareness, a grandiose project 
for a whole city (or cities) would need profound promotion before it 
was started. A precondition is changing the ways of  thinking, which is 
possible, but it takes time. It needs to be a very strong and realistic plan 
to obtain financial support from the national government to create a 
fund. For big industrial enterprises, by 2016, oil prices had fallen on the 
World Market and they were not doing well; thus, it was considered that 
they were not likely going to be willing to contribute. Maybe they could 
contribute when the market had improved.

Considering the Lady of  the North project (Chambers & Baines 
2015, Northumberlandia 2019) of  a colossal landform sculpture, the 
interviewees agreed that in the NE Estonian context where natural 
landscapes alternate with industrial landscapes and the latter are often 
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naturalised, there is a great variety of  better options for where to take a 
walk. An industrial hill requires more diverse functions. Additionally, the 
management costs of  a similar hill were considered to be uneconomic, 
and while the grasses do not necessarily have to be the kind that need 
constant mowing, they could be naturally growing flower meadows and 
cut only a few times per year. 

An area of  pyramids made of  waste material was planned for the Aidu 
dumps, but the project failed because it would have meant the reshuffling 
of  an enormous amount of  waste material without paying the waste 
depositing tax. On top of  the waste hills of  the Estonia Mine, motor 
sports tracks are planned in the shape of  the mining enterprisers’ logo. 
Modelling a hill is more reasonable when done already during mining 
because the enterprisers are obligated to plan the future shape and use 
of  the landscapes when they are planning the mining activities. Overall, 
waste hill modelling projects were considered to be easy to complete, 
although when the shape is very complicated, the work would become 
much more expensive and time-consuming. The older hills already have 
vegetation growing on them and the local governments’ capacities to 
finance a remodelling project are limited.

5.3.2. What experiences could be useful for the oil shale industrial 
region

Even if  the opinions on what could be done in reality were rather 
harsh in general, positive and encouraging statements were made such 
as ‘anything cannot be started thinking about obstacles, but fight them 
when they appear’ and ‘at first there is the need to have the initiators, only 
after that financing options should be started to think about’. Although 
the opinions about the examples varied extensively, when extrapolating 
the results, the following actions could be considered:

• assessment of  heritage sites and objects; 
• a thematic plan or strategy for industrial heritage;
• a theme route for artificial hills;
• an agency or more projects to address social-economic problems;
• and later, if  the conditions are suitable, a short-term NGO; and
• an industrial complex that is located close to a city and that has been 

developed into an attraction.
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The idea of  composing an industrial heritage theme plan that includes 
an assessment of  the heritage values for each object, similar to what 
was done in France (Varinurm 2011), has been discussed already for 
many years between the administrative authorities, developers, and 
stakeholders, but until now, nobody has taken the initiative. The reasons 
may be that active people are already too engaged with their existing 
obligations to take on new ones and there is lack of  expert knowledge. 

The assessment of  oil shale industrial heritage landscapes, sites, and 
objects could be conducted by a work group of  four or five people 
from different fields who would also consult the officials about the 
possible future uses for the objects. Regrettably, the political will is weak 
because these are the ‘soft’ values. Creating a separate institution for 
this purpose is highly unlikely but creating a branch under any already 
existing institution would be more realistic. However, this raises the 
question about the heritage sites and objects being of  a different nature, 
e.g. architectural objects and landscape features, and which institution 
would have the competence in all those fields. Such an expert group 
would be better justified when the evaluation is done on a nationwide 
basis, embracing all industrial heritage sites and objects. 

For the artificial hills, a theme route could follow the Ruhr example, 
which is to choose the hills that can be made publicly accessible 
considering land ownership and location, to build the pathways and put 
up artistic installations, some of  them with lightning. Some of  the hills 
are already there, such as the Estonian Mining Park’s hills in Kohtla, the 
Estonia mine’s hill with planned landmark, the Kukruse hill, the Kiviõli 
Adventure Centre’s hill that would be well suited for a lighted installation 
in a sporty style, a smaller hill called the Ants’ hill in Aidu open-pit, and 
maybe also Tammiku hills when their future becomes clear.

The reality is that emigration will continue and there is a large risk of  
new developments and projects failing because there may not be enough 
consumers, either at the regional level or at the national level. The 
projects to be conducted have to have diverse functions and be unique 
and innovative to attract tourists from outside the county and from 
abroad, and a destination should attract visitors all year round, not just 
for yearly events. Other important factors are possibility to conduct a 
project or development in phases and to connect logistically with centres 
and with other developments.
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For adaptive reuse of  an industrial complex similar to Duisburg Nord 
Landscape Park, the areas now used by Kiviõli Chemical Plant Ltd. seem 
to be promising because there is already the Kiviõli Adventure Centre 
nearby, but the local municipality has to convince the enterprisers to 
preserve the buildings. The existence of  a successful project next to it 
may be helpful when applications are made for funding. In addition to 
cultural, recreational, and sports functions, it could be used for services 
and office locations.

In 2016, a regional programme for regions with lower-than-average 
unemployment was initiated and it was financed by the European Social 
Fund. Initially, it consisted of  providing the enterprises of  Ida-Viru 
County with support in the form of  50% of  new employers’ salaries during 
the first year in a job when the enterprise hires at least 20 new workers 
in 2 months, but later the terms have softened and the requirement is to 
hire only five workers (Ministry of  Social Affairs 2019). That was another 
remarkable step at the national level towards recognising the specific 
problems of  the region and taking action to relieve them. However, this 
does not solve the problems of  unemployment because only medium-
sized and larger enterprises can apply for that support. Considering the 
industrial heritage, with today’s political decisions, there is little hope 
that the national government will take the initiative. 

To obtain the ‘fresh blood’ for activities that require a group initiative, 
groups of  a few local active people and a few from outside could be 
created. For that purpose, public presentation of  project ideas could be 
conducted and other media could be used to inform and attract people, 
and for those who are interested, working groups could be created that 
would go through a more profound search and training on themes of  
any given potential project. This might be another field upon which 
to concentrate by an agency that is created (or financing applications 
made) to relieve socio-economic problems in the region, in addition to 
the fields of  tourism, enterprising, and services. Promoting and training 
enterprisers could include professions that deal with maintenance of  
settlements because there is an obvious need for more attractiveness. 
Social enterprising, citizen initiative, and volunteerism should be 
supported.

In addition to the interview results, the earlier research (Papers I, II and 
III) showed that public awareness was generally low. Therefore, every 
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initiative would need profound promotion before it could start. There 
is a tendency to see the overall solutions to problems in the context 
of  tourism development, sometimes forgetting that ‘The starting point 
should be that industrial heritage is people before everything. Their 
interest towards their life should be awakened’. Ray (1998) proposed the 
‘selling itself  to itself ’ strategy that consists of  communicating with local 
communities because the average person is usually the one who is the 
most unaware but at the same time the most influenced by the industrial 
activities or their disappearance. Consulting them is unquestionably an 
effective way to create a sense of  engagement and identity, in addition 
to identify useful ideas and warning signs. Because the local authorities 
and developers of  the existing adaptive reuse projects tend to be over-
occupied already, figuring out alternative methods to consult with them is 
another issue. The goal should be that there would not be new sequences 
of  meetings and workshops and no additional work after work for them. 
Multimedia tools could be considered, and for obtaining feedback, 
presenting the information and questions as clearly as possible. To 
consult the citizens, public discussions could be an effective approach, 
either as separate events or within the framework of  any large-scale 
public events. 

The earlier research also revealed a great potential for sports activities 
that are already supported by the three existing developments (Estonian 
Mining Park, Kiviõli Adventure Centre and Aidu Watersports Centre). 
One of  the keywords in finding new functions for the heritage could 
indeed be ‘sports’ and offering an ample choice of  sports activities for 
both locals and tourists. For cultural entertainment, it is likely that, in 
addition to diversifying the assortment of  events and daily activities, 
information distribution also needs to be improved. To involve people 
in putting ideas into practice, the Unemployment Insurance Fund 
could help but the EU Social Funds support programmes would also 
be useful. One option is social enterprising, e.g. on themes of  the 
route and biodiversity. All the activities first need profound promotion 
and involvement, and if  the activities are to be planned with longer 
perspectives, for example a 10-year period, a significant emphasis should 
be placed on changing the ways of  thinking and shaping new attitudes.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Industrial heritage is an important and integral part of  cultural heritage. 
Over the last decades, post-industrial regions are paying increasing 
amounts of  attention to the appreciation of  industrial heritage and taking 
advantage of  the heritage and landscapes to increase their economic 
development. Evaluation, preservation, and adaptive reuse of  the heritage 
sites has the positive effect of  strengthening the residents’ identity, 
because its organisation and deployment help to create green spaces 
and increase the attractiveness in environments that have deteriorated 
as a result of  industrial activities, diversify landscape use, and provide 
residents with new activities, jobs, and business opportunities. All this 
creates the preconditions for the local population to stay in the region, 
and for emergence of  touristic interest. The keyword for reviving the 
post-industrial regions is ‘industrial heritage’. Since the beginning of  the 
millennium, finding new uses for mining and industrial heritage has also 
become topical in Estonia. In 2000, the development of  the Estonian 
Mining Park was started; in 2006, the Kiviõli Adventure Centre followed; 
and in 2012, the Aidu Watersports Centre project was launched. The 
first two have turned out to be successful projects, and the third one that 
is still in progress promises the same.

Despite all the efforts, there is still a significant amount of  unawareness 
about the value and importance of  the industrial heritage, and how 
to work with this heritage. The role of  local communities is easily 
forgotten while concentrating on promoting tourism, although their 
input is among the most important factors because they could be the 
primary consumers of  the industrial heritage landscapes and objects, 
and they are people who are always present. Success of  a development 
largely depends on whether residents of  the region embrace or reject it. 
Public involvement is a complicated task that needs skilful coordination, 
to engage all possible stakeholders. Each stakeholder may have a new 
viewpoint or suggestion that can add more value and multiplicity to the 
industrial heritage theme plan or adaptive reuse project, and there is 
also the possibility of  engaging them in the execution process. Sharing 
experiences and learning from them helps to create an effective approach 
to industrial heritage reuse projects and reclamation of  the landscapes.
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The main aim of  this thesis has been to provide insight into the 
complexity of  the issues that a post-industrial region faces when 
addressing the problems that industrialisation has caused, such as in the 
oil shale industrial region of  Ida-Viru County in NE Estonia. Three 
distinct qualitative research methods were used to draw a conclusion.

This chapter first summarises the answers to the research questions 
that were defined in the introduction and chapter 3 (section 6.1). It is 
followed by recommendations for future research, and for authorities, 
developers, and stakeholders (section 6.2).

6.1. Conclusions

The thesis has four research aims that have been answered by the research 
described here and presented in the papers (Papers I, II, III and IV).

The first aim was to study the extent and characteristics of  the heritage 
associated with the oil shale industry, including local conditions and 
reclamation measures.

The first part of  the research for this thesis consisted of  an overview 
of  already existing restoration methods and development of  oil shale 
industrial areas, completed by an inventory of  industrial heritage 
landscapes, sites, and buildings. There is a large variety of  landscapes, 
structures, buildings, and interesting small objects. Older open-pits 
were left to natural succession. They are naturalised areas with diverse 
relief  and lakes scattered throughout. Beginning in 1960, the open-pits 
are afforested, and these are monotonous and mostly mono-cultural 
(Scotch pine, Pinus sylvestris) forests with good timber production. Since 
the 1990s, vast landscapes of  the former Sirgala open-pit have been 
used as a training area by the Estonian Defence Forces. Among around 
30 limestone waste hills, some are used as sports and recreation areas, 
e.g. the hills surrounding the Estonian Mining Museum, which is the 
first oil shale industrial heritage adaptive reuse project in Estonia. Five 
or six limestone hills have been used for up-hill running competitions, 
and some are waiting for long-term plans to be implemented, but most 
are not being used, including many that are located in the middle the 
forest. Among the six semi-coke hills, one has become a great location 
for the Kiviõli Adventure Centre (officially opened in 2013), while the 
others were lowered and covered for environmental security reasons 
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in the first half  of  the 2010s. Even though people like to call all the 
industrial hills ‘ash hills’, only one ash hill exists (in Püssi city) and there 
are ash plateaus next to power stations, which are remarkable by their 
bright turquoise water and the dangerously high alkalinity. The newest 
large-scale development project is Aidu Watersports Centre with its 
comb-shaped grid of  wide canals with a total length of  approximately 
30 kilometres. Other categories of  oil shale industrial heritage include 
administrative and societal buildings, city parks, and rural areas. All 
these areas and many others were visited while taking this inventory, 
and among them also several locations that are indirectly connected to 
the oil shale industry (e.g. in Narva and Sillamäe). Later phases of  the 
research provided plenty of  new information, especially the focus group 
discussions (e.g. there are springs in places where pipes are inserted into 
the ground to let excess water out from flooded underground mines). 
Overall, around 80 sites and objects were recorded, but the list will be 
amended because landscapes constantly change: new objects appear, 
old objects decay or are demolished, and landscapes are remodelled 
for new functions. Among the information specifics such as condition, 
functions, possible dangers, and assessment for a potential new function 
are provided. The list is preliminary and may become useful when there 
is political readiness to start a comprehensive assessment of  the heritage.

The second aim investigated how the public comprehends oil shale 
industrial landscapes, and their opinions on the evaluation of  the heritage 
sites and monuments were sought together with their options on their 
potential use (Papers II and III).

From the social science research (focus groups and a questionnaire), 
people notice the singularity of  oil shale industrial landscapes very well, and 
they also recognise the natural value of  the county. The most significant, 
thereat, are the artificial hills that are the most prominent landscape 
elements in the Ida-Viru County. Discussions with representatives of  
different fields show that the public does not know about many smaller 
industrial heritage objects. Non-residents tend to see the landscapes as a 
Soviet era quintessence, while residents seem to somewhat prefer natural 
landscapes to industrial landscapes. Awareness about the existing and 
absent sports, cultural, and recreational options that the region has to 
offer or what the region lacks, or has little of, tends to be comparably low 
and this was lower among non-residents and resident non-Estonians. It 
became evident that people do not have a comprehensive view. The lack 
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of  knowledge about the events and possibilities that are available was 
affirmed by answers to a question about information sources. However, 
they saw many recreational possibilities in post-industrial areas in 2012 
when the Adventure Centre in Kiviõli was not yet officially open and 
developments of  the Aidu Watersports Centre were being planned. 
Industrial tourism and sports in former industrial areas were strongly 
presented opinions about the possibilities in Ida-Viru County, although 
this opinion was expressed more often by non-residents. The fact that 
artificial hills were the most frequent keyword describing the landscapes 
of  the county should be considered to be important. The opinions of  
the local people should be heard and discussed when planning new 
developments or even smaller changes. On the one hand, they were not 
pleased with the degraded landscapes, but on the other hand, they were 
sensitive towards changing existing landforms when it would result in 
loss of  landmarks that were a part of  their identity. This means that 
alternatives should be considered with care before choosing the simplest 
approach. Landscapes altered by mining are the everyday landscapes for 
residents but when presenting them to ‘outsiders’, all periods of  mining 
and all the versatility of  equipment and machinery should be showcased. 
Despite everybody seeing the development potential, there has been 
little development. The reason may be that the task is simply so large 
that it is too difficult to handle. Instead of  a grass-roots level action 
towards reorganising the whole region, taking action that supports 
holistic development, or organising a foundation that would take the 
lead should be the responsibility of  the national government. 

The third aim was to explore the role of  public and stakeholders’ 
involvement in regional development and how this could be improved. 
The options for holistic regional development were also discussed 
(Papers II and III).

The second part of  the social science research shows that coordinating 
the holistic development of  the region especially requires initiative by 
the national government. Good examples from other countries (the 
Nord–Pas-de-Calais region in northern France and IBA districts in 
Germany) invalidate the assumptions that it is a mental legacy from the 
Soviet era when every action was organised by the central government. 
For regional development, many problems require solutions or even 
mitigation), and the most urgent of  them are unemployment, followed 
by language barriers/integration difficulties, and social problems 
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(criminality, vandalism, dependencies). The fact that the question about 
involvement in development processes was the most unanswered 
question on the questionnaire indicates that many people do not even 
know what it means. However, the answers were rather revealing. The 
most important is determining the opinions, expectations, and needs 
of  local communities and interest groups. Other more represented 
categories of  responses were as follows: improving the distribution of  
information, promoting the existing industrial heritage developments, 
and exploiting new and interesting functions, financial support for 
business and industrial heritage, and involving people in the preparation 
and implementation of  industrial heritage projects. For development 
options, a common statement was that industrial activities in Ida-Viru 
County must continue (including other than the oil shale industry), 
because otherwise unemployment and the resulting emigration would 
increase further and even less tax income would reach the local 
governments’ budgets. Mining heritage alongside nature values   is what 
makes the county interesting and should be used to boost development. 
European Union support funds should also be more effectively used 
to create a large-scale thematic plan that takes into account opinions 
and recommendations of  all involved parties. It is worth exploring 
international experiences in developing an industrial area and involving 
external experts when preparing the plan. There is also a need for an 
initiative by the government because comprehensive planning requires 
expert coordination of  the cooperation in an area where oil shale is used 
to produce electricity for the entire country of  Estonia.

The final aim was to explore a set of  appropriate revival examples of  
industrial regions outside Estonia including an assessment of  their 
feasibility for the local conditions in Ida-Viru County (Paper IV).

For this part of  the research, nine examples from the UK, France, 
and Germany were presented to 14 experts and local authorities’ 
representatives. Although there are significant differences between 
Estonia and these countries (e.g. historical background, economic 
conditions, population density, level of  social pressure, and presence of  
human and financial resources), a lot of  inspiration can be drawn from 
these experiences. At first, a comprehensive assessment of  the oil shale 
heritage and landscapes is required. This could be performed by an expert 
group of  specialists from different fields who would also consult local 
officials and stakeholders. The next step should be an industrial heritage 
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theme plan that should involve residents and all possible stakeholders. 
The theme route task for industrial hills is the easiest to accomplish, 
although there are challenges including the possibility of  not making any 
profit and thus the finances spent to implement the project will never 
be earned back and that it will, instead, need constant maintenance. A 
solution would be that there is a service provider at every hill, e.g. a 
café or a visiting centre, similar to that located at the Kiviõli Adventure 
Centre and Estonian Mining Park, or there is a company that arranges 
group activities e.g. orienteering or geocaching, and also maintains the 
separately located hills. A precondition is that the hills have to be publicly 
accessible by means of  land ownership and location. The work that is 
needed includes building the pathways and putting up installations and 
equipment such as benches and garbage bins. The most fascinating of  
the examples from other countries was found to be the Duisburg Nord 
Landscape Park, which is not surprising because it is among the best-
known and representative recreational developments of  post-industrial 
landscapes in the world. Among possible locations, the area of  the current 
Kiviõli Chemical Plant Ltd. seems to the best fit because the Adventure 
Centre is located across the road and preserving certain buildings from 
the area has been a goal of  local municipality for many years. Additional 
supportive factors are its location in the city. All activities expect thorough 
promotion, increasing awareness, and involvement of  all parties. An 
agency engaged in alleviating socio-economic problems could include 
the training of  new project initiators in its activities, or such training 
could be provided on a project basis. To implement these plans, help 
may be requested from the Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund 
because they provide training and have working skills programmes for 
the unemployed. School and university students could be engaged in 
creating ideas and simpler jobs. Additionally, volunteer options and 
social enterprising are potential resources that are worth promoting. The 
willingness of  big oil shale industrial enterprises to participate depends 
on their economic conditions at the time. For financing, different EU 
support funds are useful, while support by the national government is 
considered to be a more difficult option (but not impossible). Overall, 
a successful action needs to be carefully planned and coordinated, local 
people should be consulted to the maximum extent possible, and every 
stakeholder should be engaged. The initial condition is that there are 
active people who are willing to take the initiative, and local authorities 
are willing to cooperate.
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The planning and strategical documents that were discussed in subchapter 
2.7.6. highlight the need to make better use of  the extensive oil shale 
industrial heritage for recreational and tourist purposes. According to 
the Estonian Regional Development Strategy 2014–2020, it is a region-
specific prerequisite for development (Ministry of  the Interior 2014). 
According to the Ida-Viru County Development Strategy 2019-2030+, 
the goal is to become the first tourist destination in Estonia after 
Tallinn (Union of  Ida-Viru… 2019). The important measures suggested 
throughout the documents include e.g. destination marketing, supporting 
the tourism business, improving the living environment, diversifying 
and improving services, developing environmental friendliness, further 
developing the tourism cluster project (an initiative by the IVEK). The 
development processes must take into consideration the opinions and 
needs of  local residents and stakeholders to the maximum extent. The 
Development Strategy suggests the need to prepare for the Oil Shale 
Exit, which requires cooperation with the national government in order 
to find solutions to ensure economic growth and social well-being.

6.2. Recommendations 

First, this research has shown that the uniqueness of  the oil shale 
industrial heritage is well recognised and there is a strong consensus that 
the heritage landscapes and sites have potential for diverse new functions. 
The common opinion is that more advantage could be taken of  the oil 
shale industrial heritage in regional development. However, the findings 
also indicate that public awareness of  the extent and the value of  the oil 
shale industrial heritage landscapes and sites are comparably low, as is 
their involvement in processes. The awareness is also insufficient among 
local authorities and stakeholders on how to approach the heritage 
evaluation and preservation and how to adapt it for new uses. Many 
suggestions were made but many obstacles were also revealed. 

Future research could, for example, include topics such as the effect 
of  increasing public awareness and how attitudes change during that 
process, and the effects of  involvement in these actions. The research 
could include a case study of  an adaptive reuse project at a specific place, 
which considers promotion, involvement, financing, and implementation.

The conclusion of  the research suggests that the practitioners and 
policy-makers should be engaged in plans, projects, and developments 
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considering the (post)industrial landscapes and sites. The main practical 
and policy recommendations of  this research are as follows:

• Although people know well the oil shale industrial hills and 
open-pits, the successful projects, the overall awareness about 
the meaning, and extent of  industrial heritage tend to be low. To 
enhance the awareness, the issues should be introduced thoroughly, 
including smaller industrial landscape elements. Industrial heritage 
themed presentations at public events as well as information days, 
workshops and discussions are well suited for this purpose. One 
option to increase public awareness is by creating an internet portal 
that would include all information, e.g. cultural, natural, and industrial 
destinations, the small industrial landscape elements, recreational 
and sports possibilities, services, and events of  any type, and contain 
an all-encompassing interactive map. The discussion of  the heritage 
in basic school and upper secondary level study programmes is also 
insufficient, despite oil shale being one of  the most important natural 
resources in Estonia. Its history and values should be included to a 
larger extent.

• Opinions, attitudes, needs, and expectations of  local communities 
and stakeholders but also tourism target groups are important 
for making well-informed plans and decisions. Much information 
needs to be gathered and for that a variety of  methods could be 
useful, such as roundtables, questionnaires, interviews, web forums, 
presentations and discussions on public events. In sensitive cases (e.g. 
shock tourism), discussion with the local residents would provide 
information on possible solutions to make the plans acceptable (and 
even profitable) for them. 

• A thorough industrial heritage assessment project has, in many 
countries, proved to be essential as a basis for selecting the heritage 
that is worth evaluation, preservation, and implementation on new 
functions. The assessment identifies all the assets and characteristics 
of  the heritage landscapes, sites, and buildings, including their 
condition and potential to find manager and users when the projects 
are completed. To be taken seriously by local stakeholders and 
authorities, the assessment project should be initiated by the national 
government, and it should encompass all the industrial heritage 
in Estonia, not only the oil shale industrial heritage. One stage 
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of  the process could be a region-wide SWOT analysis (strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats). Later, the heritage database 
would be the basis for an oil shale industrial heritage theme plan.

• The need for a large-scale thematic plan for oil shale industrial 
heritage has been discussed for several decades but no action towards 
it has been taken. The reasons are as follows: lack of  knowledge, 
preliminary information about the assets at the sites is missing, 
uncertainty about who should perform the process, and who should 
finance it. Currently, there are IVOL and IVEK that could join forces 
to start the plan. The process would need to involve residents and 
all stakeholders. Thus, every location requires a personal approach.

• Artificial hills are the most recognisable keywords for the Ida-Viru 
County and this should be considered to be important. An artificial 
hills theme route is considered to be a simple project when the issue 
of  not earning the investments back is overcome. Several of  the hills 
are already ‘present’ (the old semi-coke hill of  Kiviõli Adventure 
Centre, hills at Estonian Mining Museum’s area, the Hill of  Ants in 
Aidu open-pit, the Kukruse hill, Estonia Mine’s hill with future use 
as motor sports area) but a few more should be chosen to add more 
variety to the route. A few possible ideas would be Tammiku hills 
near Jõhvi, Sinivoore hill near Kohtla-Järve and the hills located at 
the Sompa Mine administrative house ruins. Defining the hills for 
the route needs to be done in cooperation with the local authorities, 
stakeholders, and residents. This could be done within the framework 
of  the industrial heritage theme plan but if  there is no political will 
found for the theme plan, the route’s project could also become a 
community project, including volunteering, training, and teaching 
work habits to unemployed people, and increasing public awareness 
about industrial heritage and interest towards their surroundings.

• The research findings show that it is essential that the responsibility 
be taken by the national government towards holistic development. 
This could take the form of  creating a foundation or a non-profit 
organisation to launch an oil shale heritage assessment project.

• For socio-economic problems, the initiation of  more projects or 
creation of  an agency to relieve the problems should be considered. 
Their activities could include training programme leaders, business 
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and management education (including services’ providers and social 
enterprising), and engagement into volunteer work.

• Learning from international experiences is useful at any stage of  
the planning or project. For example, even when the Duisburg 
Nord Landscape Park in Germany was established under rather 
different circumstances, it may be useful to know information such 
as how the engagement of  different parties was arranged and what 
environmental protective measures were implemented on the area. 
There many excellent examples in nearby countries such as Poland 
and Sweden.
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN

Põlevkiviregiooni terviklik arendamine puhke-, spordi-, turismi- 
ja tööstuspärandipiirkonnana

Sissejuhatus

Ida-Virumaa põlevkivitööstuse piirkonnas on viimastel aastakümnetel 
toimunud suured muutused. Tööstusliku tootmise tagajärjel on 
rikutud maastikke ja asulaid ning tekitatud keskkonnaprobleeme. 
Kaevandamismahtude vähenemine on põhjustanud suure tööpuuduse, 
väljarände, piirkonna rahvastiku vananemise ja palju muid probleeme. 
Omavalitsustel, mille aladel on kaevandamine lõppenud, napib eelarves 
ressurssi taristu ja teenuste säilitamiseks ning uute väljatöötamiseks. 
Kaevandamismahud on alates 2010. a uuesti suurenenud, kuid 
põlevkivisektori tööhõive varasema taseme saavutamine ei ole tõenäoline 
ja kasvava majandusliku tähtsusega tööstusturism ei kata kogu vajadust. 
Rohelise energia osakaal energiatootmises kasvab järjekindlalt nagu ka 
teadlikkus põlevkivitööstuse tekitatud keskkonnakahjudest. Seetõttu 
vajab piirkondlik areng terviklikku lähenemist, mis hõlmaks sealset 
tööstuspärandit. Riigivalitsus ei ole seni hakanud selle piirkonna 
probleemide lahendamisega tegelema, seega puudub ka tööstuspärandit 
arvestav spetsiaalne arenguprogramm, kuigi viimasel ajal on astutud 
mõningaid samme sotsiaalmajandusliku olukorra leevendamiseks.

Teiste riikide kogemused on näidanud, et tööstuspärandi väärtustamine 
ja selle uute kasutusviiside rakendamine on tõhus meede sotsiaalsete 
ning majanduslike raskuste leevendamiseks piirkondades, kus 
tööstuslik tootmine on vähenenud või lõppenud. On tõestatud, et 
piirkondlikul planeerimisel ja arendamisel tähendab terviklik lähenemine 
tööstuspärandiga arvestamist. Tööstusturismi kaudu elukeskkonna 
parandamine on perspektiivikas abinõu ja muutub kogu maailmas, sh 
Eestis üha populaarsemaks. Kogemused näitavad, et parimate tulemuste 
saavutamiseks tuleb arenguprotsessides arvesse võtta kohalike elanike ja 
sidusrühmade arvamust. Kohalikke elanikke mõjutab tööstuspärandi ja 
maastike seisukord kõige rohkem.

Sotsiaal- ja turu-uuringute ettevõtte Saar Poll 2006. a tehtud uuringu 
kohaselt ootavad Ida-Viru maakonna elanikud, et tööstuslikult 
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ammendatud piirkondade maastik oleks vähemalt samaväärne 
kaevandamiseelse maastikuga. Peale selle tuleks nendele maastikele uute 
kasutusviiside leidmisel rohkem arvesse võtta kohalike omavalitsuste 
ja elanike huvisid ning töötada maastike korrastamise jälgimiseks välja 
tõhusam järelevalvesüsteem. Käesoleva töö raames tehtud uuringute 
kohaselt näevad nii kohalikud kui ka kaugemal elavad inimesed 
regionaalarengus postindustriaalsete piirkondade tugevat potentsiaali.

Eestis on vähe uuritud, kuidas üldsus tajub kaevandamis- ja 
tööstusmaastikke, samuti inimeste hoiakuid tööstuspärandi kaitse 
ning võimaliku turismiväärtuse suhtes. Lisaks sellele on teadlikkus 
tööstuspärandi olemusest ja tähtsusest väike nendel inimestel, kes  ei 
ole selle pärandiga ühel või teisel viisil seotud. Eestis puudub terviklik 
vaade kahaneva tööstusega piirkondade regionaalsele arengule, ehkki 
Ida-Virumaal on selle vajadust tunnistatud juba üle 20 aasta. Peale selle 
on ebapiisavad nii teadmised regenereerimis- ja taastamismeetoditest 
kui ka oskused ja teadlikkus, kuidas kaasata kohalikke elanikke ning 
korraldada koostööd sidusrühmade vahel. Käesoleva uurimistöö 
eesmärk on aidata seda lünka täita. Töös käsitletakse põlevkivitööstuse 
pärandina tekkinud maastikuelementide omadusi ja seda, kuidas 
avalikkus neid tajub. Uuritakse maastikulise põlevkivitööstuspärandi 
potentsiaali elukvaliteedi ja piirkonna atraktiivsuse suurendamisel ning 
turismi- ja vabaajategevuste mitmekesistamisel. Arutatakse piirkonna 
arendamise võimalusi ja puudujääke, sh probleeme koos lahenduste ning 
arenguabinõudega. Uuritakse asjakohast rahvusvahelist kogemust, mille 
põhjal tehakse ettepanekuid laiahaardeliste ja avatud lähenemisviiside 
kohta, mis võiksid olla Ida-Viru kontekstis edukad.

Uurimisküsimused

Käesolev väitekiri analüüsib põlevkivitööstuspärandi väärtustamise 
ja kasutuselevõtu tähtsust ning võimalusi Ida-Virumaa regionaalses 
arengus. Väitekirjas käsitletakse järgmisi küsimusi.

• Mis moodustab põlevkivitööstuspärandi?
• Kuidas tajub avalikkus põlevkivimaastikke, kuidas suhtub avalik 

arvamus põlevkivitööstuspärandi väärtustamisse ning milliseid 
võimalusi nähakse selle pärandi kasutamiseks?

• Millist osa mängib avalikkuse ja asjaosaliste kaasamine regionaalses 
arengus ning kuidas saab kaasamist tõhustada?
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• Millised tegurid ja tingimused on põlevkiviregiooni ning laiemalt 
maakonna terviklikus arengus suure mõjuga?

Materjal ja metoodika

Väitekiri koondab nelja artikli põhitulemused. Artiklid tuginevad 
välitöödele ning kvantitatiivsele (avalikkuse ankeetküsitlus) ja 
kvalitatiivsele (fookusrühmade arutelud ja üks ühele intervjuud 
asjaosalistega) analüüsile. Artiklite täistekstide koopiad on esitatud 
väitekirja lisas.

Esimeses artiklis (I) analüüsitakse põlevkivi kaevandamis- ja 
tööstusliku töötlemise paikade regenereerimise meetodeid ning 
põlevkivitööstuspärandi väärtusi ja seisukorda. Analüüs põhineb varem 
teadaoleval informatsioonil (sh autori 2008. a kaitstud magistritöö 
Aidu karjääri rekonstrueerimise teemal), mida täiendati ja täpsustati. 
Uurimistöö järgmises etapis tehti maastikuvaatlusi, millest suurem osa 
toimus 2011. a, aga mitu ka uurimistöö hilisemas etapis. Välitöödel võeti 
teabe registreerimisel aluseks Suurbritannia maastikuinstituudi koostatud 
maastiku ja visuaalse hindamise metoodika, mis ilmus esimest korda 
raamatuna 1995. a ja mida täiustati 2002. a; metoodika kolmas versioon 
(Landscape Institute 2002, Shetland Islands Council 2006) ilmus 2013. a.

Artiklid II ja III põhinevad sotsiaalteaduslikul süvauuringul, mis koosnes 
kahest osast: fookusrühmade aruteludest ja avalikkuse küsitlustest. 
2011. a läbi viidud fookusrühmade arutelud põhinesid 1926. aastast 
pärineval uuringumeetodil, kui seda kasutas Emory S. Bogardus oma 
sotsiaalpsühholoogilises uuringus sotsiaalse kauguse skaala kohta. 
Alates 1950. aastatest on seda meetodit kasutatud turu-uuringutes, 
teadusvaldkonnas hakati meetodit laiemalt kasutama alles 1980. aastatel 
(vt Krueger & Casey 2000, Wilkinson 2004, Breen 2006).

Fookusrühmaarutelud toimusid kuue rühmaga: kohalike omavalitsuste 
esindajad, kaevandusettevõtte esindajad, spordivaldkonna esindajad, 
kultuurivaldkonna esindajad, eakad ja keskkooliõpilased – kokku 
32 inimest, kes kõik olid Ida-Viru maakonna elanikud. Neile esitati 
kaheksa üksteisega seotud sõlmküsimust, mida arutelu käigus täiendati 
täpsustavate küsimustega. Sõlmküsimuste koostamiseks kasutati 
uurimistöö eelnevas etapis kogutud teavet. Küsimused puudutasid Ida-
Virumaa maastike tajumist, kuuluvustunnet, vabaajategevuste võimalusi 
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ja vajadust nende mitmekesistamiseks, rekreatsiooniotstarbeliste 
põlevkivitööstuspärandi paikade kasutamismugavust, protsessidesse 
asjaosaliste kaasamise parendamist ning ettekujutust regiooni 
arenguvõimalustest. Arutelud helisalvestati ja hiljem transkribeeriti. 
Tulemuste põhjal koostati küsimustik, mida kasutati 255 inimese 
küsitlemisel. Küsitletavate valim koostati kvootvalimi meetodil ja küsitlus 
toimus interneti vahendusel, e-posti teel, paberankeetidega, telefonitsi ja 
suuliselt. Ebatäielike ankeetide eemaldamise järel oli vastanute arv 247, 
pooled neist Ida-Virumaa elanikud, pooled Eesti teistest piirkondadest. 
Enamik küsimusi oli mitme vastusevariandiga või avatud küsimused, aga 
oli ka üks viiepalline Likerti skaala küsimus (Jupp 2006), mida kasutati 
eeldefineeritud arengutegurite tähtsuse määratlemiseks (artikkel III). 
Kirjeldavat statistikat hõlmavad avatud küsimused üldistati ja liigitati 
Microsoft Exceli programmi abil statistiliseks analüüsiks. Likerti skaala 
küsimuse puhul kasutati Ida-Virumaa kohta nimetatud märksõnade ja 
Ida-Viru arengu jaoks tähtsate tegurite omavaheliste peamiste mustrite 
ning struktuuride kindlakstegemiseks peakomponent- ja faktoranalüüsi 
SAS 9.1 tarkvara abil (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Artiklis IV hinnatakse teiste riikide tööstuspiirkondade taaselustamise 
näiteid teostatavuse vaatenurgast Eesti põlevkivitööstuse piirkonnas. 
Esialgses valimis oli 34 näidet, millest enamik pärines Euroopast. 
Nendest valiti kuus, mida katsetati kaheksast inimesest koosneva 
proovirühmaga, mis koosnes Eesti Maaülikooli maastikuarhitektuuri 
eriala professoritest, lektoritest ja doktorantidest. Pärast proovirühmalt 
saadud tagasisidet koostati uus komplekt näiteid, mis piirdus kolme 
Euroopa riigiga: Suurbritannia, Saksamaa ja Prantsusmaaga – need on 
maad, millel on tööstuspärandiga koordineeritud tegelemises pikaajalised 
kogemused. Üheksa näidet sisaldasid adaptiivseid taaskasutusprojekte, 
taastamismeetodeid, regionaalseid arengustrateegiaid ja endise 
tööstuspiirkonna sotsiaal-majanduslike probleemide lahendeid väga 
erinevatest tööstusjärgsetest piirkondadest. Need üheksa näidet kolmest 
riigist esitati üks ühele intervjuude käigus 14 asjaosalisele, eksperdile ja 
ametnikule. Intervjueeritavate hulka valiti 2011. a aruteludel osalenud 
fookusrühmade esindajaid ning kaasati ka kohalikke arenguspetsialiste ja 
kolm eksperti väljastpoolt Ida-Viru maakonda. Intervjuud helisalvestati ja 
hiljem transkribeeriti. Vajadus selgitada välja tegevused, mis sobivad Ida-
Viru maakonna tervikliku arengu jaoks, kujunes väitekirja uurimistööle 
eelnenud uuringute tulemuste põhjal.
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Kokkuvõte tulemustest ja järeldused

Uurimistöö esimene etapp – põlevkivitööstusmaastike inventuur – 
näitab, et Ida-Viru maakonnas on palju erinevaid põlevkivitööstuse 
maastikke, struktuure, hooneid ja huvitavaid väikseid objekte. Vanemad 
karjäärid on jäetud looduslikult taastuma. Need on mitmekesise 
reljeefi ja taimestikuga ning mõnede järvedega piirkonnad. Alates 
1960. a metsastatakse karjääre süstemaatiliselt, mille tulemuseks on 
monotoonsed ja enamasti monokultuurilised (harilik mänd, Pinus 
sylvestris), kuid üsna hea puidutootlikkusega metsad. Ligi 30 aherainemäest 
kasutatakse mõningaid spordi- ja puhkealadena, sh mägesid, mis asuvad 
Eesti Kaevandusmuuseumi alal, mis on esimene suur 2000. a algatatud 
põlevkivitööstuspärandi rekreatiivse taaskasutamise projekt Eestis. Viit 
või kuut aherainemäge on kasutatud mäkkejooksuvõistlusteks ja mõned 
ootavad pikaajaliste plaanide rakendumist, kuid enamik aherainemägesid 
on kasutuseta, neist paljud asuvad keset metsi. Kuuest poolkoksimäest 
üks on suurepärane asukoht Kiviõli Seikluskeskusele, mille rajamist 
alustati 2006. a ja see avati ametlikult 2013. a. Teised poolkoksimäed 
tehti keskkonnakaitselistel põhjustel 2010. aastate esimesel poolel 
madalamaks ja kaeti isoleeriva materjaliga. Ida-Virumaa tehismägesid 
tavatsetakse nimetada tuhamägedeks, kuid tuhamägesid on tegelikult 
ainult üks ja see asub Püssi linnas. Narva ja Balti elektrijaamade kõrval 
on tuhaplatood, millel moodustunud veekogud on tähelepanuväärsed 
oma erksa türkiissinise värvuse ja ohtlikult kõrge leeliselisuse poolest. 
Uusim laiaulatuslik arendusprojekt on 2012. a alustatud Aidu 
Veespordikeskus, mille kammikujulise kanalitevõrgustiku kogupikkus 
on umbes 30 kilomeetrit. Muude põlevkivitööstuse pärandi kategooriate 
hulka kuuluvad haldus- ja ühiskondlikud hooned, tööstuskompleksid, 
linnapargid ja väiksed maastikuelemendid. Põlevkivitööstusmaastike 
inventuuri käigus külastati kõiki nimetatud alasid nagu ka paljusid 
teisi, sh mitut põlevkivitööstusega kaudselt seotud kohta Narvas ja 
Sillamäel. Välitöödele järgnenud uurimisetapid andsid palju uut teavet, 
eriti fookusrühmaarutelud. Kokku vaadeldi umbes 80 maastikku ja 
maastikuelementi, tööstusobjekti ja –hoonet, ning tööstusliku ajalooga 
hoonet, kuid see kogum kuulub täiendamisele, sest maastikud muutuvad 
pidevalt: ilmuvad uued objektid, vanad objektid lagunevad või need 
lammutatakse ning maastikke uuendatakse, määrates neile teistsugused 
funktsioonid. Põlevkivitööstusmaastike inventuuri nimekiri on esialgne 
ja see võib osutuda tõhusaks alusmaterjaliks, kui tekib strateegiline 
valmidus tööstuspärandi põhjalikuks hindamiseks.
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Uurimistöö teine   osa näitab, et piirkonna tervikliku arengu 
koordineerimine eeldab riiklikku algatust. Head näited teistest riikidest, 
nagu Nord–Pas-de-Calais’ piirkond Põhja-Prantsusmaal ja IBA projektide 
piirkonnad Saksamaal (sks. k. Internationale Bauausstellung, Rahvusvaheline 
Ehitusnäitus), kummutavad arvamuse, nagu oleks riigipoolse initsiatiivi 
eeldamine Nõukogude Liidu aegne mõtteviis, kui keskvalitsus korraldas 
kogu ühiskondlikku tegevust. Piirkondliku arengu soodustamiseks 
tuleb lahendada palju probleeme, neist kõige pakilisem on tööpuudus, 
millele järgnevad keelebarjäär ja integratsiooniprobleemid ning muud 
sotsiaalsed takistused, nagu kuritegevus, vandalism ja sõltuvused. Asjaolu, 
et küsimustikus jäeti kõige sagedamini vastamata küsimus avalikkuse 
kaasamise kohta arenguprotsessidesse, näitab, et paljud inimesed 
isegi ei tunne selle tähendust. Samas olid vastused sellele küsimusele 
üsna paljuütlevad. Selgus, et kõige tähtsam on selgitada välja kohalike 
kogukondade ja huvirühmade arvamused, ootused ja vajadused. Teised 
rohkem esindatud vastuste kategooriad olid järgmised: teabe levitamise 
parandamine, olemasoleva tööstuspärandi arendamise edendamine 
ning sellele uute ja huvitavate funktsioonide andmine, finantstoetused 
ettevõtlusele ja tööstuspärandile ning inimeste kaasamine tööstuspärandi 
projektide kavandamisse ja elluviimisse. Arenguvõimaluste puhul on 
valdav seisukoht, et Ida-Virumaal tuleb jätkata tööstuslikku tootmist 
nii põlevkivitööstuses kui ka teistes tööstusharudes, sest vastasel juhul 
suureneks töötus ja sellest tulenev väljaränne veelgi ning kohalikele 
omavalitsustele laekuks veelgi vähem maksutulu. Kaevanduspärand 
koos loodusväärtustega muudab maakonna huvitavaks ja seda tõsiasja 
tuleks kasutada kohaliku elu arendamiseks. Euroopa Liidu toetusfonde 
tuleks kasutada laiaulatusliku temaatilise plaani väljatöötamiseks, milles 
võetaks arvesse kõigi huvirühmade arvamusi ja soovitusi. Kasuks tuleb 
rahvusvahelise kogemuse uurimine tööstuspiirkonna arendamisel ning 
välisriikide ekspertide kaasamine plaanide ja projektide koostamisse. 
Põhimõttelise tähtsusega on seejuures eelpool mainitud riiklik initsiatiiv, 
kuivõrd maakonna elu kõikehõlmav planeerimine nõuab koostöö 
professionaalset koordineerimist piirkonnas, kus põlevkivi on läbi aegade 
kaevandatud ja töödeldud elektri tootmiseks Eesti riigile.

Uurimistöö viimase osa jaoks esitati 14 eksperdile ja kohalike 
omavalitsuste esindajale intervjuude käigus üheksa näidet tööstuspärandi 
väärindamisest ning kasutamisest piirkonna arengu heaks Suurbritannias, 
Prantsusmaal ja Saksamaal. Kuigi Eesti ja nimetatud riikide vahel 
on märkimisväärseid erinevusi (nt ajalooline taust, majanduslikud 
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tingimused, rahvastikutihedus, sotsiaalse surve tase, inimressurss 
ja rahalised vahendid), said asjaosalised näidetest palju innustust. 
Intervjuude analüüsimise tulemusena selgus, et kõigepealt on vaja 
põhjalikult hinnata põlevkivitööstuspärandi ja -maastike väärtused ja 
seisukord. Seda peaks tegema erinevate valdkondade spetsialistidest 
koosnev rühm, kes konsulteerib ka kohalike ametnike ja sidusrühmadega. 
Järgmise sammuna tuleks koostada tööstuspärandi teemaplaneering, mis 
hõlmab kohalikke elanikke ja kõiki sidusrühmi.

Leiti, et kõige lihtsam elluviidav projekt on tööstusmägede teemateekond, 
ehkki selle juures tuleb arvestada riskiga, et projekt ei pruugi jõuda 
kasumisse ning sellele kulutatud raha ei teenita tagasi, samas vajab 
projektiala pidevat korrashoidu. Selline olukord on välditav, kui iga 
mäe juures on olemas teenuseosutaja, nt külastuskeskus nagu Kiviõli 
Seikluskeskuses ja Eesti Kaevandusmuuseumis. Teine võimalus on 
ettevõte, mis korraldab teekonnal sportlikke üritusi (nt geopeitus või 
orienteerumine) või viib läbi temaatilisi ekskursioone, ühtlasi hooldades 
eraldiasuvaid ja aktiivse kasutuseta mägesid. Mäed peavad olema 
avalikult ligipääsetavad (ei ole piiranguid maaomandi tõttu) ega tohi 
asuda üksteisest liiga kaugel.

Teiste riikide näidetest osutus kõige põnevamaks Saksamaal asuv Duisburg-
Nordi maastikupark, mis on ühtlasi üks tuntumaid ja esinduslikumaid 
endiste tööstusmaastike rekreatsiooniotstarbelisi arendusi maailmas. 
Mitmeotstarbelise teemapargi jaoks välja pakutud võimalike asukohtade 
hulgast tõusis selgelt esile praeguse Kiviõli Keemiatööstuse OÜ ala, 
sest selle vastas üle tee asub Kiviõli Seikluskeskus, keemiatööstuse 
teatud hoonete säilitamine on juba aastaid olnud kohaliku omavalitsuse 
eesmärk ning ala asub Kiviõli linna piirides. Kõik tööstusmaastiku 
funktsiooni muutmiseks kavandatavad tegevused eeldavad avalikkuse 
ja kõigi asjaosaliste põhjalikku teavitamist ning kavandatavate tegevuste 
tutvustamist, teadlikkuse suurendamist tööstuspärandi väärtustest ja 
kasutusvõimalustest ning asjaosaliste kaasamist ka elluviimisse.

Sotsiaal-majanduslike probleemide leevendamiseks loodav 
organisatsioon või sellel eesmärgil algatatavad projektid võiksid hõlmata 
uute ettevõtlike inimeste koolitamist eelpool kirjeldatud tegevusteks. 
Projektide realiseerimiseks saaks abi taotleda Eesti Töötukassalt, sest 
asutus pakub töötutele tööturukoolitust ja tööharjutusi. Kooliõpilased ja 
üliõpilased võiksid osaleda ideede genereerimisel ning lihtsamate tööde 
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juures. Potentsiaalse lisaressursi tekitab vabatahtliku töö võimaluse 
pakkumine ja sotsiaalse ettevõtluse edendamine. Planeeringute ja 
projektide rahastamist saab taotleda Euroopa Liidu toetusfondidest. 
Suurte põlevkivitööstuse ettevõtete valmisolek kavandatavate tegevuste 
elluviimises osaleda sõltub nende majanduslikest võimalustest. Riikliku 
toetuse saamist peetakse pigem keeruliseks, kuid mitte võimatuks.

Kokkuvõttes vajab edukas tööstuspärandi väärtustamine ja arengu heaks 
rakendamine  hoolikat kavandamist ning koordineerimist, kohalike 
inimestega võimalikult põhjalikku konsulteerimist ja sidusrühmade 
kaasamist. Esmane tingimus on aktiivsete algatusvõimeliste inimeste 
olemasolu ja kohalike omavalitsuste koostöötahe.

Edasine uuringuvajadus ja praktilised soovitused

Uurimistöö näitas, et avalikkus tunnustab põlevkivitööstuse pärandi 
unikaalsust ja ollakse ühel meelel, et põlevkivitööstusmaastikul on 
potentsiaali erinevate uute funktsioonide rakendamiseks, samuti 
saaks põlevkivitööstuse pärandit regionaalarengu heaks tõhusamalt 
kasutada. Siiski näitavad uurimistulemused ka seda, et üldsuse teadlikkus 
kaevandusmaastike ja töötlemiskohtade ulatusest ning väärtusest on 
võrdlemisi väike ja inimesi kaasatakse tööstuspärandi ning regiooni 
arendamisse vähe. Kohalike omavalitsuste ja sidusrühmade teadlikkus 
tööstuspärandi hindamise, säilitamise ja uute kasutusviiside jaoks 
kohandamise kohta on samuti ebapiisav. Nii fookusrühmaarutelude, 
küsitluse kui ka üks ühele intervjuude käigus esitati palju ideesid ja tehti 
palju ettepanekuid, kuid ilmnes ka palju takistusi.

Edasised teaduslikud põlevkivitööstuse pärandi ja selle kasutamise 
uuringud võiksid hõlmata üldsuse teadlikkuse suurendamise mõju, 
ühiskondlike hoiakute muutumist kaasamisprotsessis ning otsustus- ja 
elluviimisprotsessidesse kaasamise toimet avalikkuse hoiakutele. Uurida 
tuleks ka mõne konkreetse koha adaptiivse taaskasutamise juhtumit, 
selle käigus toimunud teavitamist ja tutvustamist, kohalike elanike ning 
asjaosaliste kaasamist, rahastamist ja ettevõtmise elluviimist.

Uurimistöö järeldused viitavad sellele, et praktikud ja poliitikakujundajad 
peaksid aktiivselt osalema tööstusmaastike plaanide ja projektide 
väljatöötamises. Käesoleva uurimistöö peamised praktilised ja 
strateegiaalased soovitused on järgmised.
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• Kuigi inimesed teavad hästi tehismägesid, karjääre ning õnnestunud 
projekte, on üldine teadlikkus tööstuspärandi tähendusest ja ulatusest 
väike. Teadlikkuse parandamiseks tuleks tööstuspärandi teemat 
põhjalikult tutvustada, sealhulgas ka tööstusmaastiku väiksemaid 
elemente. Selleks sobivad hästi esitlused avalikel üritustel, aga ka 
tööstuspäranditeemalised infopäevad, töötoad ja arutelud. Üks 
võimalus on luua internetiportaal koos interaktiivse kaardiga, mis 
hõlmaks kultuurilisi, looduslikke ja tööstuslikke vaatamisväärsusi, 
väikseid tööstusmaastiku elemente, vaba aja veetmise ning 
sportimise võimalusi, teenuseid ja sündmusi. Selgus, et põhikooli 
ega gümnaasiumi ainekavas ei käsitleta põlevkivitööstuse ajalugu ja 
pärandit piisavalt, kuigi põlevkivi on üks tähtsamaid loodusvarasid 
Eestis, millega seonduvat tuleks koolis laiemalt käsitleda.

• Kohalike kogukondade ja sidusrühmade, aga ka turismi sihtrühmade 
arvamused, hoiakud, vajadused ja ootused on tähtsad plaanide ning 
otsuste tegemiseks. Seetõttu tuleb neilt sihtrühmadelt koguda teavet, 
kasutades erinevaid meetodeid, nagu ümarlauad, küsimustikud, 
intervjuud, foorumid, ettekanded ja arutelud avalikel üritustel. 
Tundlikel juhtudel (nt šokiturism) annaks arutelu kohalike elanikega 
võimaluse leida lahendusi, mis muudaksid kavandatava nende jaoks 
vastuvõetavaks ja kasumlikuks.

• Põhjalik tööstuspärandi omaduste ja seisukorra, kaitseväärtuse ning 
kasutamisperspektiivide hindamise projekt on paljudes riikides 
osutunud tähtsaks aluseks uute funktsioonide rakendamiseks sobiva 
pärandi valimisel. Hindamisel tuvastatakse kõik tööstusmaastike, 
-objektide ja -hoonete omadused, sealhulgas nende seisund ning 
potentsiaal leida tulevane haldaja ja kasutajad. Omavalitsuste, 
ettevõtete ja kohalike huvirühmade tõhusaks ja kavakindlaks 
kaasamiseks peaks hindamisprojekti algatama riik. Eestis peaks 
hindamine hõlmama kogu Eesti tööstuspärandit, mitte ainult 
põlevkivitööstuse ala. Tööstuspärandi hindamise üks etapp võiks 
olla piirkonnaülene SWOT-analüüs (tugevad ja nõrgad küljed, 
võimalused ja ohud). Hiljem oleks pärandipõhine andmebaas 
põlevkivi tööstuspärandi teemaplaneeringu aluseks.

• Põlevkivitööstuspärandi laiaulatusliku teemaplaneeringu vajadust 
on regionaalsel tasandil arutatud juba aastakümneid, kuid tegevust 
ei ole seni algatatud. Põhjused on järgmised: teadmiste puudumine 
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protsessi läbiviimise kohta, puudub täpne teave maa-alade omaduste 
ja väärtuste kohta, kohalike aktiivsete inimeste hõivatus oma 
kohustustega, selgusetus protsessi läbiviijate ja rahastajate osas. Ida-
Virumaa Omavalitsuste Liit ja Sihtasutus Ida-Viru Ettevõtluskeskus 
võiksid planeeringu algatamiseks jõud ühendada, kusjuures 
ettevõtluskeskusel on juba olemas 40 partneriga turismiklastri 
projekt. Tööstuspärandi hindamisprotsess peaks hõlmama elanikke 
ja kõiki sidusrühmi. Seejuures vajab iga käsitletav pärandiobjekt n-ö 
personaalset lähenemist, mis arvestab objekti eripäraga.

• Tehismäed on Ida-Virumaa kõige tuntum märksõna – seda 
asjaolu tuleks tööstuspärandi arendamise planeerimisel arvestada. 
Tehismägede teemateekonda peetakse lihtsate vahenditega 
teostatavaks projektiks, kui lahendatakse projekti tasuvuse küsimus. 
Iga mäe lähistel võiks näiteks olla toitlustus- või majutusasutus 
või külastuskeskus, mis ka mäe heakorra eest hoolitseb. Kui see 
ei ole võimalik, oleks üks lahendus mägede teekonnal sportlikke 
rühmaüritusi ja teemaekskursioone korraldav ettevõte, mis võtaks 
enda kanda eraldiasuvate mägede hoolduse. Mitu mäge on juba 
avalikus kasutuses, nagu Kiviõli Seikluskeskuse vana poolkoksimägi, 
Eesti Kaevandusmuuseumi alal asuvad mäed ja Sipelgamägi Aidu 
karjääris. Vahetult Tallinn–Narva maantee ääres paiknev ja varem 
populaarne vaatekoht ning mäkkejooksude korraldamise kohana 
tuntud Kukruse mägi paigaldatakse keskkonnaohtlikkusest tingitud 
ümbersorteerimise käigus tõenäoliselt kõrvalasuvale alale. Selle 
käigus võiks mõelda ka varasemate kasutusotstarvete taastamisele ja 
täiendamisele. Estonia kaevanduse aherainemäe korrastamismeetod 
näeb tulevikus kaevandamise lõpetamisel ette mootorispordi ala 
rajamist ja valgustatud installatsiooni paigaldamist.  Teemateekonnale 
mitmekesisuse lisamiseks tuleks valida veel mõned mäed. Kaaluda 
tuleks Tammiku mägesid Jõhvi lähedal, Sinivoore mäge Kohtla-
Järve lähedal ja mägesid Sompa kaevanduse administratiivhoone 
varemete juures. Tehismägede teemateekond tuleks määratleda 
koostöös kohalike omavalitsuste, sidusrühmade ja elanikega. Seda 
võiks teha põlevkivitööstuspärandi teemaplaneeringu raames, aga 
kui poliitiline tahe viimase koostamiseks puudub, võib algatada ka 
eraldiseisva kogukonnaprojekti. See võiks hõlmata vabatahtliku töö, 
pensioniealiste inimeste aktiivse osalemise kogukonnategevuste, 
ning koolituse ja tööharjumuste õpetamise töötutele. Projekti üheks 
eesmärgiks oleks parandada üldsuse teadlikkust tööstuspärandist.
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• Uurimistöö tulemused näitavad, kui tähtis on, et riigi valitsus 
vastutaks üleriigilise tähtsusega tööstuspiirkonna tervikliku arengu 
eest. Valitsuse algatus võiks olla sihtasutuse või mittetulundusühingu 
loomine põlevkivi tööstuspärandi hindamise projekti algatamiseks.

• Sotsiaalmajanduslike probleemide lahendamiseks tuleks kaaluda 
uute vastavasisuliste projektide algatamist või vastava agentuuri 
loomist. Nende tegevus võiks hõlmata (põlevkivi)tööstuspärandi 
väärtustamise ja taaskasutamise projektide juhtimise koolitusi, 
ettevõtluskoolitusi (sh teenuste pakkujate ja sotsiaalse ettevõtluse 
koolitusi) ning vabatahtliku tööga seotud tegevusi.

• Rahvusvahelistest kogemustest õppimine on planeerimise või 
projektijuhtimise igas etapis kasulik. Näiteks, kuigi Saksamaal asuv 
Duisburg-Nordi maastikupark kutsuti võrreldes Ida-Virumaaga 
ellu üsna erinevates tingimustes, on teadmised sellise mitmekülgse 
ja suurejoonelise projekti kohta kasulikud sihtrühmade kaasamisel 
ja keskkonnakaitsemeetmete rakendamisel. Duisburg-Nordi 
maastikupargi rajamisel toetuti kogukonna initsiatiivile ning töötute 
ja vabatahtlike abile, mida korduvalt tõsteti esile ka käesoleva 
uurimistöö viimases etapis toimunud intervjuudel. Ka Eestile 
lähemal asuvates riikides Poolas ja Rootsis on suurepäraseid näiteid 
edukatest tööstuspärandi arendustest.
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3. Ethnicity
 □ Estonian
 □ Russian
 □ other, please specify: ..........................................................

4. Education
 □ basic
 □ secondary 
 □ specialised secondary, vocational
 □ higher  
 □ higher with scientific degree
 □ other, please specify: ..........................................................

5. You are:
Choose all matching variants.
□ employed    □ unemployed    □ studying    □ pensioner    □ stay-at-
home

6. Name of  position: .................................................................................

7. Place of  birth:
county, (city): ..........................................................

8. Place of  residence:
county: .......................................................... 
parish/city: ....................................................
NB! 
If  you are a resident of  Ida-Viru County answer question 9 and continue 
with question 13.
If  you are not a resident continue with question 10.

9. How long you have been living in Ida-Viru County?
 □ less than 3 years
 □ 4-10 years
 □ 10-20 years 
 □ over 20 years
 □ permanently

10. Have you ever considered living in Ida-Viru County?
□ yes   □ no
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11. Why/why not?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................

12. How often have you visited Ida-Viru County during the last 3 
years?

 □ a few times in month
 □ a few times in year
 □ a few times in 3 years
 □ one time in 3 years
 □ have not visited in last 3 years
 □ I have never visited

13. What makes the landscapes of  Ida-Viru County unique?
Name at least three keywords.
1. ........................................................ 4. .....................................................
2. ........................................................ 5. .....................................................
3. ........................................................ 6. .....................................................

14. Which sports, tourism or recreation possibilities are the most 
suitable for Ida-Viru County?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................

15. Which sports, cultural or recreational possibilities are lacking 
in the Ida-Viru County?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................

16. Please name the last tourism object or event you visited in Ida-
Viru County?
..............................................................................................................................

17. Is there enough information available about sports, cultural 
and recreational possibilities in Ida-Viru County? 
□ yes     □ no
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18. What have been the most important information sources about 
sports, cultural and recreational possibilities in Ida-Viru County? 

 □ parish information materials
 □ county newspaper
 □ Internet 
 □ radio, television
 □ tourist information centre
 □ other, please specify: ..........................................................
 □ I have not received any information

19. Do you suggest visiting Ida-Viru County to your friends and 
acquaintances who are not residents of  Ida-Viru County?
□ yes    □ no      □ I do not know

20. If  yes, what places and/or events you would suggest?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................

21. What in your opinion are the three biggest problems that need 
to be resolved?
Underline the one you consider the most important.
1. ..........................................................................................................................
2. ..........................................................................................................................
3. ..........................................................................................................................

22. Who is supposed to deal with resolving the problems?
 □ Choose all matching variants.
 □ National government
 □ County government
 □ Local government
 □ Community (residents)
 □ Other, please specify: ..........................................................

23. What steps you consider to be the most important to resolve 
the problem?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
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24. How could involvement of  different stakeholders (sports 
sphere, educational employees, local government agencies, etc.) 
in the development of  mining areas be improved?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................

25. Sort by importance environmental problems that affect you 
daily most or that have been dealt with by the media most:
NB! 1 = the most important!
__  unpleasant surroundings
__   spoiled landscape (collapsed mines, destroyed buildings and houses, 

etc.
__  problems with drinking water (poor quality and shortage)
__  irreversible destruction of  natural and cultural landscapes
__  noise
__  poor quality of  air (dust, odour, air pollution)
__  other, please specify: ..........................................................

26. Which of  these uses of  mining heritage and landscapes do you 
know?

 □ Underline the example you consider the best.
 □ Kohtla-Järve city park in former Pavandu open-pit
 □ Naturally developed landscapes with artificial lakes in former open-

pits
 □ Kohtla Mining Museum
 □ sports trails (skiing, running, motor sports, cycling, roller-skating) in 

areas of  Kohtla Mining Museum 
 □ wind park in ash plateaus of  Balti power station
 □ Jõhvi industrial park
 □ Kiviõli Adventure Centre on old semi-coke hill
 □ Alutaguse cycling marathon in 2011 that passed through still in 

operation Aidu open-pit
 □ afforested areas
 □ Estonian Defence Forces training fields on Sirgala old dumps
 □ other, please specify: ..........................................................

27. Suggest other uses for mining heritage. Name any potential 
object or area.
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
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28. What in your opinion is the importance of  the following factors 
from the perspective of  development of  Ida-Viru County? 
Make a cross into corresponding box. 

not 
import-

ant

less 
import-

ant

neutral import-
ant

very 
import-

ant
finding new functions for 
mined areas
evaluating and conserving 
mining heritage
giving more information 
about the possibilities of  
using mining heritage to 
the public
utilising old mining areas
utilising former mining 
constructions
improving the appearance 
of  cities and settlements, 
including the renovation 
of  buildings and mainte-
nance of  public spaces
involving the public more 
strongly in decision-mak-
ing processes on the future 
uses of  mining areas
strengthening the solidarity 
between people through 
joint action
improving cooperation 
between the national 
government, local govern-
ments, authorities, mining 
enterprises, developers and 
tourism institutions, con-
sidering the valuation and 
use of  mining heritage
implementing the adminis-
trative reform and affiliat-
ing local governments
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developing and implement-
ing regional policy
providing more EU finan-
cial support targeted at the 
valuation of  mining heri-
tage and usage of  mining 
areas
raising the awareness about 
Ida-Viru County
making better use of  tour-
ism potential
opening the border with 
Russia for visa-free traavel 
(resulting in better access 
for tourists)
opening more daily recre-
ational and entertainment 
facilities
creating new jobs (cutting 
down unemployment)
finding possibilities for 
mitigating social problems 
(crime, heavy drinking, 
drug addiction)

29. What possibilities do you see in development of  Ida-Viru 
County?

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

30. Do you consider oil shale industry economically important for 
Estonia?

□ yes    □ no     □ I do not know

Thank you for answering!
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Appendix 4. Descriptions of  the examples from other countries

1. The Coalfields Regeneration Trust (CRT) is the leading regeneration 
organisation in the UK and it is dedicated to improving the quality of  
life in former coal mining regions that had faced an abrupt increase 
in unemployment when the mines were closed after the 1984/85 
miners’ strike (Berger 2001, Coalfields Regeneration Trust 2019, 
Foden et al. 2014)). The total population of  these 16 regions is around 
5.5 million people, accounting for 9% of  the UK’s total population 
(to compare, residents of  Ida-Viru County account for 10.93% of  
Estonia’s population, as of  1 January 2019 Statistics Estonia). The 
CRT is a societal charitable company that offers services to help 
people to obtain new skills and qualifications, find work, initiate 
and develop enterprises, and to be more active in their community. 
Funding is received from a wide network of  ambassadors, societal 
supporters, champions, public and private supporters, sponsors, and 
partners. The CRT was established in 1999 and since then, it has 
invested £260 million into projects with positive effects on former 
industrial regions. During this time, 5,375 new jobs have been created 
and more than 25,000 people were helped with finding a job; thus, 
over 1.3 million people have improved their skills and qualifications 
and over 225,000 have improved their health. The opportunity to 
participate in healthy lifestyle activities and volunteering is offered, 
new social enterprises are supported, places for childcare are created, 
help is provided through access to financial and loan services, and 
loans are arranged (Coalfields Regeneration Trust 2019).

2. The Association for Industrial Archaeology (AIA) promotes the 
study, preservation, and presentation of  industrial heritage in the 
UK (The Association for… 2019). It was established as early as 1973 
and reorganised into a charitable organisation in 1977. Yearly, over 
200 requests to change or demolish industrial sites or buildings are 
examined and financial support is provided for several sub-themes 
(restoration support, 2 to 5 per year). Numerous awards are targeted 
toward activities such as the study, preservation, publication, and 
recording of  industrial sites. One of  the tasks is also to represent 
the interests of  industrial archaeology in the legislative and planning 
processes. Other activities include holding a yearly conference, 
publishing the world-leading industrial archaeology journal 
‘Industrial Archaeology Review’ twice yearly and the bulletin 
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‘Industrial Archaeology News’ once a quarter, and arranging 
thematic excursions to foreign countries. The number of  individual 
members exceeds 500 and the number of  affiliated societies and 
organisations is around 50 (Association for Industrial… 2019). The 
financing scheme is similar to that of  the CRT, with the majority 
received from donations and legacies, but charitable activities are 
among the largest sources (Association for Industrial… 2017). 

3. The City Bottrop was chosen for the project InnovationCity Ruhr 
in a contest between 16 cities in the Ruhr region in 2010 (e.g. 
InnovationCity Ruhr 2019, LWL – Bottrop – InnovationCity… 
2019, SmartEnCity 2019). The aim of  this pilot project is to reduce 
CO2 emissions by half  by the year 2020 and thus to increase the 
quality of  life. The area is 2,493 hectares, with a population of  almost 
70,000 people and 14,474 buildings, of  which 12,500 are houses and 
of  these, 10,000 are private. Over 200 different projects have been 
initiated, which are allocated to five sectors: housing, work, energy, 
mobility, and the city. A wide variety of  energy saving technologies 
are being tested and the efficient solutions are transferable to other 
cities in the region and elsewhere. The actions are targeted towards 
mitigation and adaption to climate change, making energy and 
resource use more efficient, promoting energy-efficient alternative 
vehicle traffic and a wholesome lifestyle. A masterplan considering a 
healthy climate and a healthy city was adopted in 2014 that plans for 
350 sub-projects to be carried out. Five partners Initiativekreis Ruhr 
GmbH, City of  Bottrop, BETREM Emscher Fuels GmbH, agiplan 
GmbH, and RAG Montan Immobilien GmbH, support the project 
leader Innovation City Management GmbH. Around 70 companies 
are committed. The total cost is estimated to be at least 2.7 million 
euros. The project has also joined ‘Sustainable Living in Cities’, the 
campaign by The European Business Network for Corporate Social 
Responsibility. 

4. The coal exploitation in the Nord–Pas-de-Calais region in northern 
France started in 1720 and lasted until 1990. The basin is approximately 
120 km long and 12 km wide, and about 1.2 million people live in 
this densely urbanised region (Lemoine 2010, Lemoine 2012). As 
it was known that mining will end, administrative leaders tried to 
determine how to connect urbanisation and the implementation 
of  industrial heritage as early as at the end of  the 1960s and the 
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beginning of  the 1970s. In 1972, the Interdepartmental Group for 
the Restructuring of  the Mining Zones (Groupe Interministériel pour 
la Restructuration des Zones Minières, GIRZOM) was founded, and it 
had multifaceted tasks of  restructuring the neighbourhoods, but in 
reality their main activity was only upgrading the roads in mining 
cities (Dhau-Decuypere 2002). In 1979, a non-profit organisation, 
the Information and Liaison Committee for Archaeology, Study 
and Development of  Industrial Heritage (Comité d’information et de 
liaison pour l’archéologie, l’étude et la mise en valeur du patrimoine industriel, 
CILAC) was founded that was the first structure in France with 
the mission to promote protection of  industrial heritage (CILAC 
2019). National government took the initiative to identify, preserve, 
and use the heritage. Each department was obligated to review its 
industrial remnants and decide what was worth preserving, from 
landscape objects and buildings to the smallest items. In 1990, the 
Etablissement Public Foncier Nord–Pas-de-Calais (EPF NPDC), a Public 
Land Agency, was created to address the serious industrial and 
urban reconversion crisis of  the last decades (Etablissement Public 
Foncier… 2019). One of  their activities has been to buy back the 
slag heaps and brownfields and return them to the ownership of  
local authorities, including around 200 out of  the initial 330–340 
slag heaps. A development association, the Mission Bassin Minier 
(Mining Basin Mission) was established in 2000 to support the 
implementation of  a comprehensive programme for urban renewal, 
social, economic, and ecological improvement of  the region. One 
of  its accomplishments was that in 2012, the Nord–Pas-de-Calais 
region was inscribed to UNESCO World Heritage List (Mission 
Bassin Minier 2019, UNESCO World Heritage List 2019a).

5. Short-term NGOs for regional development. The Ruhrgebiet is one 
of  the largest and most densely inhabited regions in Europe, being 
over 40% urbanised. The region has 5.5 million inhabitants. Today, 
its holistic development is guided by the Regionalverband Ruhr (Ruhr 
Regional Association, RVR), founded in 1920 as the Siedlungsverband 
Ruhrkohlenbezirk (Ruhr Coal Area Settlement Association, SVR). 
It previously had a mission to direct the ever-increasing inflow of  
immigrant workers. In 1979, the SVR was reorganised into the 
Association of  Local Authorities in the Ruhrgebiet (Kommunalverband 
Ruhrgebiet, KVR) and its goals were modified. In 2004, the KVR 
became the RVR, with a new mission to minimise economic and 
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environmental damage through all-compassing renewal measures. 
Preserving open space is one of  the most important tasks and it is 
achieved by buying former industrial, traffic, and commercial areas 
into public ownership and directing them into ecological non-profit 
use. The taken-over area exceeds 18,000 hectares. The RVR was also 
an initiator for the International Building Exhibition Emscher Park 
1989–1999 (Internationale Bauausstellung, IBA) that concentrated on 
integrated economic and environmental development of  the cities 
and their surrounding landscapes. The IBA operated as a short-
term non-profit association with functions such as connecting 
different parties, initiating projects, and coordinating cooperation. 
The project area was around 800 km2 and included 17 cities and 
two districts with a total of  2.5 million people. Over 100 projects 
were completed within the IBA framework, including planning 
300 km² of  green areas, turning 350 km of  open industrial and 
household wastewater system (river Emscher with tributaries) into 
ecologically valuable waterside landscape, establishing 17 technology 
centres, building 3000 apartments, and renovating another 3000 
apartments. With these intense activities, a development incentive 
was given to the region (see e.g. Van Houtum & Lagendijk 
2001, Hospers 2004, Bottmeyer 2011, Bottmeyer et al. 2012).         
In 2000–2010, IBA SEE (also known as IBA Fürst Pückler 
Land, see e.g. Von Bismarck 2010, Kuhn 2005, Internationale 
Bauausstellung… 2019) was conducted in eastern Germany where 
150 years of  lignite mining and industry had left its imprint on the 
landscapes, settlements, and population. Political changes in 1989/90 
(fall of  the Berlin wall, German unification) had caused the collapse 
of  large sections of  industry in the former German Democratic 
Republic (GDR) areas. New perspectives were needed to manage 
the rapid rise in unemployment and emigration. Before IBA, two 
opposing scenarios were on the agenda: nature landscape without 
any suggestion of  its industrial past or letting the landscapes evolve 
without any interruptions. However, for IBA, another scenario was 
chosen that foresaw sustainable development including regulating 
water tables, securing slopes, and preserving representative industrial 
buildings and landforms. In 10 years, 30 complex projects were 
completed that were divided into nine entireties: a centre, seven 
‘landscape islands’, and a ‘European Island’ on the German–Polish 
border. Characteristic to both IBA projects were the complex 
approach to problems (daily surroundings, landscape, heritage, 
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identity, employment, and tourism), conception of  a holistic 
‘landscape image’, connection between places both logistically and 
through information availability, continuity of  green network, and 
developing the visions and projects further after the end of  the IBAs.

6. The Duisburg Nord Landscape Park in the area of  former 
Meiderich Ironworks in the north of  Duisburg city is one of  the 
most distinguished projects that was initiated within the framework 
of  IBA Emscher Park, which has also obtained several international 
awards for innovativeness and originality (Landschaftspark Duisburg-
Nord 2019, Latz + Partner 2019). The design for this around 180 
hectares area was created by landscape architecture firm Latz + 
Partner. Its realisation in 1990–2002 was achieved with the help 
of  citizen activity, associations, and employment programmes. The 
Park opened in 1994. The buildings and constructions of  the former 
heavy industry complex host a visitor centre, restaurants, cultural 
centre, halls for festivals, tribunes for open-air cinema and other 
spectacular entertainment, conference rooms, and a youth hotel. 
For sports activities, there is diving in a former gasholder, mountain 
climbing on ore-storing bunker walls, skateboarding, roller-skating, 
and extreme biking in manganese sheds, table tennis, basketball, and 
tracks for walking, running and cycling. A green cycling route passes 
through the area. For children, several playgrounds were built. The 
Park has numerous observation spots, the highest of  which is on a 
platform 60 metres from the ground at the blast furnace Hochofen 5, 
which has stargazing binoculars. The complex has colourful lights 
installed and lightshows are held late at nights on weekends and special 
occasions. The Park has provided assistance with the emergence 
of  hotels, restaurants, accommodation services, cycling tracks, and 
other nearby services. According to the information obtained from 
the Park administration in 2015 (Landscape Park Duisburg… 2015), 
the six partial projects cost €15.5 million and the yearly budget was 
approximately €5 million, which includes maintenance, gardening, 
employment costs, and marketing costs. The employment rate was 
15 people in administration and 350 for the whole Park, where 26 
enterprises were operating at that time. Yearly financial support 
was received from Nordrhein-Westfalen State, Duisburg City, and 
Regionalverband Ruhr. The number of  visitors has been increasing 
over the years: in 1999 there were 524,000 visitors per year but by 
2014, this had doubled to 1,048,204 visitors. 
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7. Industrial hills theme route. Industrial hills have become a symbol of  
the region both for Ruhr in Germany and Nord – Pas-de-Calais in 
France. They have been taken into use in various functions, exposed, 
and made accessible. In Ruhr, many of  the over 100 hills have 
become ideal spots for panoramic views, recreation areas, or green 
oases in this densely habited region with an otherwise flat landscape. 
With few exceptions, the hills are publicly accessible along pathways. 
Landmarks and other attractions have been placed on tops of  the 
hills, and green energy projects were put into practice. The 30 most 
exemplary waste hills have been made accessible by the RVR and 
a landmark was erected on the top of  16 hills, of  which eight are 
illuminated (Regionalverband Ruhr 2015). Additionally, a theme 
route of  panoramas and landmarks has been created that includes 
several hills with great panoramas and landmarks (Metropole Ruhr 
2019). In Nord–Pas-de-Calais, similarly, many industrial waste hills 
were made publicly accessible and theme routes were created. The 
hills complement the scarce greenery, but their noteworthy value 
also lies in biotope creation, and thus, the evolving vegetation and 
habitation is an important field of  study for scientists (Lemoine 
2010, Lemoine 2012).

8. Fostering the genesis of  natural habitats and creation of  biotopes 
has a strong emphasis in reclamation of  the post-industrial areas. 
In the Nord–Pas-de-Calais region, the conditions on the industrial 
hills have been a field of  study for decades and more than 40 
hills are considered to be areas that are valuable for their ecologic 
conditions, fauna, and flora (Zones naturelles d’intérêt écologique, 
floristique et faunistique, ZNIEF) (Lemoine 2010, 2012, 2013). Another 
example is a grassland that is developed on soils that were spoilt 
with heavy metals, especially tin, zinc, chromium, and copper – the 
Galaminarian grasslands of  the Violetalia Calaminariae (habitat code: 
6130) (Habitats Committee 2013, Joint Nature Conservation… 
2019, Wildlife Trusts 2019). The extremely rare habitat type occurs 
mainly in the UK as a wide-spreading but infrequent area, and in 
other countries, it is particularly rare but has been the subject of  
much scientific research in France. 

9. The landscape sculpture Northumberlandia or, the Lady of  The 
North near Cramlington, Northumberland County in northern 
England serves as public recreation area. The sculpture with a design 
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created by the world-famous American landscape architect Charles 
Jencks (Chambers & Baines 2015) was built in 2 years and completed 
in 2012. The figure was made of  mining residues and build by layers 
as follows: the core was made of  stone, the stone was covered by 
clay, and that in turn, was covered by soil on which grass was seeded 
using the hydro seeding method, which is resistant to trampling. The 
highest spot is 34 metres (the forehead), and the longest length is 400 
metres. From the top, a panoramic view of  the neighbourhood and 
into the Shotton Surface mine can be seen, which has the landscape 
sculpture as a part of  their reclamation plan. The project received 
private financing (£3 million) from the mining companies, Banks 
Group and Blagdon Estate (Escobar 2013, Northumberlandia 
2019). The mining activities have had negative influences on local 
tourism and the recreation area is expected to boost tourism but also 
result in of  new business activities. The main function is walking, 
and bicycling, biking, and horse-back riding are not allowed because 
there are many steep slopes just off  the path. Next to the sculpture, 
three artificial lakes reside that are meant for wildlife. A visitors’ 
centre and café serve the area (Northumberlandia 2019).
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Abstract 

The evaluation of mining heritage and landscapes has been a topic 
of worldwide importance during the previous decades. Only a few 
sites are included in the UNESCO World Heritage List, but there 
are a great many of those that are considered to be restored as 
recreation and sports areas, connecting industrial and natural 
features and giving new usages for a site by exploiting ecological 
and creative landscape design methods. In Estonia, the subject has 
become important during the previous ten years – refreshing and 
multifaceted solutions are needed to give a new life to mining 
landscapes. The aim of this article is to review the restoration 
history of oil shale mining sites (oil shale being the most important 
local mineral resource), to exemplify the two most representative 
developments in Europe, the Nord-Pas de Calais coal mining 
region in Northern France and the International Building Exhibition 
 in Lower Lusatia, Germany, to introduce 
existing restoration methods and developments of oil shale mining 
areas and elucidate future needs and goals.  
Keywords:   industrial landscape, mining history, landscape restoration, 

restoration methods, recultivation 
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1 Introduction 

In Estonia, oil shale mining has already lasted for more than 90 years and the 
recultivation of mining sites has lasted around 50 years, but until now, not 
enough attention has been paid to the question regarding the extent of the 
landscape observed as whole in the course of reusing mining and industrial 
landscapes and in the process of technological and biological recultivation. 
Across the whole world, the concept of connecting scientific and ecological 
principles with different social needs and functions in the process of planning 
mining landscapes, e.g. multifunctional cultural and recreational landscapes and 
visually attractive artificial landscapes, has been regarded as a field of study for 
several decades (Nassauer [1]; Ahern [2]; Hands, Brown [3]). Only a few (over 
20) mining landscapes have been entered into the UNESCO World Heritage List 
as cultural heritage sites as having an outstanding value for the history of 
humankind, but there is a huge number of those that do not reach this level and 
landscape restoration and finding new functions remains a local issue. An 
argument is made for the heterogeneity of landscape, where ecological 
successions and their networks would support biological diversity, increase the 
enrichment and vitality of species (Jongman, Pungetti [4]; Lafortessa [5]). 
 

The need for new and multifaceted solutions for restoring oil shale mining 
landscapes has been an issue in Estonia during the last ten years. Instead of 
implementing monospecific and monofunctional recultivation projects, it has to 
be considered that mining landscapes can be used in many different ways: as 
sports grounds, recreational and tourism areas. Mining landscapes and industrial 
objects offer good possibilities to implement innovative solutions. Preserving 
former mining settlements as distinctive milieu-valuable areas can improve local 
identity and prove to be a tourism attraction. Examples and experiences of other 
countries can be applied and the need for cooperation is evident. 
 
First, a review of oil shale mining is given. Second, the approach to landscape in 
the recultivation of mining areas is discussed. Third, what are given are the two 
most representative European examples of developing mining districts, which 
are mutually complementary. The Nord Pas de Calais coal mining region in 
Northern France was chosen for long-lasting connections between district’s 
environmentalists and Estonian University of Life Sciences. The International 
Building Exhibition Fürst-Pückler-Land in Lower Lusatia, Germany, was chosen 
due to the region’s similarity to the oil shale mining region. In addition, some 
destinations have also been visited by one of the authors. Following that, the 
restoration methods and development of oil shale mining areas are introduced 
and finally, future needs and goals for the holistic growth of oil shale regions are 
determined and analyzed.  
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2 Retrospect view on the history of oil shale mining  

Oil shale is the most important mineral resource in Estonia and among the major 
oil shale mining countries (Estonia, Russia, China, Brasil, Australia and 
Germany), Estonia holds the leading position with the highest quantity. It is the 
basis of Estonia’s energy production and chemical industry. 
 
Oil shale is mined in northeast Estonia, in East Viru County from the Estonian 
mineral deposit. Mining began in 1916 due to fuel deficiency during World War 
I. In three years, two mining districts developed – Kohtla and Ubja. Thanks to 
the superior quality of its material Kohtla developed into a district centre. Mining 
began by open-pit mining. Later, underground mining began. At first, oil shale 
was only mined for the oil industry. Independent mines did not come into being 
until the occurrence of state capitalism with centralized leading (from 1940 in the 
German and from 1944 in the Russian system). State capitalism is dominant to 
this day. The mining plants of oil shale processing factories started work again as 
late as in the beginning of the 21st century in Kiviõli and Ubja. 
 
Production increased consistently and culminated with 30 million tonnes in 1980 
in connection with launch of two large power plants – the Baltic thermal power 
station in 1965 and the Estonian thermal power station in 1973. Import decreased 
and mining capacities started to diminish when in 1981, a nuclear power plant 
was put into operation in Sosnovy Bor in the former Soviet region Leningrad 
(Kattai [6]; Reinsalu [7]). 
 


Figure 1: Oil shale mining areas of the Estonian deposit (Eesti Põlevkivi 2008). 

Dark yellow – mines, light yellow – quarries, grey – excavated mines. 
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Today, mining produces 15 million tonnes of oil shale per year. The amount of 
active resources reaches 1.1 billion tonnes, which is more than has been 
marketed during the 90 years of mining. Both underground mining and opencast 
excavation are used, up to the depth of 70 and 30 meters, accordingly (Sokman 
[8]). Landscape changes derived from opencast mining form 0.3% and land 
influenced by underground mining makes up 0.6% of the state’s territory. Pro 

tempore, 20 mining sites, quarries and mines are still are in operation or used to 
extract oil shale. The largest in Estonia as well as the world is the Estonia Mine 
(Reinsalu [7]). 
 
The landscape features common in northeast Estonia are limestone hills formed 
from wall rock, leftovers from the process of oil shale beneficiation (33 pieces), 
industrial semi-coke hills, so called terricones (6 pieces), vast dumps, thermal 
power plant ash plateaus (over 2000 ha), underground mining collapse areas 
(around 106 ha) (Kaar [9],[10]; Sokman [11]).  

3 Approach to landscape in recultivation  

Recultivation methods and finding new functions for excavated areas have been 
written about and discussed in Estonia for longer than half a century. In the 
1960s and 1970s scientific articles were published, normatives and principles 
were developed, but landscape approach in the process of recultivation was put 
into practice in only a few cases and thanks to the initiative of enthusiasts. In the 
1990s, policies related to the protection of rural, natural and cultural values, the 
holistic landscape approach was not considered either. Landscape use, protection 
and design issues were rather undetermined outside the protected areas. So, until 
recent years, the evaluation of industrial and mining landscapes has been absent. 
Now, policies are changing – for example, the national nature conservation 
development plan until 2035 assigns that construction heritage (including 
industrial and mining heritage) shall be a significant part of valuable Estonian 
landscapes and without its valuation, it will not possible to fulfil the goals of 
landscape protection and management.  
 
One of the reasons why landscape approach had so far only remained on the 
theoretical level is the fact that landscape architecture had not found its place in 
the field of professional education and had not been able to validate itself in the 
hierarchy of engineering. Legally, there were no landscape architects and 
landscape objects were not treated as they, too, belonged in the sphere of 
architecture (Sepp et al [12]). 

4 Nord-Pas de Calais coal mining region in Northern France 

In Nord-Pas de Calais, the coal was mined in the coal basin for 270 years, from 
1720 to 1990. The basin is around 120 km long and 12 km wide. Some 1.2 
million inhabitants live in the region. The mining industry’s decline was 
followed by an economical and social depression. About 40 years ago, were 
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started to find applications for industrial heritage and solutions for socio-
economic problems. At the end of the 1960s and in the beginning of the 1970s, 
administrative leaders attempted to determine how to associate urbanization and 
the utilization of industrial heritage. 
 
It was decided to establish polyfunctional centres into dormitory-type mining 
settlements, renovate buildings that had belonged to coal miners and give them a 
new use or, if needed, demolish them. Mining settlements were to be connected 
with towns in terms of their administration, function and development. 
 
Wall rock hills were a specific problem – it was impossible to avoid them and no 
simple solution existed for them. They only caused contradictions and conflicts. 
At first, they were considered to be disturbing eyesores in the landscape – 
negative monuments of the past. Above all, the value of production was seen – 
with a second sorting, it was possible to get more coal. Many of the hills were 
indeed liquidated by additional sorting, and some were hidden by planting high 
vegetation on them. Later, the wall rock heaps were used in creating green areas, 
either for ecological value or simply as potential green sites, which are scarce in 
the region. For natural scientists, a wall rock heap served as a field laboratory, 
where they could observe the distribution and interspecies relations of plants and 
animals in a unique milieu. By now, over 40 wall rock heaps have been counted 
in natural areas of ecological, fauntistic and floristic value (Zones d’Intérêt 

Ecologique, Faunistique et Flostique, ZNIEFF). The recognition of wall rock 
heaps as an introduction and representation of cultural and historical heritage is a 
phenomenon prevalent only in the previous decades. The region is also a great 
playground for development activities. In addition, the heaps are rooted in the 
regional identity and image of the area as positive landmarks. The triangular 
motive of a wall rock heap is a famous symbol of the Nord-Pas de Calais region. 
The motif has also been dignified in the logos of several institutions and 
administrative units.  
 
The last decades have seen the birth of several new institutions, which are 
engaged in the valuation and implementation of mining heritage. Etablissement 

Public Foncier, the so-called Public Land Agency, whose main task is to 
regulate industrial landscapes, was established in 1990. The Agency renovates 
real estate associated with mining and recultivates wall rock heaps, liquidates 
residual pollution, compiles environmental surveys and takes inventories of 
industrial heritage. In the last years, collaboration has been the keyword.  
 
In 2000, representatives from governments on state, regional and local levels 
decided to join their forces to create better possibilities for economical, 
environmental, urban and social development in the coal basin. To achieve those 
aims, the Coalfield Land-Planning Agency (La Mission Bassin Minier) was 
established. Above all, efforts are being made to help local governments solve 
problems originating from coal mining (polluted soil and water, spoilt 
landscapes, socio-economic problems, extension of mining settlements’ 
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functions etc) and promote landscape planning and the development of region. 
As many different parties as possible have been involved in development 
activities. Great attention is paid to the local community’s preferences. The 
actions of the Coalfield Land-Planning Agency are based on a development plan 
accepted by each party. Before the plan was accepted, the whole mining region 
was evaluated and zoned. Every wall rock heap, mining settlement, building 
complex was approached individually. The global aim is the inclusion of the 
Nord-Pas de Calais region into the UNESCO cultural heritage list. 
 
The most successful and well-known project in the region is the recultivation of 
the Rieulay’ wall rock heap. This area of 140 hectares was designed to hold an 
attractive water body (for swimming and water sports, windsurfing, canoeing, 
rowing), a sandy beach, a football field, walking paths, a mountain bike path, 
fishing ponds, wetlands, unique habitats for amphibians and Mediterranean 
plants, closed areas for birdnests, a Mediterranean orchard etc (Maran [13]).  

5 Mining landscape restoration example from Germany – 

IBA Fürst-Pückler-Land 2000-2010 

The organization of construction exhibition projects in Germany started as early 
as in the middle of the 19th century. The first international independent 
construction exhibition took place in the year 1901 in Mathildenhöhe, 
Darmstadt. At first, it was about presenting contemporary urban architecture, but 
IBA (Internationale Bauausstellung) Berlin 1984–1987 brought along a new 
focus point – urban renewal and new forms of planning. IBA Emscher Park 
1989–1999 focussed on a holistic approach for the whole region. The ecological 
issues raised were developed further at IBA Fürst-Pückler-Land 2000–2010. 
 
Lusatia is a German region regarded to be the most affected by human activity. 
In addition to causing landscape changes, 150 years of lignite mining have 
strongly influenced the settlement and its infrastructure, culture and population. 
During the period of industrial prosperity, population inflow occurred, but at the 
same time, some 80 towns and villages remained on the way of mining and their 
inhabitants were forced to migrate. By now, thousands of people have left the 
district due to unemployment. 
 
Mining companies have a legitimate obligation to restore used areas. In the case 
of East Germany’s liquidated state enterprises, the task remained in the hands of 
the government of the reunited Germany. Before the IBA, three scenarios for the 
renewal of landscape had been introduced to the agenda. 
Scenario 1. Redemption through restoration: revegetation and overdevelopment, 
removing all unused industrial objects from the landscape. The mining heritage 
would disappear from sight and a distinctive lake region would be developed. 
Scenario 2. No innovations. After stopping water pumps, the landscape would be 
allowed to self-evolve. The result would be a spontaneously evolving and unique 
nature protection area. 
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Scenario 3. Economizing on overdevelopment. As the consequences of industrial 
activities are overwhelmingly difficult on nature’s self-improving power, the 
area must be restored by humans. Water inflow to quarries would be regulated 
and a suitable inclination would be given to slopes. The region’s industrial past 
cannot be deleted, but outstanding architectural and topographical elements and 
shapes must be retained as the industrial heritage of district – such historical 
evidences, after all, give the area its uniqueness. 
 
The third scenario was chosen by IBA. The main principle was to combine old 
with new, preserve regional identity, underline refreshing fantasies and high 
design standards in new developments. As a limited liability company with an 
appointed time of operation, IBA serves as a mediator and does not participate in 
planning processes – i.e. it does not compile development plans and does not 
possess planning rights or institutional power. Instead, its task is to suggest and 
initiate projects, bring together different parties and guide structural changes. 
 

 
Figure 2. Network system of IBA Fürst-Pückler-Land. 

Green – islands, yellow numbers – project areas, red line – energy route of 
industrial heritage. 

 
 

At first, 20 projects were launched, but eventually, 30 evolved out of the initial 
ones. Projects are divided into nine: the centre, seven landscape islands and the 
island of Europe. The islands are areas with very different conditions, structure 
and problems, each having its own focal point. For example, landscape island 
Industrial Heritage introduces distinctive industrial monuments: the mining 
heritage landscape of excavator F60, Lauchhammer bio-towers, the power plant 
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Plessa. Landscape islands are bound together by network and connections, 
among them Energy Route and the bicycle route Fürst Pückler Path. 
 
Six EU projects have been accomplished or still in operation. REKULA (2000–
2006) was a project for restructuring cultural landscapes with three partners: 
Lower Lusatia in Germany, Upper Silesia in Poland and Veneto in Italy. The 
main aspect was the improvement of living conditions by adapting very specific 
remedies. VIKTOUR (Virtueller Industri-Kultur-Tourismus, 2002–2005) and 
IdeQua (2004–2006) were directed at tourism development. IdeQua collaborated 
with 17 international partners from six countries and its main purpose was to 
strengthen regional identity. The sustainable forestry management project RW 
(Robinwood, 2006–2007) had partners from Italy, Britain, Spain and Slovakia. 
In Lusatia, fast-growing trees were planted on a mining site to demonstrate the 
potential of biomass production. RenERg EuReg (Renewable Energy Resources 
– a Solution for the Sustainable Development of Two European Regions, 2008–
2010) was a bi-national (Lusatia and Romania’s Region Centru) project for 
innovative energy strategies. ReSOURCE (2009–2012) is an initiative for small 
to medium-sized regions in central Europe, where mining is being slowed down 
or has already stopped. The aim is to highlight the potential opportunities created 
by the legacy of mining. All projects are transnational and forming a cooperation 
network is inherent to them. Outside the EU, IBA is involved in projects in the 
Atacama Desert in Chile and Nizhny Tagil in Russia. 
 
A ten-year period was divided into two. In the second stage, since 2006, the 
goals have been a greater connection between projects and increasing the 
awareness of people and decision-makers about ongoing changes. Every year 
sawt the introduction of a new issue: 2006 – New Europe, 2007 – New Energy, 
2008 – New Water, 2009 – New Land. The year 2010 was dedicated to 
summarizing outcomes and ending the organisation of the exhibition, but 
projects will nevertheless be developed further in the future. The final 
prospective outcome is a region of new landscapes with awakened tourism and 
functional enterprises (SEE [14]). 

6 Restoration of mining areas in Estonia 

The attitude that Estonian people have towards landscape is closely related to 
their selective valuation of the past. Manor and farm landscapes are considered 
to be most essential and heritage of the recent past is almost left unconsidered, 
may it be ecologically developed ameliorative projects or mining heritage. 
Estonians appreciate diverse and patriotically beautiful landscapes with a long 
history and tourism value. As Estonian landscapes are only looked after on 
protected areas, then the arrangement and development conditions regarding 
common landscapes (industrial, urban, rural and others) are established in 
planning acts. The value of a landscape is often contributed to developments 
carried out in the area. 
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That kind on contrasting landscape management limits the diversity of Estonian 
landscapes and their environmental quality. Landscape management must not be 
restricted to valuable areas, but also cover the more common and typical 
industrial, rural, urban and rustic landscapes, damaged areas among them 
(Palang et al [15]; Parts [16]). During the last few years, the direction has been 
towards the valuation of common landscapes, including industrial ones. The 
national nature conservation development plan until 2035 emphasizes that 
construction heritage (including industrial and mining heritage) is an important 
part of valuable Estonian landscapes and without preserving them, it is 
impossible to fulfil the goals of landscape protection and management. 
Construction heritage and heritage landscapes, though, have not been taken into 
account so far and no conditions and restrictions have been validated for their 
protection.  
 
Still, the appreciation and forming of Estonian mining district landscapes were 
not begun from scratch. Beautiful and distinctive landscapes were designed in 
Soviet times by the initiative of enthusiasts. Several examples can also be given 
from the past few years. A concentrated list of examples of best usage of oil 
shale mining and production areas has been prepared. 

6.1 Recreational landscapes 

6.1.1 Vesiloo landscape of lakes 

The first example of planned landscape diversity is the Vesiloo lake (18 ha) in 
Viivikonna Quarry, established in the 1970s. The lake inherited its name from 
Paul Vesiloo, the founder of the lake and head engineer of Viivikonna Quarry. In 
addition, there are President’s Lake, Kenajärv Lake and some smaller artificial 
lakes in Sirgala and Viivikonna quarries, used by locals for recreational activities 
and swimming, but also for fishing. 

6.1.2 Kohtla Mine Park Museum 
The Kohtla mining museum is the best example of what can be done with a 
closed mine and its territory and buildings. The site was reclaimed and afforested 
in 1986. In 2000, after long discussions and negotiations, the decision was made 
to create a mine park.  
 
Mountain skiing slopes and slanting slopes for beginners were created on wall 
rock heaps and dumps. Bicycle trails and ATV roads, a steady roller skiing path, 
a climbing wall on enrichment factory’s wall and many more exciting objects 
and facilities were built. A training complex and the museum’s exposition are 
being developed. During its six years of operation, the museum has been visited 
by 176,000 people. 

6.1.3 Kiviõli old ash mountain 
Old semi-coke hills with an enormous amount of waste are one of the most 
important and complicated environmental problems in whole of East-Viru 
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County. They must be brought to a condition as environmentally harmless as 
possible with optimized expenses (Kattai [17]). 
 
Kiviõli old semi-coke hill (absolute height 141.84 m, relative height 93 m), to 
which 6.3 tonnes of semi-coke and bottom ash were transported in 1922–1967, is 
being developed into a recreational centre of national importance (Pae et al [18]). 
Numerous surveys, environmental impact assessment, detailed plans and 
preliminary projects for motor complex and adventure tourism are being 
prepared. In 2006. the construction of a motor complex was launched and at the 
same time, an additional survey of thermal processes was carried out (Kiviõli 
Seiklusturismi Keskus [19]). 
 
According to a detailed plan, mountain skiing and slalom slopes, a trail for snow 
boarding and snow tubing, a half-pipe snowboard chute, a sled riding hill, uphill 
tracks for motorcycles and motocross tracks are being conceptualized (Kiviõli 
vana poolkoksimäe maa-ala detailplaneering [20]). Construction areas, an event-
organizing site, a camping site, cross trails, parking and traffic areas are planned 
to be built to the foot of the hill and land mark to the top of the hill. The tracks 
and facilities will be completed in several stages. 
 
Since 2003, international motorcycle uphill raising competitions have been 
taking place on the mountain annually. In 2007, the Qualda cross-country show 
also occurred: at the North-Estonian tourism conference, it was chosen as the 
year’s best tourist event. One of the goals of the show was to obtain permission 
from the International Motorcycle Federation (FIM) to arrange international 
motoring competitions on the hill in the future. In 2008, a stage in the cyclecar 
world championships and a stage in the quad racer European championships 
were held there. 

6.1.4 Kukruse wall rock dump 
Relative height 41 m, stored in 1955–1967, volume 710,000 m3, self-ignition 
process with certain environmental dangers is continuing (temperature on the 
ground 50 °C). Thanks to its advantageous location next to the Tallinn-Narva 
highway, the hill is one of the most popular tourism objects in East-Viru County. 
A panoramic view of oil shale landscapes opens to the town of Kohtla-Järve in 
the west, Jõhvi City in the south, to the Gulf of Finland in the north and to 
Kukruse Village from the front. The Kukruse uphill race is evolving into a 
tradition. 

6.1.5 Tammiku wall rock dumps 
The complex consists of three dumps with the height of 12, 20 and 40 meters and 
with a total area of about 35 ha. The highest one is built on three terraces, which 
were afforested in 1973 and 1975. In autumn 2007, landscape architecture 
students from the Estonian University of Life Sciences, in collaboration with the 
representatives from the local government of Jõhvi Parish, composed landscape 
development visions for the utilization of the Tammiku wall rock dump. 
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One of the more interesting works was titled “Tammiku paths”, which intends to 
present the dump from different viewpoints. The idea includes three different 
journeys named history path, activity path and beauty path. The first two are 
more specific, the third one more abstract. The history path introduces the origin 
of dumps and the events connected to oil shale mining. It is a narrow-gauge 
railway line running on slopes and crests with a mining train with a score of 
passengers travelling through the exposition. Activity paths are most pragmatic. 
They consist of connection tracks with strategic points of interest – a concert 
place, the centre, sled riding slopes, protected forests, watchtowers, a lake and 
swimming spots, boardwalks, parking areas, a park. The surrounding bicycle, 
skating and roller-skiing tracks are also interpreted as activity paths, connecting 
the area to neighbourhood settlements. The beauty path is joined together 
ideologically, without concrete navigation instructions. It takes advantage of 
mountain districts, to which the visitor is not guided by other paths, but where 
panoramic views offer a chance to enjoy the surroundings or which are 
themselves seen from the distance. 

6.2 Military landscapes 

Since the 1990s, landscapes of Sirgala Quarry have been used for military 
training. The Estonian Ministry of Defence is planning to establish a defence 
forces rehearsal field in the forests of Sirgala Quarry. For the purpose, the 
intended purpose of land usage has to be changed from profit land to national 
defence land. In planning military areas, afforestation is put aside and the 
landscape will be enriched with new elements – steeps, hollows, water bodies. 
Drowning former transport trenches is also foreseen. According to development 
plans, it will happen around the year 2025. 

6.3 Town landscapes 

6.3.1 Town parks 
In the course of the expansion of towns, older quarries remained into urban 
spaces. A good example is the Pavandu Quarry, which has become a fully 
fledged town park in Kohtla-Järve. In the 1970s, town parks were established 
especially numerously. The demolition of mining workers’ barracks and the 
creation of town parks was connected to the validation of sanitary zones between 
the industrial zone and the dwelling area of Kohtla-Järve (52 ha of green areas in 
the district of Järve City) and Kiviõli (56 ha of maintained green areas). 
Likewise, it was s decisive period in building new multi-storey house districts, 
enabling to empty barrack districts. 
 
Allotments belonging to barracks and high vegetation, mainly apple trees, but 
also avenues bordering streets, created the preconditions for and simplified the 
creation of several dozens hectares worth of town parks, serving as a green belt 
around the territories of chemical industry. In high vegetation poplars dominate, 
with their ample flowering inducing annoyances to allergics and maintenance 
service, thus need to be replaced, also for their age and breaking danger. 
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6.3.2 Industrial parks 

Former quarries, mine buildings and constructions can be exploited for enterprise 
development. For example, an industrial park has been in development on the 
territory of a former mining training centre in the western part of Jõhvi City 
since 2003. Largely useless constructions have been dismantled and new 
infrastructure created. At the moment, ten enterprises are operating on the 25 
hectares of the industrial park. 

6.4 Rural landscapes 

6.4.1 Recultivation plan for Vanaküla Quarry 

In 1993–1994, engineers from an environmental engineering company from 
Great Britain called Richards, Moorehead & Laing Ltd, composed a restoration 
model project for the landscapes spoilt by the oil shale quarry (Richards, 
Moorehead & Laing Ltd, AS Eesti Põlevkivi [21]). The project was partly 
accomplished in the overground part of the Vanaküla Quarry in the Kohtla mine. 
The aim of the model plan was to develop a restoration technology for diverse 
land use. It was determined to divide the excavated areas into different plots for 
forestland, meadowland and arable land, while considering the interests of 
farmers. The planned landform was meant to merge into the surrounding 
landscape and excessively steep slopes were not allowed. Unlike the typically 
monotonous solutions of these times, the mining field was divided into smaller 
parcels with different shapes, forms and purposes. a slightly undulating area was 
planned, with an overall inclination to south. The northern borders of cadastral 
units were edged with hedges.  

7 Public expectations regarding restoration and the 

utilization of mining landscapes 

People’s awareness about landscape values varies greatly and is often inclined. 
Without being familiar with landscape history, a consensual protection of 
landscape heritage is impossible – landscape related professional education and 
training landscape management specialists must be fostered. The vision of local 
people in terms of valuable landscapes, including industrial ones, must be 
examined and their characteristics, dynamics and transforming influences must 
be analyzed (Palang et al [15]). 
 
According to common public expectations, at least an equivalent value must be 
achieved with restoration, compared to the condition of the landscape before 
mining. In addition, greater attention needs to be paid to the interests of local 
governments and the district’s inhabitants, and supervision is expected to be 
more effective. Large mining areas are assumed to find a purposeful usage. 
There is a continuous suspicion that data about the land use of mined areas is 
imprecise, control over the size and condition of unused and spoilt areas is 
lacking and thus, land use is not at all guided according to the expectations of the 
public (Saar Poll [22]). Environmental responsibility is not always definite and 
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the owner’s obligations are not always fulfilled. It is presumed that prognoses for 
the future needs and usage programmes regarding mineral resources are 
insufficient; that mining, landscape, water and nature protection needs are not 
compatible, be it on state level or the level of local governments; that interest for 
restoration of unclaimed quarries is absent, that recultivation does not serve 
peoples’ needs and is often done poorly; that oil shale wall rock heaps pollute air 
and water; that mining enterprises do not have a clear solution for surface water 
and groundwater regime formation after mining activities (Põlevkivi kasutamise 
riiklik arengukava [23]). Landscape design and architecture methods have often 
been retracted before they have been overridden because of routine 
environmental requirements or upstaged because of financial reasons. 
 
To fulfil public expectations, the best environmental practices must be applied, 
experiences from other countries must be taken into consideration, and dealing 
with products, buildings, constructions, planning acts and other environmental 
issues must be completed starting from the initial idea until the final solution. In 
addition to technological means, image-building must be dealt with; the public 
must be more informed about the reuse of mined areas and the potential 
environmental impacts after mining. Including local governments and civil 
initiative organisations into planning for mined areas has so far been quite 
random. 

8 Conclusion  

The issue of landscaping in terms of the recultivation of areas and giving new 
functions to excavated areas has been written about and discussed in Estonia 
longer than half a century, but until now, only a few restoration projects have 
considered to have landscape architectural and ecological approach. Legislation 
demands that recultivation was conducted for the purposes determined in the 
mining permission. Even though regulation and normatives for restoring mined 
areas are sound from legal viewpoints as well as punctual and strict from 
engineering viewpoints, a landscape-centred approach is completely absent and 
an ecological approach is vague. What is needed above all is that criteria for 
landscaping and biological diversification were added to recultivation 
normatives, as landscapes and biological diversity reproduce each other. 
 
Industrial landscapes in northeast Estonia must not be recultivated in a way that 
does not leave any traces of their industrial past, for the artificial mountains 
create variability to the plain landscapes of northern Estonia. Attitudes towards 
wall rock heaps, dumps, industrial complexes must be reassessed and a new 
function must be given to them. Wall rock heaps and quarries would be most 
suitable for large-scale recreation areas, parks, hiking trails, theme parks and for 
adventure tourism. Still, there cannot be several attraction centres of the same 
type: it has been proven in Europe that in the context of restoring industrial lands 
into recreation areas, this kind of an approach does not work (Hospers [24]). In 
carrying out innovative ideas, it must be taken into account that designing new 
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landscapes is limited by several circumstances: manoeuvring abilities of mining 
vehicles is restricted, the characteristics of surrounding areas must be considered, 
and new landforms must be fit for their function. Architecturally valuable 
buildings and unique industrial facilities must be preserved and exhibited. 
 
Until now, criticism of planning practices has referred to the prevention of post-
mining impacts by implementing suitable mining technologies and to prolonged 
and large-scale planning of restoration works (TTÜ Mäeinstituut [26]). Planning 
should cover more than one mining department. The large-scale approach 
enables to enrich the post-mining landscapes holistically, providing different 
functions and a landscape design appropriate for an artificial landform. Thematic 
plans should be prepared. After the approval of a national development plan for 
oil shale mines, the establishment of a coordinative body should be seriously 
considered. The body would connect parties, join the management of different 
sectors, solve conflicts between public and private interests. The simplest 
solution would be to arrange international competitions for landscape architects. 
Support would be obtained from cooperation with the EU and from the 
Structural Fund. Without domestic and transnational cooperation, it is difficult to 
ensure an economical re-use of mining districts. There are many great examples 
of developing mining regions in Europe. In this article, the experiences of France 
and Germany were discussed. 
 
Oil shale mining will continue for at least 20 more years. It allows designing 
landscape and storing wall rock already during mining works, and apart from the 
recultivation of quarries, finding opportunities to develop the region’s identity 
and promote its positive image by implementing innovative landscape design. 
According to a public survey, the best new function for each area should be 
investigated in areas where mining has ended. The interests of local inhabitants 
have great importance and it must be expressed in the holistic vision, which 
retains, improves and develops the industrial and mining heritage of East-Viru 
County. 
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ABSTRACT This paper examines the valuation of mining heritage and tourism potential for
regional development in Ida-Viru County, NE Estonia. The study is based on data from six
focus groups and a survey (n = 255) involving local residents and people from outside the
county, Estonians and those of other ethnicities. Estonia is the only country in the world that
uses oil shale for more than 90% of its electricity, and its industrial district is among the
largest in the Baltic countries. Oil shale mining in Ida-Viru County began in 1916 and, over
time, resulted in tremendous ecological, economic, social and cultural changes. A majority of
these changes took place during the Soviet era, causing ambivalent attitudes towards oil
shale mining heritage. Landscapes altered by oil shale mining, chemical works and energy
production passed largely unnoticed until the twenty-first century: appreciation of uniqueness
and public awareness come slowly. The findings of this study note that people recognise
industrial heritage fairly well and have many ideas on how to use it on behalf of holistic
regional development, yet there are shortages in information availability and understanding.

KEY WORDS: regional development, mining landscape, public comprehension, mining heritage
evaluation, industrial tourism

Introduction

According to the European Landscape Convention (Council of Europe, 2000), land-
scape plays an important role in public interest for the cultural, ecological, environ-
mental and social fields. Landscape as a resource can be used to promote economic
activity and its protection and management can contribute to job creation. Landscape
is also a “basic component of the European natural and cultural heritage, contributing
to human well-being and consolidation of the European identity (para. 5)”. Landscape
(including degraded areas) is an important part of the quality of life (Council of Europe,
2000).

Industrial heritage is rarely limited to a single site. It commonly consists of a series of
interrelated sites across the landscape that show evidence of the mining of raw
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materials, transportation to production sites and manufacturing and distribution to the
market, all of which produce waste and landscape change (Stuart, 2012). Only during
the last 50 years of a 300-year period of industrial experience has the recognition and
valuing of industrial heritage become a topic of interest. Industrial heritage is a challen-
ging newcomer in the heritage field, as the common perceptions of heritage originate in
earlier ages with a different set of aesthetic values (Cossons, 2012). Large-scale indus-
trial heritage is not easy to handle conceptually because it is not just a collection of
monuments. It can only be saved from decay by efforts to preserve collective
memory about industrial ensembles, by making them globally understandable, and
implementing imagination, invention and creativity when merged into daily life.
There is no question that industrial heritage should be considered and used as a heritage
for the future (Bergeron, 2012). Heritage is even more valuable because reading and
analysing landscapes provide an opportunity to understand social relations and struc-
tures, as landscapes result from human decisions and social relations (Widgren,
2006). Industrialisation is certainly one of the periods in human history that has left
expressive imprints on the landscape.
Even in the most artificial landscapes, human activities do not destroy ecological pro-

cesses, yet direct them towards culturally expected directions, which may not be stable
or sustainable over the long term. In the case of industrial landscapes, land-use activities
are often continued until the critical borderline of ecological destruction is reached, and
the continuity of essential transformations of landscapes over time may partly reflect
searches for new relationships with nature because earlier ones did not function
(Aalen, 2001). Thus, the industrial landscape is an inevitable part of cultural heritage
and needs protection and management for its cultural, historic, social, economic, eco-
logical and intrinsic values (Cossons, 2012). In many cases, industrial heritage must be
handled as large areas, not as single sites (Stuart, 2012). The highest international des-
ignation for heritage protection and preservation is the Convention Concerning the Pro-
tection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (adopted by UNESCO in 1972) with
more than 60 industrial sites included in UNESCO’s World Heritage List (as of 1 July
2014, UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 2014a, 2014c). Not all industrial sites can
obtain that level of protection, thus other options are necessary. In 2003, the Nizhny
Tagil Charter for Industrial Heritage was originated by TICCIH (The International
Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage, 2014), which provides cri-
teria for the preservation and promotion of industrial heritage as another option for
industrial site protection.
In recent decades, several countries have taken a new approach to the valuation, pres-

ervation and use of industrial heritage – an approach that may help alleviate social and
economic difficulties and enhance enterprising and tourism activity (Bergeron, 2012).
Relevant national and regional development plans, evaluation methods and other stra-
tegic guidelines were prepared in several countries including Spain, Albania and others
(see e.g. Spanish Historical Heritage Institute, 2011 (the Nizhny Tagil Charter is the
base for implementation principles), Albanian Heritage Foundation, 2012). Long-
term regional revival projects (e.g. in Ruhr and Lower Lusatia districts in Germany
(Bergeron, 2012; Internationale Bauausstellung (IBA) Fürst-Pückler-Land 2000–
2010, 2014) and Nord-Pas de Calais region in France (UNESCO World Heritage
Centre, 2014b)) were implemented that have provided an economic boost to industrial
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regions. Many successful examples of reviving industrial districts include the construc-
tion of sports, cultural and recreational facilities on former industrial structures and
landscapes (Bergeron, 2012).

Because of the previously mentioned challenges, there is a need for regional revival
in NE Estonia. The industrial mining of oil shale in Ida-Viru County started in 1916 due
to fuel deficiencies during the First World War. Somewhat later, the chemical industry
expanded in this area. Over time, mining volumes increased and peaked at 30 million
tonnes in 1980: the Baltic and Estonian electric power stations were launched in 1965
and 1973, respectively, and oil shale was also exported to other regions of the former
Soviet Union during this period. In 1981, a nuclear power plant was put into full oper-
ation in Sosnovy Bor, near present-day Sankt Petersburg, and mining volumes started
to diminish (Kattai, Saadre, Savitski, & Kaljo, 2000). In recent years, volumes have
risen since oil demand has grown, instead of mining for electricity production
(Šommet, 2013). During this nearly one hundred-year period, massive environmental
damage and landscape changes have occurred. The decline in mining has brought
with it economic difficulties, low living standards, poor settlement and landscape con-
ditions, high levels of unemployment and emigration and an ageing population. Such
challenges are typical for industrial regions; yet over time the values and evaluation cri-
teria for altered landscapes have changed towards heritage appreciation, as well as the
wishes and expectations of the people, with the need for solutions and mitigation
measures being increasingly recognised.

From 2011 to 2012, the Estonian University of Life Sciences conducted an in-depth
study of the Possibilities for the Valuation and Exploitation of Mining Heritage, to
determine how to

(1) valuate, preserve and more multipurposefully use the oil shale mining heritage;
(2) enhance the understanding of the potential landscape values and tourism opportu-

nities of the county as a whole;
(3) increase civil activity and improve cooperation between different interest groups in

such a way that it would promote the development of the county and
(4) identify potential development opportunities.

Focus groups and a survey were conducted to determine local and ethnicity group
valuation of mining heritage and tourism potential for regional development. This
article examines the understanding and evaluation of mining heritage and tourism
potential.

Oil Shale Industrial Landscapes in Estonia

Oil shale industrial landscapes in NE Estonia consist of artificial hills (33 limestone
waste hills (Kaar, 2010b); 6 semi-coke hills; over 2000 hectares of ash hills and pla-
teaus (Kaar, 2010c)); limestone dumps in former quarries; 106 hectares of collapse
areas of underground mines, power stations, oil shale chemical complexes and
various other industrial buildings and structures as well as industrial towns and settle-
ments with their characteristic architecture and green zones. Landscapes altered via
open-cast mining (0.3% of Estonian territory) (Reinsalu, 2010b) and landscape
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changes caused by underground mining (0.6%) (Reinsalu, 2010a) total approximately
450 km2.
In 1960, the reforestation of quarries began and by now the total area of forested

quarries has reached 10,965 hectares (Kaar, 2010a), as a result of which vast mono-cul-
tural and monotone areas have been created. Some of the hills were afforested some-
what later. Underground mines were mostly left as they were and settlements were
deserted as inhabitants moved away; these structures are now in decay. Afforestation
has been the most common reclamation approach.
Since 2000, a few sports, tourism and recreation projects were carried out, yet these

were based on private initiatives while interest and initiative for a more holistic regional
development approach from the state level have been non-existent:

(1) Kohtla mining park and museum, opened 2001 (Kohtla Kaevanduspark, 2014),
(2) Kiviõli Adventure Centre on old semi-coke hill, officially opened 2013 (Tuhamagi,

2014),
(3) Aidu Water Sport Centre. Mining was ended in 2012, international rowing canal

completed in 2013, other developments are in execution or at the plan level.

Mapping and evaluation projects remain a theoretical planning exercise with no further
action:

(1) 1999–2003 theme planning exercise “Environmental Conditions Directing Settle-
ment and Land Use” with a sub-topic on valuable landscapes (Palang et al., 2011),
includes several industrial heritage landscapes and settlements.

(2) In 2007 the Estonian Ministry of Culture and National Heritage Board started a
project “Inventorisation of 20th Century Estonian Architecture” that includes
approximately 25 sites and districts with oil shale industrial heritage (Muinsuskait-
seamet, 2014).

(3) By the end of 2011, the State Forest Management Centre had finished the Mapping
of the Heritage Culture project, which includes six to seven objects on oil shale
industrial areas (RMK, 2014).

(4) Industrial towns Kohtla-Järve and Sillamäe have composed thematic plans for
1940s and 1950s milieu of valuable dwelling areas in 2010 and 2011, accordingly
(Kohtla-Järve linn, 2014; Sillamäe Linnavalitsus, 2014).

(5) The national registry of cultural monuments does not have any oil shale industrial
heritage in its database. Not a single oil shale heritage object is protected by law.

The environmental impacts of the mining and chemical industry (see e.g. Kahru & Põl-
lumaa, 2009) and the reforestation and natural succession of mined areas (see e.g.
Pensa, Karu, Luud, Rull, & Vaht, 2008; Pensa, Sellin, Luud, & Valgma, 2004) have
been investigated sociologically (see e.g. De Grave, Printsmann, Palang, Van Eetvelde,
& Antrop, 2006; Ministry of the Environment, 2008; Saar Poll, 2006). However, no
large-scale studies of public perceptions of mining landscapes and its tourism potential
have been conducted. A holistic view for regional development is lacking, although the
need for it has been recognised.
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Methods

The Estonian University of Life Sciences examined “Possibilities for the Valuation and
Exploitation of Mining Heritage” using focus group interviews to develop a survey for
residents and non-residents of Ida-Viru County 2011–2012.

Focus Groups

Six groups took part in the focus groups: (1) representatives of a mining enterprise,
(2) leaders of local governments, (3) representatives of the sports sphere, (4) represen-
tatives of the cultural sphere, (5) elderly people and (6) students at the basic and sec-
ondary school levels. Altogether, 32 people participated from age 15–79, with 12
women and 20 men, 28 Estonians and four other ethnic groups (i.e. Russian and Belor-
ussian). All participants were local with sufficient Estonian language skills. The focus
groups were carried out at the head office of the mining enterprise, at local government
offices, at sports union offices, at the Museum of Oil Shale, at a schoolhouse and at a
day-care centre for the elderly people. The groups were composed randomly, with par-
ticipants invited by contact persons, except for the representatives of local govern-
ments, who received their invitations personally by email. The duration of the focus
groups was from 45 minutes to 2 hours. Focus groups were recorded, later transcribed
and content-analysed. As the goal was to obtain the viewpoints of stakeholders, no div-
isions between groups (age, ethnicity, etc.) were made.

Focus groups were conducted on the basis of eight core questions, with each related
to the next. In addition, supplementary/probing questions were discussed. Differences
of emphases were found between the various groups; a question, which evoked a lively
and long-lasting discussion in one group, remained short-answered in another. The
focus groups had two purposes: first, to determine the opinions of certain stakeholders,
and second, to develop a survey for residents and non-residents of Ida-Viru County.

Survey

The survey, which included 30 questions in both multi-response and open-ended
formats, was divided into three sections: (1) comprehension of mining heritage and
tourism potential, (2) environmental and social problems and (3) possibilities for the
holistic development of the county. This article presents an overview of respondent
comprehension of mining heritage and tourism potential and presents development
options that arose from the results. Open-ended questions were generalised and cate-
gorised to prepare for statistical analysis in Microsoft Excel using descriptive statistics.

Sample

The sample was composed using the quota sampling method and the survey was carried
out via Internet (using an online service provider; majority of respondents), email,
phone and face-to-face. In the case of the web-based approach, the selection comprised
people willing to respond from various areas of life all across Estonia, while e-mail,
phone and face-to-face surveying methods were used for contacting local authorities
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as well as local tourism, sports, cultural and educational institutions and associations.
Respondents were given the choice to decline any questions they wished.
A total of 255 individuals were surveyed with incomplete responses omitted, redu-

cing the sample to 247 respondents. Characteristics of the respondents are reflected in
Table 1.

Results

For the focus group interviews, findings showed that schoolchildren were not yet
acquainted with the meaning and values of industrial heritage, the elderly had the
most negative attitudes and four other groups, being active and enterprising people,
saw enormous potential for tourism for the area in question. For the survey respondents,
younger people were more willing to participate and gave lengthy responses to the
open-ended questions, especially women with higher education aged 26–35 years. It
can be assumed that this age group is one of the most responsible on a social level.
Non-Estonian people were not as willing to answer the questionnaire as were native
people, though the questionnaire also had a Russian version, and their answers often

Table 1. Characteristics of respondents (n = 247).

Parameter % Count

Locality

Resident 50.6 125

Non-resident 49.4 122

Ethnicity

Estonian 80.6 199

Russian 17.0 42

Other 2.4 6

Ethnicity among residents

Estonian 65.6 82

Russian 29.6 37

Other 4.8 6

Age

16–25 17.4 43

26–35 32.8 81

36–45 21.9 54

46–55 15.0 37

56–65 10.9 27

. 66 2.0 5

Gender

Female 67.6 167

Male 31.2 77

Unknown 1.2 3
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remained comparably short (in the case of open-ended questions) or even without
answer.

At first, the most significant viewpoints and statements of the focus group represen-
tatives are presented, followed by the results of the questionnaire. In the case of the
latter, nationality and locality were the major division lines, as well as age ranges,
while differences between opinions of men and women were not remarkable.

Viewpoints and Statements of Focus Group Representatives

The question What is understood about mining landscapes and heritage? was used as
the introductory question in the focus group interviews. Representatives of the mining
enterprise gave a long overview of the elements and phenomena of industrial remains in
the landscape, stating that artificial hills are the most noticeable features, while quarries
are the most large-scale objects: The landscape is totally unique, as in the course of
mining all the overburden is displaced and deep trenches remain after mining. Here
and there in the middle of the forested areas there are settling ponds that have
already become natural-like and are suitable for recreation, but some of these are
very difficult to find. There are also lakes and hillocks in the quarries. One of the hil-
locks is called the Hill of Ants – when the neighbourhood forest was cleared away, ant
nests were relocated to an older area of Aidu quarry where they have thrived for more
than 10 years. Older quarries were usually not reclaimed and offer a great opportunity
for scientists to observe the processes of nature taking over. Other features of the area
include parks created on former mining grounds, as well as rivers, streams and trenches
fed by groundwater pumped out in the course of mining, a very dense power line
network, ventilation shafts of underground mines with their spectacular ice monuments
in winter, undulating fields above old mines and the local settlements and infrastructure.
Architecture is also worth noting, as the majority of the houses in the industrial region
formerly belonged to mining and chemical industry companies. Mining enterprise
representatives suggest that mining has enriched the naturally flat landform and that
local government representatives with a sense of perspective are interested in continu-
ing the mining activities, as, firstly, they receive a resource tax on mining activities and,
secondly, mining facilitates the remodelling of the landscape. Today, the mining enter-
prise is considering the possible future usage of areas already at the time of mining.

At the level of local governments, the issue tends to be more immaterial and contro-
versial – for example, the negative and painful experiences of the residents of the
Maidla rural municipality in regard to the Aidu quarry (1974–2012), which was the
biggest oil shale quarry in Estonia. The mining activities in the quarry were carried
out in the area of villages and thus the villages (and the local communities) were elimi-
nated. “Today, there is a need to find ways for taking advantage of the mining land-
scapes in order to bring benefits to the local community. That poses a challenge for
both the community and the mining enterprise”, they summarised.

The representatives of the sports sphere stated that mining landscapes are all that
people living in the region see every day:

Mining landscapes make the region unique, while mining activities are a natural
part of everyday life. Among other things the heritage includes lands hollowed
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out as a result of underground mining, where a positive side-effect is that spring-
time water drains away faster than elsewhere and therefore the risk of flooding is
reduced. An innovative project of reusing groundwater from exhausted under-
ground mines for heating in Kiikla village can also be called mining heritage.

In a word, solutions must be found to create positive results out of the negative impacts
of mining.
From the sports viewpoint, artificial hills and other areas with a relief distinct from

the rest of the landscape can be used for various novel purposes. One such is the Alu-
taguse Bicycle Marathon which, since 2011, goes through the Kohtla Mining Park and
Aidu quarry, offering participants the opportunity to experience new and exciting land-
scapes. The marathon has been supported with large sums, as well as many other sports
events in recent years. Mining companies also support the social sphere, for example by
organising regular Miners’ Day celebrations, which are very popular with the public
and help raise awareness about mining. The traditional Chemists’ Day in spring is
also popular.
According to the opinion of the representatives of the cultural sphere, everything con-

cerning mining history and heritage must be viewed in the light of the people who have
lived in the mining region and the progress of technology; for example, people came (or
were brought) to the region to work in mines and this has created a multicultural society,
and several towns and settlements have been built as mono-functional:

Humans and external conditions are constantly changing the mining landscape.
For example, according to EU environmental standards, semi-coke hills had to
be lowered and covered by water-proof materials [at the time of the interviews,
the project was half completed and was finished by 2014], but local people
rather see this as a saddening trend – throughout decades the hills have been land-
marks for reaching home when returning from faraway places.

Elderly people possess the most negative view compared to other groups. They are dis-
pleased by derelict old quarries, which were abandoned without restoration after
depletion, thus leaving the areas unusable and wasted:

Collapsing underground mines have caused a lot of problems: houses that are
located above such mines are deteriorating and developing cracks in the walls,
while elsewhere there are holes in the ground. In many areas water has disap-
peared, while in others there has been an overflow of water due to the fact that
water is no longer pumped away after mining activities are closed down.

As a great number of people have left the county, all of the elderly agreed that “people
were once herded together, then the land was mined out, and now only pensioners
remain. Young ones have left, only the old ones are still here, but the houses have
been built . . . ”

Secondary school students do not have a clear understanding of the issue yet and
only generalised answers were given. The students stated that the mining landscape
is “the landscape which remains after mining has ended, and that mining heritage is
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something that remains for future generations in the form of cross-sections of ground,
afforested mining areas, and sports and recreation sites on former industrial lands”.

In response to the question What makes the landscapes of Ida-Viru County unique?
the representatives of the mining enterprise stated that the landscapes are made unique
by “opportunities, colossal opportunities” related to the fact that artificial landscapes
can be easily reshaped to create something new. The answers of the representatives
of local governments, the sports sphere and the cultural sphere were similar. Local gov-
ernments stated that “ash hills” (a routine name for all artificial hills) are the “face” of
the county and that it is regrettable that the advantages of that unique feature are not
used for profit. The sports sphere people mentioned artificial hills, interesting sites,
lakes in quarries and “comfy smells” (the smells emitting from chemical industry com-
plexes), as well as the potential of sports events on the artificial landscape. The repre-
sentatives of the cultural sphere noted industrial chimneys and artificial hills as well as
natural landscapes and tourism targets, such as the Narva Castle, the Kohtla Mining
Park and others, with cultural objects being the most visited.

The students’ opinion is that uniqueness is created by industrial parks, mines and ash
hills, but on the whole it is “a fairly disconsolate landscape”. They would prefer that the
industrial elements did not exist, while also agreeing that this would make the landscape
dull. The elderly people are once again the most negatively attuned: “Ash hills, derelict
houses, holes, knocked down doors . . . It is Estonian Siberia . . .When tourists come
they wonder why people are still living here.” However, the elderly do regard some
aspects as positive, such as the Kiviõli old semi-coke hill and the Oil Shale Museum
at Kukruse.

The discussions on the question Are oil shale mining heritage sites and areas easily
accessible in terms of location, information, prices, and equipment? remained short.
The representatives of the mining enterprise said that access is limited in the case of
operating mines and quarries, but after mining is finished the sites are open to everyone,
which unfortunately results in problems with unauthorised waste dumping. Concerning
tourism, there are some local guides who can lead people either to industrial sites or to
beautiful nature areas. Furthermore, as regards the availability of information, there are
websites, advertisements, tourist information centres, excursions to industrial areas
organised by educational institutions, booklets, short films and photos. The mining
enterprise also hands out informational materials at events and is open to requests
for visiting mines.

The sports sphere representatives think that many of the industrial sites have been
neglected, for example some small mono-functional settlements such as Sirgala and
Viivikonna that could be enlivened by shock tourism. They also hold that the county
cannot compete in the area of nature tourism, as the whole of Estonia boasts beautiful
nature and, therefore, it would need to be something special that one cannot find else-
where. Instead of European tourists they see potential from Russia and think that inclus-
ive tourism packages should be created to include industrial sites, sports, culture and
entertainment, but: “Although some developments have occurred and the possibilities
for activities and sightseeing are enormous, poor cooperation between service providers
and tourism destinations poses a great obstacle.” On the basis of the results of focus
group discussions, this question was omitted from the questionnaire and replaced
with questions about information sources and availability.
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What Makes the Landscapes of Ida-Viru County Unique?

The respondents of the questionnaire were asked to name at least three keywords, with
the option to name up to six. The most mentioned keyword was “artificial hills” (160
times, 111 of the first word that came to mind, n = 247). Mines and quarries were men-
tioned by 44 persons and other keywords related to industrial landscapes and objects by
63 persons, including industry, industrial landscapes, power stations, factories, collapse
areas, industrial heritage and ash plateaus as the most common ones (Figure 1).
“Industrial architecture” (19 times) refers to the characteristic architectural heritage

and to the condition and appearance of buildings and settlements. The keywords
used included “industrial architecture”, “mining architecture”, “empty houses”,
“Stalin-era architecture”, “old mining buildings”, “dull architecture”, “decayed
houses”, “industrial towns”, “different-looking architecture”, “mining structures”,
“ugliness of settlements”, “old buildings”, “rather depressed-looking mining settle-
ments”, and “Soviet-era buildings”.
The second most mentioned keywords fell under “Coast, cliff, waterfalls”, which

were observed 138 times and were listed as the first to come to mind in 39 cases, the
second in 55 cases and the third in 39 cases. Forests were mentioned 75 times, with
keywords “a lot of forest”, “pine forests” (presumably partly referring to massive re-
cultivation areas in former quarries) and “virgin forests” (old deep forests of Aluta-
guse). Lakes were mentioned 38 times (including a frequent reference to Kurtna
Lakes, the largest Estonian lake region with 40 lakes), Lake Peipsi 24 times and
other bodies of water 17 times. Swamps and bogs were mentioned 35 times.
“Natural landscape” covers all other keywords referring to nature, for example,
“natural beauty”, “greenery”, “pristine nature”, “beautiful landscape”, “naturalness”,
“diverse fauna” and “unusual plant species”.

Figure 1. Keywords to describe uniqueness of the county.
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“Sights” includes specific places that the respondents have named as keywords.
These include objects of great cultural and historical significance, such as the
Kuremäe Convent, the renowned Independence War battleground Sinimäed, the
border town Narva, the industrial town Sillamäe, which was a restricted area during
the Soviet era and, more generally, manors, towns, parks and other things worth
seeing. “Population” refers to unconventional ethnic and cultural characteristics.
Some of the keywords were “Russian-like lifestyle in towns”, “Slavic population”,
“multicultural and multilingual”, “different cultural background” and “contacts and
interactions of different cultural spaces”. “Diversity and contrast” refers to the
variety and polarity of natural and industrial landscapes, which is found to be remark-
able. “Singularity” denotes the distinctiveness of landscapes and settlements as well as
the ethnic and cultural features compared to the rest of Estonia.

“Flat land” refers to the original flatness of the landform, while “landform” includes
keywords such as “particularities of soil”, “Pandivere uplands”, “eskers and kames”
and “limestone”. The amount and great size of arable lands were mentioned five
times. “Other” mostly includes adjectives, both positive and negative, as well as
some keywords that were too specific to be categorised elsewhere, for example “cool
wind”, “climate”, “brushwood” and “this is my birth place”.

Considering differences between groups, residents marked “lakes” and “artificial
hills” remarkably higher than tourists, while the latter marked “mines, quarries”,
“industry, industrial landscape”, “Lake Peipsi” and “flat land” higher. Among locals,
the fact that “industrial architecture” and “natural landscape” were marked by non-
Estonians higher than by Estonians may refer to the tendency of the non-Estonians
of being settled mainly in urbanised areas; Estonians pay more attention to artificial
hills, swamps, forests and coastal features. Between age groups, the age range 16–
25 ranked the first five higher than other categories; this may be because the young
people notice the “big picture” above all. The age groups 26–35 and 36–45 seem to
contribute the most to the overall view as their opinions more or less smoothly
follow the overall trend. The valuations of respondents aged 55–65 are also close to
it. Opinions of people aged over 66 differ from the general view the most as they
named “industrial architecture”, “diversity, contrast”, “ethnic complexity”, “forests”,
“industry”, “industrial landscape” and some others higher than any other group.
These results refer to their recognising the complexity of landscapes and social
issues more clearly, as they are also the longest witnesses for the changes in economic,
environmental and social conditions. Differences between genders were not significant,
except that men named “industry, industrial landscapes” somewhat more often than
women. Altogether, people recognise industrial landscape features more than was
expected, but value nature and recreational characteristics highly, as well.

Which Sports, Tourism or Recreation Possibilities Are the Most Suitable for Ida-
Viru County?

The question was open ended allowing respondents to list as many possibilities as they
wished. Figure 2 shows (a) a general overview, (b) the distribution between residents
and non-residents, (c) the distribution between men and women, (d) the distribution
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across the nationality of local people and (e) the distribution across different age
groups.
As shown in Figure 2(a), all types of nature-related recreational activities are con-

sidered as very suitable, were mentioned 147 times and encompass activities such as
hiking, mushroom picking and bird monitoring. Winter sports and beach activities
are mentioned as second and third, both by 112 persons. This is followed by sightseeing
spots and towns of cultural and historical value, both industrial and traditional. The
fifth-ranked “industrial tourism” was found to be suitable 79 times, and 49 persons
note that industrial areas should be used for sports.
Compared to non-residents, residents consider the region more suitable for winter

sports, cultural activities, adventure tourism and sightseeing, while non-residents are
more interested in beach and nature-related recreational activities, spa tourism and
various sport activities, while at the same time attaching more importance to industrial
tourism and sports in former industrial areas (Figure 2(b)). Overall, it can be observed

Figure 2. Most suitable sports, tourism or recreation possibilities: (a) general overview,
(b) residents and non-residents, (c) nationality of local people, (d) men and women and
(e) different age groups.
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that local people estimate perspectives more evenly than those from outside the county,
which is also demonstrated by “Everything”.

Across nationalities among local people, large differences in response activity were
observed between Estonians and non-Estonians. Figure 2(c) shows that Russians and
people of other ethnicity value winter sports, motor sports and cultural and nature-
related recreational activities more than other options. Estonians see the county as suit-
able primarily for nature-related recreational activities and winter sports, sightseeing,
beach activities and adventure tourism, while various other options were also regarded
as important.

Compared to men, women (Figure 2(d)) consider the region more suitable for sight-
seeing, recreational and nature-related activities, spa tourism, water sports and sports in
industrial areas, while men consider the region somewhat more suitable for beach-
related recreational activities and cultural entertainment, and also seem to have a
more generalising attitude.

Across age groups (Figure 2(e)), respondents aged 16 to 25 years ranked sports in
industrial areas higher than any other group, while the “. 66” group ranked industrial
tourism higher than other groups. Respondents aged 26–35 years placed great impor-
tance on nature-related activities, but were also very positive about sightseeing, beach
activities, winter sports, spa tourism, industrial tourism, motor sports and cycling.
Respondents aged 36–45 years found that the county is first of all suitable for
nature-related recreational activities, winter sports and beach activities as well as for
beach recreation and adventure tourism, among others. In this group, the distribution
between different activities is the most even and the rank of “everything” highest.
The reason could be that they pay more attention to variety, as at this age people
often already have families and their children are often teenagers; ageing could bring
along some limits in valuation. Respondents aged 46 to 55 found the first three
options very suitable, while also ranking industrial tourism and cycling highly. Age
group “56–65” had “nature” and “beach” as the most suitable options, followed by
“winter sports”, “sights” and “water sports”. Altogether, younger people seem to
value both nature and active recreation, but elderly people tend to prefer nature,
history and heritage. The approach also seems to be somewhat personal, depending
on respondents’ own needs and valuations.

Which Sports, Cultural or Recreational Possibilities Are Lacking in the Ida-Viru
County?

A total of 39.3% of the respondents left this open-ended question unanswered, gave an
insignificant answer or answered “I do not know” (Figure 2(a)). It could be that the
reason for the relatively low response rate is that many people do not have enough
information and they do not possess a complete picture of the existing possibilities,
which is supported by the fact that the rate was 48.4% for non-residents vs. 30.4%
for residents, and also the overall amount of responses was remarkably lower among
non-residents; in addition, non-Estonians were somewhat less willing to give
answers than Estonians.

Among those who answered the question properly, the highest rank was given to
various cultural events and activities, followed by various sports activities that do
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not fall into specific categories and needs for more and better conditions of accommo-
dation and catering. The latter category and “For children” (i.e. a lack of attractions and
facilities for children) are new compared to the results concerning possibilities.
In comparing the sports, tourism or recreational possibilities that are thought to be

suitable for the county (Figure 2(a)) or lacking in the county (Figure 3), the biggest
differences seem to be in “Culture” and “Beach”. The respondents found that
various cultural events and activities are most lacking, but still ranked them moder-
ately among possibilities. Beach recreation is found to be one of the most suitable
activities for the county, but there is a great lack of possibilities. While the sufficiency
of beaches is clear, the problems lie in poor equipment and maintenance (e.g.
untidiness).

What Have Been the Most Important Information Sources, and Is There Enough
Information Available?

Figure 4 shows that people mostly obtain information from the Internet, followed by
radio, television and the county newspaper, and lastly from local municipality informa-
tional materials (local government information, advertisements, etc.). The use of tourist
information centres is surprisingly low (5 residents and 10 non-residents), being the
least used source of information. “Other” includes information received from friends
and acquaintances, colleagues and relatives.
In comparison between groups, it must be highlighted that radio and television are

remarkably more important information sources among non-residents and non-Esto-
nians than for residents and Estonians (38.5% vs. 15.0% and 41.9% vs. 23.2%, accord-
ingly), while local Estonians are much more active in gaining information from the

Figure 3. Lack of sports, culture or recreation possibilities.
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Internet than other ethnicities (76.8% vs. 53.5%). These tendencies help explain pre-
viously discussed assumptions on reasons for low awareness about recreational and
sports possibilities – when people are not listening to the radio or watching TV at
the “right” time, they miss the information, and also not all information is provided
by radio and television.

In addition, a question about the sufficiency of information was asked. Information is
considered to be insufficient by 52.6% of respondents and sufficient by 46.2%, while
three persons left the question unanswered.

Discussion

Ida-Viru County has a rather unique mining heritage landscape, which is widely acces-
sible as a result of reduced industrial volumes, and it is even more valuable because
there are no such expansive industrial areas in the vicinity. Much information needs
to be gathered, and a thorough holistic region-wide SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats) analysis should be carried out to determine which aspects
of the oil shale mining heritage should be preserved and which should not (see Kaup-
pila, Saarinen, & Leinonen, 2009).

The key findings of the survey note that people notice the singularity of the industrial
landscape and also recognise the values of nature. Representatives of several focus
groups even emphasised that industrial heritage should be used for the benefit of devel-
opment. One of the problems is that public awareness about any of the options the
region has to offer or what it is short of tends to be comparably low, especially
among non-residents and local non-Estonians. In the case of Russians, this could be
partly due to relatively low levels of integrity that includes some amount of Russian-
mindedness (e.g. tendency to watch Russian TV programmes) and language barriers
(see Metsaots, Printsmann, Sepp, & Kaart, in press), which was also observed in the
comparably low readiness of non-Estonians to participate in the survey and in the

Figure 4. Information sources.
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shortness of their open-ended answers, as they are somewhat less participative at the
social level in the first place. Altogether, it is evident that people do not have a holistic
view.
Both locals and those from outside the county notice the industrial landscape and

acknowledge its uniqueness. Even prior to the opening of Adventure Centre in
Kiviõli (beginning of 2013) and the beginning of development of the Aidu Water
Sport Centre, people saw many recreational possibilities in the topography/relief left
from mining. It remains to be seen how much space there is for new grand-scale devel-
opments alongside existing success stories such as Kohta, Kiviõli and Aidu. The sup-
portive structure is already partially present – miners’ sanatoriums in Toila and Narva-
Jõesuu, which were popular tourist destinations among Russian tourists in the Soviet
era and have now been converted to modern spas. Some campgrounds and caravan
parks exist, but there is an urgent need for more accommodations, also in regard to
catering possibilities. This is the eternal chicken-and-egg question: whether infrastruc-
ture should be developed first to draw tourists, or if these would just be empty invest-
ments where nobody goes.
The main attraction for visitors to the region is perhaps not particularly oil shale

mining heritage per se but so-called ash hills. Artificial hills are the most recognisable
keyword for both focus group representatives and respondents to the questionnaire, and
it should be considered important. A good example from Europe is the Nord-Pas de
Calais industrial region in France (UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 2014b) where
the landmark, the triangular shape of artificial hills, became a trademark of the region.
Industrial heritage includes a large number of places and objects left without atten-

tion so that tourists do not have any information about the sites and even many of the
locals do not know about their existence and location. Promoting such sites more
widely might raise problems with littering, which is quite common in remote places
without permanent supervision. Infrastructural improvements would help. With
regard to shock tourism in decaying and almost derelict settlements, the authors
wonder how ethical it is to bring excursions to see the few “aboriginal” people and
their unpalatable living conditions as they may not appreciate visitors to their commu-
nities. Therefore, local opinions should be assessed. One solution might be to conduct
tours of the destination, with simple restaurants serving local food, an independent
cinema or other such establishments where local residents could gain some work
benefits and participate in the events.
The fact that locals do not appreciate degraded landscapes is clearly expressed in the

opinions of the elderly, who have witnessed it for a long time. The immaterial aspect of
the mining heritage is a contradictory issue – the surroundings should be safe environ-
mentally and health-wise, but achieving this safety can cause a loss in landscape iden-
tity (see e.g. Stobbelaar & Pedroli, 2011). This has already happened in the case of
semi-coke hills and old power station chimneys, which were significantly lowered
and therefore no longer serve as the landmarks they have been for decades. People
are generally sensitive about the rearrangement of landscapes, but considering environ-
mental and health-friendly aspects they would embrace innovations and were pleased
their home place was found interesting and cool. To avoid losing a sense of identity
(and destroying the already existing viable plantation that has taken place on some
semi-coke hills in Kohtla-Järve), alternatives could be considered more profoundly,
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instead of choosing the simplest way of fulfilling standard prescriptions. Every single
spot needs a personal approach that takes the landscape perceptions of local inhabitants
into account.

In focus group discussions, it was mentioned that creating an Internet portal combin-
ing oil shale information (i.e. to connect the cultural, natural and industrial tourism
attractions, the small industrial landscape elements that are unknown and hidden in
the woods, sports and recreational possibilities, accommodation, catering, childcare
and other services and all types of events) would help both locals and visitors plan
their visits, thus improving tourism activity. Although such a network is not
common in other industrial regions, it might very well work in the case of Ida-Viru
County as the region is much smaller compared to some of the gigantic industrial
regions abroad, and Estonia is a highly Internet-connected country. Study results
also show that web usage is very active and the Internet is the primary source of infor-
mation. The fact that more than a half of the respondents consider the availability of
information as insufficient (Figure 4) may mean that information is spread over
many different websites and people have missed some of these websites. The insuffi-
ciency is partly due to non-Estonians and non-residents frequently using radio and tele-
vision as information sources and, therefore, not reaching parts of the information. This
reaffirms the need for more complete web sources.

Like Miners’ Day and Chemists’ Day, other public events can be used to raise aware-
ness about mining and possibilities for promoting heritage. The fact that secondary
school students do not yet have a clear understanding of the mining heritage and land-
scapes may partly be due to insufficient discussion of the subject in their curriculum,
and oil shale mining with its history and evaluation should be discussed more
thoroughly, as it is one of the most important natural resources in Estonia. Similarly
to Heldt Cassel and Pashkevich (2011), we find that many of the discussions are
related to economic or ecological well-being along with recreational possibilities, dis-
regarding educational factors. Therefore, the establishment of Kohtla Mining Park with
an underground museum was a must. Calls for heritage-aware tourism remain unclear
on the specifics of howmining landscapes would “edutain” (educate + entertain) during
recreation as passive information boards might not be read.

Another aspect that came out during the focus group interviews/questionnaire was
that for outsiders the Ida-Viru landscape is the quintessence of the Soviet era despite
the fact that mining started prior to Estonian independence, while it was still part of
Czarist Russia (see e.g. Printsmann, 2010). Given the oil shale mining, chemical indus-
try and energy production surge following the devastation of the Second World War, it
is no surprise that the ecological aspects were not given much consideration during the
occupation, and its impact still requires investigation (Toomik & Liblik, 1998), since,
for example, unexpected fires emerged while closing semi-coke hills as industrial waste
depositories. It is also not surprising that “eco-nationalism” (opposition to more immi-
grant workers from the rest of the USSR for more mines) played a major role in regain-
ing independence (see Caddell, 2009; Galbreath, 2009). Landscape appearance altered
by oil shale mining was gradual and was not given much consideration; it was the
everyday landscape for locals. Evaluation starts to take place when something suddenly
threatens the current situation. A lag time (see Palang et al., 2006) or inertia (see
Maandi, 2009) is necessary to appreciate the landscape’s uniqueness. There should
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be a well-balanced agreement to showcase all periods of mining, quotidian practices
(e.g. different colour helmets for miners and bosses) and techniques, alongside machin-
ery: for example, when horses were used underground, when women were allowed to
work underground and different restoration solutions, and Soviet legacy (compare to
Falun’s focus on seventeenth century in Heldt Cassel & Pashkevich, 2011) could be
used as one of the main attractors for West Europeans.
If it is clear that everybody sees the development potential, why has there been so little

development so far? This cannot be because lower working-class people were sent here
during the Soviet era because there were quite a number of engineers and other qualified
specialists as well. Neither can the lack of development be due to the majority of the local
residents being Russian-minded Russians or not enterprising enough. The problem lies in
the fact that the task is colossal and therefore difficult to handle. Cooperation between
stakeholders (i.e. mining heritage sites, mining enterprisers, tourism enterprises, local
authorities and local residents) leaves much to be desired.
People have many ideas about what to do with industrial landscapes, but from the

grass-roots level it is difficult to reorganise the entire region. It should be the state’s
responsibility to take action towards holistic development, or to arrange the creation
of any foundation or non-profit organisation to take the lead in the absence of charis-
matic and engaging leaders. For example, in Great Britain the Association for Industrial
Archaeology was established in 1973 to represent the interests of industrial archaeology
in the planning process (Association for Industrial Archaeology, 2014), and in the Ruhr
region in Germany, a 10-year project titled the International Building Exhibition was
carried out in the 1990s with the aim to repair environmental damage and give an econ-
omic boost to the region. The project was coordinated by a non-profit organisation
(Bergeron, 2012). Today, the responsibility for regional planning lies with the Ruhr
Regional Association (Metropole Ruhr, 2014).

Conclusions

Mining heritage alongside natural features is what makes the region interesting, and it
should be taken advantage of. The European Union support funds should be used more
efficiently, and a large-scale thematic plan for oil shale heritage should be prepared that
would engage the opinions and suggestions of all stakeholders. Opinions of local
people and tourists can be very helpful in regional planning, revealing their needs
and expectations, and the bottlenecks should also be taken into consideration. The posi-
tive side effects are that it also provides options for raising participatory activity and,
considering non-Estonians, might help relieve integration issues. Consulting inter-
national experiences on regional development of industrial regions and engaging inter-
national experts in thematic planning processes should certainly be considered. Holistic
planning needs great coordination, however, and therefore a state initiative is necessary.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to examine the role of the public perception 
of oil shale mining and industrial heritage in regional revival. Oil shale 
mining and chemical operations have left an imprint on both the people and 
the landscape of Ida-Viru County, NE Estonia. Along with increasing or 
decreasing production volumes of oil shale mining, heritage has been over-
looked, left to naturally deteriorate or to be destroyed or recultivated. 
Heritage-awareness revival projects for similar natural resource post-
industrial situations have proved to be successful in culture, sports and 
recreational tourism. The current view on oil shale mining heritage is 
investigated through focus group interviews and a questionnaire. Unemploy-
ment, language barriers and social problems are considered to be the most 
important issues, and the responsibility for solving these problems is 
primarily deemed to be the role of the national government. At the same time, 
in general, people are willing to participate in processes and regard 
coordinated planning as crucial to holistic development. Post-industrial 
areas should be utilized to support the development. 
 
Keywords: oil shale, mining heritage, industrial landscape, participatory 
planning, regional development. 

1. Introduction 

The industrial mining of oil shale in NE Estonia has occurred for almost one 
hundred years. This has had an impact on the environment, landscape, 
society, economy and culture. Due to the sale of oil shale electricity to the 
other republics of the Soviet Union, the mining volume at the beginning of 
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the 1980s was greater than 30 million tonnes per year, the highest volume 
ever. The production started to decrease after a new reactor was launched at 
Leningrad nuclear power plant in the town of Sosnovy Bor in Leningrad 
Oblast, Russia, in 1982, and export to the other Soviet republics also 
dwindled, for political reasons [1, 2]. Nevertheless, before the opening of the 
electricity market on January 1, 2013, over 90% of Estonia’s electricity was 
produced from oil shale, making Estonia a rather unique country in the 
world. On a global scale, the nearly 450 km2 of landscape adversely affected 
by mining is not worth mentioning, but of Estonia’s territory it forms 1%  
[2, 3]. 

Ida-Viru County in NE Estonia has been described as a region of 
contrasts. The county is most known for its industrial waste hills, but is also 
famous for the Baltic Klint with its many waterfalls, and the Gulf of Finland 
with its sandy beach at Narva-Jõesuu. Other industrial features (mines, 
quarries, chemical industrial complexes, industrial buildings, settlements and 
architecture) also play a significant role in landscape perception, as do 
natural features, such as forests, lakes and swamps, and culturally historical 
places, as well as the characteristics of the multinational and -cultural 
population [4]. 

The oil shale mining heritage has been ignored and left to naturally 
deteriorate or to be destroyed for new technological innovations or 
recultivated, mostly disregarding its heritage value. Recultivation is primarily 
understood as the grading and afforestation of quarries, which began in the 
1960s and was considered to be a very progressive approach at that time  
[5, 6]. Several studies have been conducted on the ecological and environ-
mental aspects of mining and the chemical industry [7, 8] and the 
afforestation and natural vegetation of mined areas [9]. Some studies  
[10–12] have shown that from a biodiversity perspective it is best when 
areas are left for nature to take over. The potential usage of underground 
mined areas in Estonian oil shale deposits has also been investigated  
[13, 14]. The question today is how to proceed when there is a need to foster 
regional development and afforestation is far from proper managing. 

The development of large industrial districts requires public-opinion polls 
to be conducted concerning the local identity and the valuation of heritage 
and the surrounding environment, both among local inhabitants and people 
from outside the region. Participatory or collaborative planning is not a new 
approach at the global scale [15–18], but in Estonia there are certain 
hangovers from the Soviet period when the opinion of the people was 
usually not asked (top-down planning policy instead of bottom-up action 
[19]). Now public opinion has occasionally been asked, but only to a limited 
extent, whereas considering today’s democratic practices, the people should 
be involved in consultations and discussions about large-scale landscape 
changes. There has been a lot of debate over how to mine and, more 
recently, also over how to reclaim the exhausted lands. However, until now 
these issues have almost exclusively been the area of experts. 
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In 2011 and 2012, the Estonian University of Life Sciences conducted an 
in-depth study “Possibilities for the Valuation and Exploitation of Mining 
Heritage”, with the aim to determine how to value, preserve and more multi-
purposefully use the oil shale mining heritage, how to enhance the 
understanding of possibilities of landscape values and tourism opportunities 
of Ida-Viru County as a whole, how to increase civil activity and improve 
cooperation between different parties in such a way as to promote the 
development of the county and to identify development possibilities. The 
idea behind the study was to give a second life to landscapes altered by 
mining and chemical operations, and with the remaining infrastructure, to 
generate income in the areas of culture, sports and recreational tourism in the 
declining economic situation of Ida-Viru County in NE Estonia. 

2. Methodology and materials 

Focus group interviews were conducted for two reasons: first, to determine 
the opinions of certain stakeholders, and second, to prepare a questionnaire 
for both the non-residents and the residents of Ida-Viru County. Different 
viewpoints emerged between individual focus groups, as well as between the 
focus groups and questionnaire respondents. 

The interviews included six groups: 1) representatives of a mining 
enterprise (Eesti Energia Kaevandused AS, the biggest oil shale mining and 
industrial company in Estonia), 2) leaders of local governments, 3) repre-
sentatives of the sports sphere, 4) representatives of the cultural sphere,  
5) elderly people, and 6) basic and secondary school students. There were 32 
participants in total (ages ranged from 15 to 79), among them 12 women and 
20 men, 28 Estonians and four of other ethnic groups. All of the participants 
were local and with sufficient Estonian language skills. The interviews were 
conducted at the head office of the mining enterprise, the local government 
office, the sports union office, Kohtla-Järve Museum of Oil Shale, a day-
care centre for the elderly, and a schoolhouse. The groups were created 
randomly, with participants invited by contact persons, except for the repre-
sentatives of local governments, who received their personal invitations by 
e-mail. Interviews were recorded, and later transcribed and analysed for 
contents. 

The interviews were conducted on the basis of eight core questions, each 
subsequent question being related to the previous one. In the course of 
interviewing, there were asked leading and/or supplementary questions to 
direct answering or get more information. The interviews revealed 
differences in the degree of importance of mining landscapes and heritage 
among the groups – an issue that evoked a lively and long discussion in one 
group was only briefly addressed by another. 

The questionnaire was divided into three sections: 1) comprehension of 
mining heritage and tourism potential, 2) problems, and 3) possibilities for 
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the holistic development of the county. In this article, the last two sections 
are discussed. The sample was composed using the quota sampling method 
and the questioning was conducted using the random choice method via an 
online service provider over the Internet, by e-mail, by phone, and face-to-
face. For the web-based approach, the selection included a diverse mix of 
people from all across Estonia, whereas e-mail and phone surveying methods 
were used for contacting local authorities as well as local sports, tourism, 
educational and cultural institutions and associations. Face-to-face surveys 
were conducted with local ordinary people. Respondents had the option to 
decline any questions. A total of 255 individuals were surveyed, however, 
with the omission of incomplete responses the sample was reduced to 247 
respondents (Table). 

The survey’s 30 questions were mostly multiple-choice or open-ended 
questions, with the Likert scale [20] used for the question concerning the 
importance of development factors. Open-ended questions involving 
descriptive statistics were generalised and categorised for statistical analysis 
using Microsoft Excel. In the case of a Likert scale question, the principal 
component and factor analysis in the SAS 9.1 software (SAS Institute Inc., 
Cary, NC, USA) was used to uncover the main patterns and structures in the 
responses concerning the important factors in terms of the keywords and 
potential developments of Ida-Viru County. 

Table. Characteristics of 247 questionnaire respondents 

Parameter % Count 
Residence 
Resident 50.6 125 
Non-resident 49.4 122 
Ethnic nationality   
Estonian 80.6 199 
Russian 17.0 42 
Other 2.4 6 
Ethnic nationality of residents   
Estonian 65.6 82 
Russian 29.6 37 
Other 4.8 6 
Age   
16–25 17.4 43 
26–35 32.8 81 
36–45 21.9 54 
46–55 15.0 37 
56–65 10.9 27 
> 66 2.0 5 
Gender   
Female 67.6 167 
Male  31.2 77 
Unknown 1.2 3 
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3. Results 
3.1. Themes to be discussed 

At first, the most significant thoughts of the focus groups’ representative are 
presented, followed by listing four questions from the questionnaire: 1) the 
biggest problems and steps to resolve the problems, 2) who is expected to 
address the problems, 3) improvement of involvement of different stake-
holders, and 4) the importance of eighteen pre-determined factors from the 
perspective of development of the county. In addition to the overall view, 
graphical illustrations are presented to differentiate the focus groups’ 
representatives by residence (resident/non-resident), the locals by ethnic 
nationality (Estonian/other, “other” including all non-Estonians), and age. As 
differences in answers between men and women were mostly small, the 
division of respondents by gender is not shown. 

Altogether, the focus group participants were accommodative, open and 
outspoken; people were also quite willing to answer the questionnaire. In the 
latter case, Estonians proved to have more to say as their open-ended 
answers were more complete and profound. This may partly be due to the 
fact that Russians are somewhat less participative at the societal level [21]. 
 
3.2. General viewpoints of focus groups’ representatives 

Among problems, emigration, low quality of social infrastructure of the 
county (services, daily entertainment opportunities, etc.), and integration 
were highlighted. Unemployment as well as the lack of qualified specialists 
were mentioned several times. According to the elderly, criminality and 
vandalism were serious issues. Also, garbage dumping into old quarries has 
been a problem for several decades, although recently this tendency has 
somewhat decreased. 

Besides employment, socialisation is important to the younger genera-
tion. Representatives of the cultural sphere expressed regret at having but 
little reason, if any, to leave home in the evenings because there was simply 
nowhere to go. Although the trend of leaving smaller settlements by young 
people is a worldwide phenomenon, emigration was seen a great problem in 
the county. This is also due to the fact that more and more people wish to get 
a higher education. However, at the local level, favouring the return of 
young people to their home county should be of prime importance. 

One of the biggest problems is that the county is not attractive enough as 
a place to live in, and even utilizing its industrial heritage does not make it 
desirable for living because a place also has to offer good quality services, 
entertainment, businesses, educational opportunities, and infrastructure. 
From public administration perspective, an industrial heritage location where 
new functions have effectively been implemented works well, but to increase 
its attractiveness as a place of residence, improvements must be made in 
terms of the above social aspects. 
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In view of integration, representatives of the mining company considered 
the overall tolerance in the region to be higher than in Estonia on average 
due to the multinational and -cultural community, whereas “outsiders” are 
often biased by the media against the county, especially when it comes to 
security and environmental conditions. However, those who have never been 
to the area before and hold a very low opinion of it are fascinated at its 
charms, once visited. Additionally, some differentiation is made between 
Estonians and Russians, but rather outside the county than within it. As one 
of the cultural sphere group’s representatives said: “It was a very serious 
problem earlier because at that time, differentiation was often knowingly 
favoured. But in essence it is mostly a problem at the teenager level. How-
ever, the topic is being continuously kept hot by those unwilling to improve 
communication at the community level, even by some politicians. But if 
differentiation is started to make according to ethnic nationality, many goals 
would not be achieved. The reality yet today is that many non-Estonians do 
not know much about the country they live in, about its Song and Dance 
Festivals [22], famous sportsmen, writers and singers, and other values. 
Therefore, instead of offering numerous language courses, the county’s 
people should be taken on a sightseeing tour of Estonia to get acquainted 
with its places of interest.” 

The questions of who should solve and what steps should be taken to 
resolve the problems were not touched upon at focus group discussions. 
However, representatives of both the cultural sphere and the mining enter-
prise referred to the example of France where the national government 
obligated every region to organise the evaluation, conservation and use of its 
industrial heritage and landscapes and to promote tourism and enterprise in 
those areas as these activities are funded from public resources and the State 
eventually benefits from it. In Estonia, reclamation of an industrial area is 
required by national boards, whose power to influence the whole process is 
yet limited as they are only observing legislation that does not consider a 
holistic approach. 

When it comes to public involvement, the attitude of people today may 
stem from the times when the mine was still working and on a society level, 
there were officials or activists who dealt with all problems, social included. 
This was characteristic of the Soviet period as a whole, there was neither 
cooperation between nor involvement of people in public matters. And yet 
today, the few and overtasked active people mostly work alone and there is 
usually none other to count on. 

In general, all the groups were convinced that it is the continuity of 
industry that guarantees development. According to the elderly, that does not 
even matter if groundwater disappears, it is most important that people have 
job and there is bread on the table. Although having no particular standpoint 
about the continuation of industrial activities in the region, students believed 
the creation of various attractive facilities with potentially new and 
innovative uses in post-mining areas to favour development. 
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Other factors can be subdivided into oil shale mining related and general 
ones. Considering the former, the national government should support 
municipalities where mining has ended, because they no longer receive the 
resource tax but still suffer from the negative consequences of mining, e.g., 
mine collapses, changes in infrastructures, etc. The oil shale resource tax 
should be returned to Ida-Viru County in full, instead of 25%, as the 
county’s number of cities (seven) and municipalities (22) are the highest 
among the other fourteen counties of Estonia, and its administration requires 
more financial resources to effectively function. The negative impacts of 
mining should be taken as a challenge and weighing all the aspects, turned to 
advantage. For this purpose, post-industrial areas should be reclaimed and 
various attractive facilities with potentially new and innovative uses in the 
mined areas created although, according to basic and secondary school 
students, availability of finances could pose a problem. Tourism, including 
industrial tourism, should be promoted and a network of oil shale mining 
heritage sites and objects formed to make the issue easier to approach. 
Among the general factors the following was highlighted: 
 carrying out administrative reform; 
 promoting the region among inhabitants of Russia and facilitating 

tourism from Russia, to boost regional development; 
 shaping a holistic vision of regional development, involving all stake-

holders in the process; 
 renovating buildings, including historical, and selling real estate; 
 taking full advantage of the uniqueness of landscapes and the plurality of 

cultures and nationalities. 
The administrative reform was mostly considered highly necessary 

because there are municipalities with abundant financial resources (those 
with continuing mining activities), and others with insufficient funds (those 
with active mining in the past or having no oil shale resource). In the course 
of the reform there would take place a merger of some municipalities, which 
makes public administration more efficient. It would also be of help for 
some city councils still using Russian as the working language in 
implementing Estonian-language administration. 

 
3.3. Problems perceived 

In the case of the open-ended question, “What in your opinion are the 
three biggest problems that need to be resolved?”, unemployment was 
mentioned as the biggest one, including the lack of workplaces compatible 
with worker competency (46.2% of 247 respondents) (Fig. 1a). (Unemploy-
ment is the highest or one of the highest in Ida-Viru County among Estonian 
counties. According to Statistics Estonia, the respective figure was 18.6% in 
2004, 8.9% in 2007, 25.6% in 2010, and 15% in 2013. At the same time, the 
country’s average was 10.1, 4.6, 16.7 and 8.6%, respectively.) The second 
biggest problem was language barriers, which also includes the lack of 
integration of Russian-speakers into the society. (Russians and other ethnic 
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groups form over 80% of Ida-Viru County’s population.) Social (criminality, 
vandalism, alcoholism, etc.) and environmental problems were ranked third 
and fourth, in terms of importance. Due to stricter environmental require-
ments established for oil shale mining and industry in recent years, pollution 
has decreased, which may be the reason why people no longer perceive 
environmental issues as primary. When it comes to the multi-response 
question, “Sort by importance environmental problems that affect you daily 
most or that have been dealt with by the media most”, the respondents 
mentioned first the spoiled landscape (collapsed mines, destroyed buildings 
and houses, etc.), followed almost equally by such issues as unpleasant 
surroundings, problems with drinking water (poor quality and shortage) and 
poor quality of air (dust, odour, air pollution). The irreversible destruction of 
natural and cultural landscapes due to mining was of less concern and noise 
was only a minor problem. Among other problems waste deposited in 
forests, dried-up springs, and rivers polluted due to industrial activities were 
mentioned. 

Maintenance problems include everything concerning the surroundings 
(poorly maintained settlements, poor condition of greenery and infra-
structure), and social infrastructure includes daily services and possibilities 
for spending leisure time for both the locals and tourists (options for getting 
education, availability of kindergarten places, existence of hobby and sports 
clubs, availability of daily entertainment and services, such as cafés, pubs, 
restaurants, places of accommodation, cultural and sports events). Problems 
indicated by less than 10% of the respondents were: emigration, poor 
availability of information, low standard of living, bad reputation of the 
county, low quality of services, unused and deteriorating industrial heritage, 
isolation from the rest of Estonia both logistically and cognitively (ethnic 
and cultural differences), low level of enterprise, and poor opportunities to 
get education or undergo re-training. Other problems included general back-
wardness, lack of cooperation between big and small tourism enterprises, 
and the fact that many local leaders live outside the county and are not 
interested in what is happening on the spot daily. 

Local inhabitants found the lack of interest of the State in dealing with 
problems of low standard of living, unemployment, unattractiveness of 
social infrastructure and low quality of services to be a remarkably bigger 
problem than non-locals did (Fig. 1b). This difference may be explained by 
the experience of locals encountering those issues frequently on a daily 
basis. For tourists, the greatest problems were the lack of language skills and 
existence of ethnic differences, as indicated by over half of the respondents, 
whereas only slightly more than 20% of local respondents regarded these 
issues as a problem. This may be due to that local people have knowledge of 
both Estonian and Russian, while tourists, domestic included, mostly do not 
know Russian. Also, social problems, finding new uses for industrial 
heritage and poor availability of information about heritage sites, events and 
services were perceived as bigger issues by nonlocals than by locals. 
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Fig. 1. Problems perceived: (a) overall view, (b) by residence, (c) by ethnic 
nationality of locals, (d) by age. 

 
 
According to residents’ ethnic nationality (Fig. 1c), Estonians, unlike 

non-Estonians, considered language problems and non-integration to be far 
greater problems and they were also more worried about unemployment, the 
low quality of services and poor maintenance of settlements and landscapes. 
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Environmental problems troubled Russians and other ethnic groups only 
slightly more than Estonians, whereas poor availability of information and 
isolation from the rest of Estonia were no problems, in their opinion. 

With regard to age, respondents over 66 considered unemployment a 
bigger problem than any other age group did. Language barriers, environ-
mental problems, lack of information, low quality of services and social 
exclusion were also marked as significant by this age group (Fig. 1d). How-
ever, the poor maintenance of settlements and landscapes, low standard of 
living and lack of the interest of the national government, as well as some 
other issues were no big problems to this group’s mind. This may be because 
the elderly people have already lost hope and they are accustomed to cope 
with the little their low pension can afford. 

The respondents aged between 16 and 25 years were more concerned 
about finding new uses for industrial heritage, the poor quality of social 
infrastructure, poor maintenance of houses and landscapes, social problems 
and slim possibilities for getting education than any other age group. Also, in 
the opinion of this group, unemployment and low standard of living were 
issues to be more addressed. In the case of the age group 26–35, there is 
nothing significant to report except that this group deemed language barriers 
to be a greater  problem than any other age group, and unemployment was an 
issue the group was highly aware of. The low standard of living was a 
problem of higher concern to those aged 56–65 than to any other age group. 
This may be explained by that these people have already retired or are 
nearing the retirement age and their possibilities for increasing income and 
improving life are quite slim. Their attitude towards the issue of emigration 
was similar to that of the over 66 age group. 

Men perceived such issues as the need for a stronger participation of the 
national government, environmental problems, the need to increase the 
attractiveness of the region as a place of residence and a point of destination 
for tourists, as well as unemployment more clearly than women. At the same 
time, for women language barriers and the non-integration of other ethnic 
groups, low standard of living, emigration, social problems and isolation 
from the rest of Estonia were bigger problems than for men. This could be 
expected as women are usually thought to be more anxious about social 
issues than men. 

Answers to the question, “What steps you consider to be the most 
important to resolve the problem?” were quite similar to those given to the 
question about problems – the steps were not specified, but mostly the 
wording of problems was repeated. Reduction of unemployment was seen as 
the most important step. Great importance was placed on the establishment 
of financial support to promote entrepreneurship and (industrial heritage) 
tourism, the reduction of language barriers and non-integration, the 
improvement of the State involvement, and the need for devising an overall 
vision of the region to be actually fulfilled. The diversification of educa-
tional opportunities and finding solutions to environmental problems were 
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also viewed as important. Surprisingly, the necessity for involving the public 
was ranked only after the aforementioned steps, followed by the need for 
more information about mining heritage sites, the improvement of the 
county’s reputation in Estonia as a whole and soothing of the somewhat 
negative attitude of locals towards their home county. These steps were in 
turn followed by the need to further develop the social infrastructure and 
solve social problems, as well as support the continuation of industrial 
activities, develop tourism and widen cultural possibilities. 

 
3.4. Who should solve the problems? 

In the case of the multiple-choice question, “Who is supposed to deal with 
resolving the problems?” it was possible to choose several of the pre-defined 
answers and/or suggest their own. As shown in Figure 2a, 78.1% of the 
respondents believed that the national government should be the first to 
address the problems. The prime responsibility of the local government was 
indicated by 67.6% of the respondents, and the roles of the county 
government and community were perceived as almost equal. Under “Other”, 
enterprises, including mining and chemical enter prises, educational  
 

 

 
Fig. 2. Who should solve the problems: (a) overall view, (b) by residence, (c) by 
ethnic nationality of locals, (d) by age. 
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institutions, the Environmental Board, non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs), employees, investors, anyone (“every citizen is responsible for the 
growth of the region”), various parties were mentioned. 

The reason why non-locals considered the community’s role much more 
important (Fig. 2b) may be that they as outsiders are not supposed to 
participate in local life. A comparison shows that the community’s role was 
considered to be far more important by Estonians than by other ethnic 
groups (Fig. 2c), which may again point to the fact that Estonians are more 
ready to contribute. In men’s opinion, unlike women’s, the responsibility of 
the national government was higher than that of the local government. 

 
3.5. Participatory planning 

To the open-ended question, “How could involvement of different stake-
holders (sports sphere, educational employees, local government agencies, 
etc.) in the development of mining areas be improved?” a great number of 
respondents (41.3%) either answered by “I do not know”, gave an 
insignificant answer, or left unanswered. The reason may be that many 
people did not even know what was meant by “involvement”. The answers 
given by the rest were as follows: 
1. finding out viewpoints, opinions, expectations and needs of local 

communities and interest groups by means of questionnaires, at round 
table discussions, open seminars, workshops and brainstorming, web 
forums, etc. (23.9% of the 247 respondents); 

2. improving communication, for example, through social media and 
information days (14.6%); 

3. finding better uses for mining heritage and promoting more widely the 
existing possibilities (8.1%); 

4. strengthening the support systems targeted at the development of mining 
areas and business activities (6.9%); 

5. involving people in the preparation and implementation of projects (e.g., 
design competitions) and fulfilment of communal tasks related to 
industrial heritage (5.7%); 

6. determining the benefits for every stakeholder, preparing a carefully 
considered action plan (addressing problems of industrial heritage, 
unemployment, etc.); 

7. organising cultural, sports, etc., events to attract people from all over 
Estonia and from abroad; 

8. increasing the involvement of the national government. 
Under “Other”, respondents mentioned that the experience of other 

countries in reviving industrial areas and sites should be investigated, also, 
subjects of oil shale mining and its history should be included in secondary 
school programmes. Environmental problems need to be solved, and to 
increase awareness, mining heritage related games and competitions should 
be organised. 
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Non-residents considered dissemination of information a far more 
efficient way to increase involvement than residents (19.7% vs. 9.6%). Also, 
determining the benefits of the development of industrial areas for every 
stakeholder was found to be much more important to non-residents than to 
residents (8.2% vs. 1.6%), followed by the usefulness of devising strategic 
development plans for the region. Residents believed financial support to be 
a more effective measure to develop the region, unlike non-residents (9.6% 
vs. 4.1%). According to Estonians as residents, it was more important to find 
out the opinion of stakeholders and the public (32.9%), contrary to non-
Estonians (9.0%), whereas the latter found financial support to be more 
effective (16.3% vs. 6.1%). The need to learn the opinions of all those 
involved was pointed out most by respondents aged from 36 to 45 years, and 
least by those aged between 56 to 65 years, however, the attitude of both the 
age groups towards financial support was similarly positive. Respondents in 
the over 66 age group placed greater importance on finding new uses for 
industrial heritage and organising more events than any other age group did. 
The 26–35 age group stressed the importance of development plans, and 
those aged 56 to 65 years, the initiative of the State. The only remarkable 
difference between men and women was that the latter emphasized more the 
significance of finding out public opinion (18.2% vs. 26.9%), while the 
preparing of a development plan was rated only slightly differently (men’s 
6.5% vs. women’s 3%). 

 
 3.6. Factors supportive of development 

To define the importance of different determinants from the perspective of 
regional development, the following 5-point Likert scale was used: 1) in-
significant, 2) less significant, 3) neutral, 4) significant, and 5) crucial. The 
following determinants were used: 

1. employment – creating new jobs (cutting down unemployment); 
2. social problems – finding possibilities for mitigating social problems 

(crime, heavy drinking, drug addiction); 
3. renovation – improving the appearance of towns and settlements, 

including the renovation of buildings and maintenance of public spaces; 
4. tourism potential – making better use of tourism potential; 
5. new function – finding new functions for mined areas; 
6. awareness – raising the awareness about Ida-Viru County; 
7. cooperation – improving cooperation between the national government, 

local governments, authorities, mining enterprises, developers and 
tourism institutions, considering the valuation and use of mining 
heritage; 

8. solidarity – strengthening the solidarity between people through joint 
action; 

9. territories – utilising old mining areas; 
10. information – giving more information about the possibilities of using 

mining heritage to the public; 
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11. entertainment – opening more daily recreational and entertainment 
facilities; 

12. EU financial support – providing more EU financial support targeted at 
the valuation of mining heritage and usage of mining areas; 

13. involvement – involving the public more strongly in decision-making 
processes on the future uses of mining areas; 

14. regional policy – developing and implementing regional policy; 
15. mining heritage – evaluating and conserving mining heritage; 
16. constructions – utilising former mining constructions; 
17. administrative reform – implementing the reform and affiliating local 

governments; 
18. Russian border – opening the border with Russia for visa-free travel 

(resulting in better access for tourists). 
Component analysis of important factors in terms of potential develop-

ments uncovered only one distinguishable component (accounted for 23.6% 
of the total variability). This component is positively related to all of the 
factors (the only factor with a slightly smaller but still positive correlation 
was “opening the border with Russia”) and reflects the tendency that 
positively disposed respondents gave higher points to all developmental 
factors, and vice versa. There was no clear difference between the groups of 
respondents, except that men, ethnic groups other than Estonians, and older 
people were slightly less optimistic. The application of the varimax rotation 
with factor analysis revealed that six more specific factors accounted for 
more than 6% and in summary 61.7% of the total variability (Fig. 3). 

The first factor is primarily related to the evaluation and conservation of 
mining heritage, information about the possibilities of using mining heritage, 
and EU financial support targeted at the valuation of mining heritage and the 
usage of mining areas. There were no big differences between the groups of 
respondents; only women and older people had slightly higher scores for this 
factor. The second factor is related to raising the awareness about the county, 
making better use of its tourism potential and opening more daily recrea-
tional and entertainment facilities as factors that are important from the 
perspective of development, which was a predominant factor among young 
people and was almost not mentioned by non-Estonian respondents. The 
third factor reflects the role of development and implementation of 
administrative reform (including the affiliation of some local governments) 
and regional policy, as well as the role of opening the border with Russia to 
promote tourism and was mentioned more frequently by non-Estonians. The 
fourth factor is related to reducing unemployment and finding solutions to 
social problems and was more important for non-Estonians and for 
respondents over 36 and under 66 years. The fifth factor is related to a 
stronger involvement of the public in decision-making processes on the 
future uses of mining areas, strengthening the solidarity among people 
through joint action, and improvement of cooperation in the valuation and 
use  of  mining   heritage  as   important  factors  for   regional   development,  
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Fig. 3. Factor analysis of development factors (abbreviation used: Adm. –
Administrative). 
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whereas the role of opening the border with Russia was regarded as 
relatively insignificant in this context. There were no big differences among 
the groups of respondents; rather, this factor reflects the opinion of a certain 
group of people of different gender, nationality and age. Similarly to the first 
factor, except instead of the valuation and conservation of mining heritage 
and the use of EU financial support for that purpose, the sixth factor is 
related to the utilisation of old mining areas and the valuation and con-
servation of mining heritage combined with utilising former mining 
constructions and improving the appearance of towns and settlements, 
including the renovation of buildings and the maintenance of public spaces. 
Thus, people tend to see a general picture rather than thinking about the 
actual sources of financing. Such a pattern of opinions prevailed among 
older people as well as non-Estonians. 

4. Conclusions 

The decrease in oil shale mining volumes has caused economic and social 
problems, high levels of unemployment and emigration, aging of the 
(immigrant worker) population, low standard of living, crime and vandalism, 
and the poor condition of settlements, landscapes and industrial heritage. 
These types of problems are familiar to all of the areas where natural 
resources have been mined to exhaustion, have been closed for reasons of 
low cost-effectiveness or have been considerably downsized, as is the case in 
Estonia. 

The initiative should be taken by the national government to coordinate 
the holistic development of the region, as results of this research show. It can 
be assumed that due to a certain mental legacy from the Soviet period some 
people still expect that everything is arranged and performed by the national 
government, but it is unlikely that this is the main reason why people refer 
primarily to the responsibility of the national government. While there are 
several good examples from abroad (e.g., the Nord-Pas de Calais region in 
northern France [23], industrial districts in Germany [24, 25]), the initiative 
and support in this area of Estonia have been almost next to nothing. The oil 
shale mining and industrial area is too big and the problems are too 
complicated to be dealt with solely by NGOs. Neoliberal capitalism should 
not be expected to operate successfully in itself. 

The first problem to be solved is unemployment and, as many res-
pondents suggested, effective measures could include fostering business and 
industrial activities and tourism and diversifying educational opportunities, 
including re-qualification. To reduce unemployment, national programmes 
to develop local businesses could be initiated, e.g., financial support for 
start-ups, or tax incentives that would also account for the risks of enter-
prisers taking advantage of the programmes. In addition, establishing more 
the so-called idea laboratories could prove efficient as has been done in other 
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countries, e.g., in Völklingen Ironworks in Germany [26], where old 
industrial buildings have been adapted for that purpose because their uncon-
ventional interior is considered to enhance creativity and innovativeness. 
Although a variety of programmes exist, such as the foundation Enterprise 
Estonia [27] and the Garage48 Foundation launched in Estonia [28], these 
are neither clear enough nor has information about these possibilities 
reached its target in NE Estonia. 

In regard to the citizens’ initiative, Ida-Viru County is even more 
underdeveloped than the rest of Estonia. There are some differences between 
the focus group interviews and the questionnaire answers in willingness to 
participate. It may be due to that people were eager to give “correct” answers 
when completing a questionnaire, but in reality things are not so positive. An 
excellent example of the initiative of civil society is the “Let’s Do It!” 
project aimed at cleaning up a country from illegally dumped waste [29]. 
The campaign was launched in Estonia in 2008 and by 2013 had become 
global (112 countries had joined, as of 10.10.2014). The question is how to 
overcome the problem that people are not enterprising and charismatic 
leaders are too few [4]. One of the reasons behind the low level of enterprise 
among the people of Ida-Viry County may be fear of failure, as the overall 
economic conditions in the county cannot grant success. One of the solutions 
might be to provide business and management education on a local level, in 
conjunction with the previously mentioned idea laboratories. 

Due to the Soviet period, Estonia does not have much experience in using 
participatory planning, however, people do recognise the need for it. The 
idea has been commonly known for a long time, but in Estonia it has never 
been implemented on a regional level, all the more when developing an 
industrial region. Public involvement has primarily taken place on the level 
of thematic or other plans of similar kind (e.g., a general plan of a county). 
Such plans are usually placed on public discussion for the period of two 
weeks, during which people can get acquainted with them and provide their 
comments. However, the whole process is yet quite passive and the people’s 
comments are mostly not taken into account. In theory it is that the public 
should be consulted already at the stage of drafting a plan, policy or 
development plan, because later, after formulizing the materials, nobody is 
willing to amend the final documents. Every such process of planning should 
also strictly follow the time schedule purposely drawn up. In reality, the 
problem is that the local governments responsible for the implementation of 
plans are also performing other duties and quite often tasks are completed in 
a hurry. At the same time, active or enterprising people in Estonia are too 
few to form a foundation or a non-profit organisation for every planning 
activity. 

As county governments have no sufficient authority, administrative 
reform is expected not only to draw new borders within the county but also 
to distribute functions and finances more efficiently (compared to the current 
arrangement in case of which resources reach primarily the biggest towns). 
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The opening of the border with Russia was suggested by several focus 
groups, but respondents to the questionnaire remained comparably modest 
about it. As focus groups representatives are more engaged with develop-
ment issues, including promotion of tourism, respondents are mostly 
ordinary people who see it from the perspective of foreign policy and 
security. And, as for integration, although there exist differences in opinions 
and attitude towards some issues among the people of Ida-Viru County, 
there is also a lot of effective cooperation, as in a multinational and multi-
cultural society it is not possible to ignore some ethnic groups. Altogether, 
the lack of integration is bigger in case of people outside the county and the 
locals who are not disposed to development, involvement, and cooperation. 

From the questionnaire results it is evident that non-Estonians are not as 
interested and participatory as Estonians, although language barriers and 
non-integration are bigger problems for non-residents than for residents 
because local people, especially the elderly and Estonians, speak mostly both 
languages. This shows that the low level of integration of Russians does not 
stem from communication problems, but rather from a general lack of their 
interest in social issues, as well as from the enclosure in a specific cultural 
space and, to some extent, Russian-mindedness. Lastly, one should not 
forget that many Russian-speaking residents have relatives in Russia and 
they are not interested in the acquisition of Estonian citizenship because this 
would mean losing the possibility to travel visa-free to Russia [21]. To 
reinforce integration, introducing and promoting Estonia among non-
Estonians even more should be favoured. 

It is worth mentioning that environmental problems are no longer as acute 
as they were 10 or 20 or 30 years ago, and today, social and economic 
problems are more topical. That could partly be because environmental 
issues begin to worry people only when their primary needs are satisfied 
(and they often are not), and partly due to stricter environmental require-
ments for industrial activities that have resulted in the reduction of pollution. 
Additionally, many townspeople do not encounter environmental problems 
daily. 

Overall, the common standpoint is that industrial activities must continue 
in Ida-Viru County, otherwise there would be even more unemployment 
(and consequent emigration) and even less finances for local municipalities 
to maintain the infrastructure and improve the quality of public services. A 
positive change that has occurred since the beginning of the survey is that 
the industrial production of oil shale has been on the rise and mining 
volumes have been increasing [11], which is largely due to the ever-growing 
importance of oil shale-based oil production on a global level. As the 
representatives of mining enterprises said, “Until oil shale mining takes 
place, scientists can come and do their research on related themes if Ida-Viru 
County is still alive.” 
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Abstract 

Purpose – In recent decades, attention toward industrial heritage has been increasing 
worldwide. This is because giving post-industrial areas new uses helps to address the problems 
associated with deteriorated socio-economic conditions and lack of identity. Since 2000, in the 
Estonian oil shale industrial region, projects focused on recreation, sports, and culture have 
been conducted, but the majority of the heritage is untouched and decaying. The main problem 
is that a thematic plan is missing and public awareness is insufficient. The national 
government’s initiative towards dealing with problems caused by industrial activities is weak, 
although some measures have been taken in recent years. Here we discuss if and how successful 
solutions used in the United Kingdom, France and Germany to improve the conditions in 
declining industrial regions would be feasible in Estonia. 

Methodology – Nine examples of reviving industrial regions were described to 14 stakeholders, 
decision makers, and experts who assessed them from their perspective.  

Findings – Since conditions in NE Estonia and the other countries are different, none of the 
examples are directly implementable, but several aspects are adaptable. A set of ideas is 
proposed on how to enhance the attractiveness of the oil shale industrial region for both 
residents and tourists. The first prerequisite is that there are active people who take the initiative 
and that local authorities are cooperative. 

Originality/value – The research studies addressing development options for the oil shale 
industrial region are almost absent, although finding new perspectives that consider the heritage 
is much discussed. 

Keywords – Mining heritage, landscape reclamation, industrial tourism, ecological restoration, 
adaptive reuse. 

Paper type – Research paper. 
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Introduction  
Industrial regions suffer decay and regression once the activities decline or end, which is a 
common scenario worldwide. Industrialisation brings a spreading of settlements and new 
residential areas to house workers, part of whom are immigrants looking for work and a better 
life. The region becomes wealthy and blooming. Deindustrialisation causes problems with 
unemployment, emigration, ageing of the population, lack of identity, dependencies and 
criminality, scarcity of finances in local government’s budget, environmental and landscape 
destructions, disorder of settlements, and crumbling buildings, constructions and infrastructures 
(Newman, 1985, Grabher, 1993, Pusca, 2010, Colocousis, 2012, Onose et al., 2013, Metsaots 
et al., 2015a, Kulikov, 2016). 

The need to address the aforementioned problems has been increasingly recognised. Industrial 
tourism is a common approach to recovering the economy in post-industrial regions. 
Evaluation, protection and adaptive reuse of post-industrial sites and landscapes help to raise 
standards of living and improve the identity of residents (Hospers, 2002, Murzyn-Kupisz, 2009, 
Franco and Estevão, 2010). Murzyn and Gwosdz (2003) claim that industrial tourism is not 
only an alternative function but a necessity to prevent further ruination. Industrial heritage 
landscapes and monuments form a part of the cultural heritage, as also stated in the Nizhny 
Tagil Charter for the Industrial Heritage, composed in 2003 by the International Committee for 
the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage I.  

Reviving and reclamation of post-industrial areas is challenging. Among the critical factors is 
the possibility that the awareness and knowledge of local authorities, stakeholders and residents 
is comparably low. Positive attitudes of residents are essential for a project to succeed and their 
support of tourism development initiatives is strongly influenced by how they perceive the 
impacts (Schofield, 2011, Brida et al., 2014, Meleddu, 2014, Stylidis, 2016), while shaping 
communities’ attitudes is a responsibility of the local governments (Tintěra et al., 2014). Ray 
(1998) proposes a ‘selling itself to itself’ strategy that consists of first building up the self-
confidence of residents and local organisations that they are capable of bringing about the 
development. Frantál et al. (2015) and Zaffora (2018) state that the regeneration of larger post-
industrial sites is less likely (and would take longer) than small sites. Large sites that are located 
in remote places are the most difficult to redevelop. Post-communist countries face some extra 
difficulties as there the remnants of industrialisation are connected to a difficult past and painful 
memories, resulting in negative attitudes towards industrial heritage (Szmagalska-Follis, 2008, 
Murzyn-Kupisz, 2009, Pusca, 2010, Nepravishta, 2015). 

Many countries have approached the evaluation and preservation of their industrial sites and 
landscapes by composing thematic national and regional development plans and performing 
industrial heritage assessment inventories. Many successful examples of reviving industrial 
sites for sports, cultural and recreational functions are to be found worldwide, which support 
tourism and increase employment in former industrial regions. Landscape transformation and 
regional development of the declining industrial regions and their socio-economic situation 
have been disserted by many researchers (e.g. Murzyn and Gwozds, 2003, Cizler, 2014, Orange, 
2014, Metsaots et al., 2015a, 2015b, Kulikov, 2016). Many scientific studies have addressed 
the ecological conditions of post-industrial areas left for natural succession, as well as those 
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that have been afforested (e.g. Shoard, 2000, Pensa et al., 2004, Jorgensen and Tylecote, 2007, 
Kaar, 2010, Lemoine, 2010).  

This article explores the feasibility of industrial regions’ revival examples from France, 
Germany and the United Kingdom (UK) in the oil shale industrial region in Ida-Viru County, 
NE Estonia, when scaled down to local conditions. 

The oil shale industrial region 
The oil shale industrial activities in Estonia have lasted just over 100 years. Oil shale is the 
basis of the Estonian energy production and chemical industry, and the country holds a leading 
position among oil shale mining countries, with the highest mining quantity and greatest know-
how (Kattai, 2000, Reinsalu, 2010b). The volumes constantly increased until 1980, peaking at 
over 30 million tonnes per year (Kattai, 2000, Reinsalu, 2010b). In 1981, the Sosnovy Bor 
nuclear power plant near present-day Sankt Petersburg started operating on full power, resulting 
in a decrease of oil shale export. The mining volumes fell to 10 million tonnes by the end of the 
1990s. After a new rise, the volume remained at around 15 million for a long period, but around 
2010 when oil demands had grown, the yearly volume again rose to 19–20 million tonnes, 
where it has remained (Šommet, 2013, National Audit Office, 2014, Ministry of Environment, 
2015). 

Almost 450 km2 of the landscapes in NE Estonia have suffered changes through mining, which 
forms about 1% of the Estonian territory (Reinsalu, 2010a, 2010b). Oil shale mining has created 
landscape features including open-pit dumps, artificial hills, and extensive areas with the 
collapsed surface. Older open-pits were left to recover naturally, and lakes developed, where 
the fauna and flora are diverse, including protected species (Metsaots et al. 2015b). Since 1960, 
open-pits have been afforested; the main species planted being Scotch Pine (Pinus sylvestris 
L.), which has resulted in vast monotonous landscapes. The total afforested areas account for 
around 11,000 hectares (Kaar 2010a). There are around 33 artificial hills built of limestone 
waste (Kaar, 2010). Five or six of these have been used for uphill run competitions, and they 
offer great views. In recent years some of the hills have been recycled as road fill material 
(Metsaots et al., 2015b). From six semi-coke (a leftover of oil shale chemical industry) hills, 
five have undergone remodelling and covering for environmentally protective reasons in the 
first half of the 2010s. One of the semi-coke hills hosts a sports and adventure centre. Collapsed 
underground mines have created problems, including decaying buildings, undulating fields and 
roads, and floods in forest areas (Reinsalu and Valgma, 2003). 

The area of ash plateaus of the power plants exceeds 2000 hectares (Kaar, 2010c). In some, 
experiments with vegetation have been conducted, including planting and seeding various tree 
species and creating grasslands. In plateaus of the Baltic power plant, 17 wind turbines were 
installed in 2013. In some forests unique ‘wells’ have been created by inserting pipes to the 
ground to ease the flow-away of the excess groundwater from exhausted mines – these are 
remarkable sights during flooding time in spring. In the areas of working mines, there are 
ventilation shafts that are noteworthy sights in winter when releasing vapours form grandiose 
ice sculptures (Metsaots et al., 2015b). Some smaller mono-functional mining settlements (e.g., 
Sirgala and Viivikonna) have turned into ghost towns with very few inhabitants, while others 
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are still expiring. In larger settlements, many of the apartment houses have been demolished, 
but many are standing empty or partly inhabited and in need of renovation or tearing down. The 
old administrative houses of mines are mostly decayed. Among town administrative and public 
houses are those that have been renovated and those left to fall apart. Then, some towns (such 
as Jõhvi, Sillamäe and Kohtla-Järve) have thematic plans for milieu-valuable areas that cover 
housing and greenery (Metsaots et al. 2015b). 

Additionally, there have been three successful development projects conducted on industrial 
landscapes. In 2000, foundation of the current Estonian Mining Museum II. was started in the 
areas of the Kohtla Mine (Luuk, 2010), which includes an underground tour and is now one of 
the most popular museums in Estonia, offering a variety of outdoor recreation, events and sports 
possibilities (Käiss, 2016, Estonian Mining Museum, 2019). In 2006, construction began on an 
adventure sport centre started on an old semi-coke hill in a previously mono-functional 
industrial town, Kiviõli. The Adventure Centre was officially opened in 2013. The area offers 
a variety of active sports (motor cross track, hill cars, buggy safari, downhill bike track, longest 
zip-line in Estonia, downhill skiing, and snowboarding) and many attractions for children, with 
yet more options in development III. Aidu open-pit, the largest of Estonian’s oil shale open-
pits, was closed in 2012 and, after groundwater pumping-off was ended, the water table started 
to rise rapidly, resulting in a comb-shaped grid of around 30 km of canals. A rowing canal 
compatible to international standards was built by mining enterprise in 2013, while on the rest 
of the canals and surrounding land a multifaceted sports and recreation area is planned, and a 
variety of water sports can be now be practised there IV. Despite these projects, the vast 
majority of oil shale industrial heritage and landscapes is without use. Finding functions for 
them would increase the county’s attractiveness as a tourism destination, multiply opportunities 
for local inhabitants and support employment. 

The population of the Ida-Viru County is 143,880 (Statistics Estonia as of 01.01.2019), which 
accounts for almost 11% of Estonian. Among residents, over 80% have Russian as their native 
language, around 16% Estonian, and almost 2% some other. Over 88% live in urbanised areas, 
and among them, around 88% are Russians. Over recent decades, unemployment has been the 
highest or one of the highest among Estonian counties. Emigration and ageing of the population 
are the highest in Estonia. Although industrial activities started to decrease in the 1980s, the oil 
shale sector remains one of the largest employers: in 2012, around 7,700 people were employed 
directly in oil shale industry (Karis, 2014), a number that multiplies when connected jobs are 
included. 

Earlier research (Metsaots et al., 2015a, Metsaots et al., 2015b) has revealed that people easily 
recognise industrial landscape features. According to an in-depth survey discussed in this 
research, the most mentioned keyword about the county was ‘artificial hills’, and people believe 
that heritage should be used to enhance regional development. Among other issues, there is a 
scarcity of industrial heritage tourism and sports possibilities on industrial landscapes, though 
the most acute deficiency is of cultural events and activities, and accommodation and catering 
services (and low level of existing services). Considering the industrial heritage, a major issue 
that obstructs coordinated acting is that there exists no coherent network between heritage 
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places, although the need is widely recognised. A thematic plan is missing, and public 
awareness is comparably low. 

Methods 
To obtain information about what measures could improve tourism and socio-economic 
conditions, and help to protect and preserve the oil shale industrial heritage, interviews were 
conducted that consisted of presenting a set of examples from abroad to stakeholders and 
decision-makers, thereby learning their opinions about the feasibility of each example. In the 
first phase, 34 examples from various countries were analysed, mostly from Europe but also 
from Mexico and the USA. The collection contained experiences from very different post-
industrial settings, from fields of evaluation, mapping and preserving industrial heritage, 
adaptive reuse, ecological reclamation, holistic regional development, and relieving socio-
economic conditions in a post-industrial region. Criteria for selection was that the set had to be 
multifaceted, and an example had to have a sufficient amount of information available to give 
an overview, and it had to associate with local conditions. Six examples that originated from 
Albania, Spain, the UK, France and Germany (two examples) were presented to a test group. 
Based on their feedback, a new set was composed that included nine examples from the UK, 
Germany and France, which are countries with long industrial history and incontestable success 
in evaluation, protection and adaptive reuse of industrial heritage. The criteria for selection was 
that an example had to have a remarkable impact on a post-industrial region. The examples 
were very different because the intention was to receive a wide range of opinions. In case of 
examples from France (Nord–Pas-de-Calais region) and Germany (Ruhr and Lower Lusatian 
regions), a supportive factor was that they had been introduced and discussed in the oil shale 
region and the authors have visited some locations in both. The examples were as follows: 

1. An agency for socio-economic problems: The Coalfields Regeneration Trust, UK;  
2. An agency for industrial heritage protection: Association for Industrial Archaeology, UK; 
3. A model project for energy efficiency: Bottrop – InnovationCity Ruhr, Germany; 
4. Regional development foreseeing the end of industrial activities: Nord – Pas-de-Calais coal 

mining region, France; 
5. Limited time NGOs for regional development: IBA Emscher Park 1989–1999, IBA SEE 

2000–2010, Germany; 
6. Reuse of an industrial complex and its surroundings: Duisburg Nord landscape park, 

Germany; 
7. Theme route of industrial hills, Germany, France; 
8. The ecologic approach in the reclamation of exhausted areas, natural succession, France; 

and 
9. Remodelling of an industrial waste hill: „The Lady of The North", UK. 
 
The interviews took place in 2016. The selection of persons for interviews is depicted in Table 
1. The sample was limited to 14 interviewees as the purpose was to obtain qualitative, not 
quantitative data. Eleven of the interviewees were from the county, three from Tallinn, eleven 
men and three women. Interviews were conducted face-to-face, except for the environmental 
concerns expert who was interviewed by e-mail. The examples were presented using a 
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Microsoft PowerPoint slideshow on screen. Resulting from the different character of the 
examples, the presented information differed between them. The information included a 
description of the project or development, its main activities, benefits to landscapes and/or 
communities, financing sources and scale of influence, and illustrations. The interviews lasted 
for between 45 min and 2 h and 45 min; they were voice recorded and later transcribed.  

Table 1. The interviewees. 
Institution Position Location 
Ministry of Finance advisor of planning acts Tallinn 
Jõhvi Parish development advisor Jõhvi 
Enefit Mines Ltd.  development director Jõhvi 
Sport Union of Ida Viru County secretary-general Jõhvi 
Environmental Investment Centre regional representative Jõhvi 
Aidu Watersports Centre developer Jõhvi 
Estonian Mining Museum initiator of the museum Kohtla-Nõmme 
Tallinn Cultural Heritage Department administrator Tallinn 
Ida-Viru Enterprise Centre tourism coordinator Jõhvi 
Oil Shale Competence Center information specialist Kohtla-Järve 
Ida-Viru County Government public relations advisor Jõhvi 
Independent environmental concerns expert Tallinn 
Kiviõli City Government leading specialist, economics unit Kiviõli 
Eastman Specialities Ltd. director, non-oil shale industry Kohtla-Järve 

 
 
Interviewees were asked to assess each example for the feasibility of a similar activity in the 
oil shale region when scaled down to its conditions, considering the need, possible initiators 
and developers, participation, financing, usage level, financing options, and how employment, 
tourism, enterprising, infrastructure and services would be influenced. The interviewees were 
open to reveal their opinions and several of them also gave profound explanations about the 
background and current state in the county and identified disparities between the foreign 
countries’ and Ida-Viru County’s conditions.  

4. Results and discussion 
The purpose of the survey was to identify what foreign experiences could be feasible for the 
NE Estonian oil shale industrial region. To directly transfer any of the examples is not possible 
because of several differences between the countries and Estonia, but we could learn from and 
adopt some aspects. As Mah (2017) acknowledges, taking over Western models when 
regenerating post-industrial sites in Eastern European countries is not always possible.  

The local interviewees were specific and concrete in their answers, and more pessimistic 
compared to the 2011 focus groups (Metsaots et al., 2015a, Metsaots et al., 2015b). However, 
these interviewees provided deep insights on what would be the preconditions to achieve similar 
results in Ida-Viru County. The opinions of the interviewees from outside the county were 
extrapolating and generalising. It was also obvious that they were not very aware of the details 
of the local circumstances. The interviewees assessed the feasibility of the examples rather 
differently depending on their field of expertise. Subsequently, the most remarkable statements 
of the interviewees are discussed.  
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The common statement was that the conditions of the other countries and the Estonian oil shale 
industrial region are essentially different. The UK, Germany and France have a long industrial 
histories, while the Estonian oil shale industrial region has a history of only 100 years. The 
attitude toward the industrial heritage in Estonia is influenced by a negative mnemonic imprint 
from the Soviet era, when the most intense industrialisation took place. The heritage from the 
Soviet era is often perceived to be disconcerting. Economic conditions and living standards are 
very different: while the UK, France, and Germany are thriving comparably well, Estonia is 
among the economically weakest among the EU member countries. Additionally, the smallness 
of Estonia was cited: even the whole population of the state might not guarantee visitors all 
year round, and there might be not enough consumers for recreational and touristic functions 
that could be implemented on industrial heritage and landscapes. Social pressure is also 
comparably low in Ida-Viru County.  

Another obstacle is that industrial enterprises are often disinterested in taking care of the 
heritage in their possession because it is economically more reasonable to demolish the 
buildings and sell the cast iron after they finish their activities. The demolition of buildings and 
structures is even supported by the Earth’s Crust Act (Estonian Parliament, 2017).  

Among the examples from the other countries, assessment of industrial heritage landscapes, 
sites and buildings, holistic thematic plan, theme route of industrial hills, and a centre for sports, 
cultural and recreational activities in an industrial complex stood out. To perform a successful 
project, the following components appeared to be essential: project initiators and leaders; bigger 
framework; involvement of all stakeholders; implementers to participate in the realisation of 
the project; realistic financing options; innovativeness and diverse use options; location and 
connectedness to other attractions and larger towns; and  possibility to develop further over 
time/in partial projects. 

To start any industrial heritage-themed development or project, there needs to be active and 
competent people who propose an idea and, together with local authorities, work out the 
concepts and start promoting it to the public and stakeholders. As was suggested, ‘at first there 
is the need to have the initiators, only after that financing options should be started to think 
about’. The lack of initiators was considered an obstacle as there are ‘always the same people 
around the table’ and these people are already too occupied. Some ‘fresh blood’ is needed, and 
for activities that demand group initiative, the groups could be created of a few local active 
people and a few from outside the county. 

The bigger framework could be a holistic theme plan that identifies the landscapes and elements 
worthy of being preserved, and that can be realistically adapted to new functions. Already at 
the end of 1960s ideas and conceptions were proposed that considered a holistic approach in 
territorial planning of exhausted areas, including finding societally useful new functions for 
them (Niine, 1965, Luik, 1966; Kaar et al., 1971, Lainoja, 1983), but these ideas remained on 
a theoretical level only. The idea of composing an industrial heritage theme plan that includes 
an assessment of the heritage values for each object (like it was done in France) has been talked 
about for many years by administrative officials, developers, and stakeholders, but to date, 
nobody has taken the initiative. Another reason besides active people being overly engaged is 
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that the political will is absent because these are ‘soft’ values. The assessment of the industrial 
heritage sites could be performed by an expert group composed of specialists from different 
fields who would also consult the officials about the possible future uses for the heritage. 
Creating a segment under any already existing institution would be more realistic than creating 
a separate institution for the purpose, although it would raise a question about the heritage 
objects being of a different nature (e.g., architectural objects, landscape features): what would 
be the institution that has the competency on all fields? Such an expert group would justify 
itself better when initiated by the national government, and the evaluation is to be done 
nationwide to all industrial heritage. Although the initiative towards the assessment is expected 
to be taken by the national government, starting a regional planning project that would consider 
that the industrial activities will end sooner or later was assumed to be regional initiative above 
all. At the time of the interviews, that would have meant county government, but in the course 
of administrative reform of the year 2017 this governmental level was abolished. Currently 
there is the Union of Ida-Viru County Municipalities (IVOL), and more effective outcomes are 
expected of their actions than the County Government had. 

Another potential step to creating a framework is starting a frame project (similar to IBA 
projects in Germany) that operates following the holistic agenda based on a previously agreed 
theme plan and aimed at giving a development boost to the region during a predefined period. 
Alternatively, the composition of the theme plan could also be the first initiative launched by 
the frame project leaders. However, several interviewees considered such a frame project as a 
too complicated task. 

To achieve all-encompassing regional development, every party must be engaged in every 
process, but with priority given to local communities, as the average person is usually the most 
influenced by industrial activities and their decline and the most unaware of options for 
recovering from the consequences. To promote the importance of the industrial heritage, 
increase involvement, present the project ideas, and consult the citizens, public discussions 
could be an effective approach, either as separate events or within the frame of any large-scale 
public events. These presentations could also serve for announcing training of new project 
leaders (e.g., groups could be created of the interested people that would go through profound 
search and training on themes of a project). The institution that could take responsibility for 
finding the persons might be the Ida-Viru Enterprise Centre. The involvement has to include 
all stakeholders, and a variety of media channels can be used to inform and attract people. When 
a project is launched, effective methods are needed when consulting administrative officials, 
that would not require many new sequences of meetings, workshops or additional overwork. 
Multimedia tools could be considered for obtaining feedback and presenting the information 
and questions as clearly as possible.  

The realisation of simpler projects could engage local schoolchildren, residents (among them 
volunteers), unemployed people, university students from different professions, and the 
Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund (e.g., in frames of programs for teaching working 
habits or training). Sophisticated projects (e.g., remodelling a landform or renovation of 
buildings) need to be performed by qualified and professional workers. One of the options is 
social enterprising (e.g., on themes of the hills’ route and ecological restoration). For financing, 
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EU funds were suggested above all, together with any Enterprise Estonia’s programme that 
includes spatial planning. Financial support from the national government is more difficult to 
attain, although not impossible. All the activities first need profound promotion and 
involvement, and if they are to be planned, for example, over a 10-year period, significant 
emphasis should be put on changing the ways of thinking and shaping new attitudes. 

Diverse use options and innovativeness are important because the ‘classic’ functions are already 
in use, and there might not be sufficient consumers for attractions and services that people can 
access closer to their home. The diversity of functions also means that seasonal use of a site is 
not enough, but that it has to offer year-round options for sports, culture and recreation. 
Weidenweld et al. (2010) suggest, that important factors are the closeness of attractions, their 
connectedness, and that there is diversity among them (e.g., heritage, nature, recreation) 
because the attractiveness of a tourism cluster as a whole is larger than the sum of separate 
attractions. Thus, thematic-complementary attractions are more compatible than other types. 

The large-scale and successful projects of Estonian Mining Museum and Kiviõli Adventure 
Centre have been conducted in phases, and the same is seen with the Aidu Water Sports Centre. 
The option to carry the development out step-by-step makes the realisation of the plans easier 
because the object starts to produce profit and, thus, applying for new financing becomes 
simpler. Another benefit is that the time of operating indicates what additional attractions and 
services are needed. 

Several interviewees stressed the need to deal with the attractiveness and maintenance of 
settlements and diversifying of services, and to promote enterprising alternative to the oil shale 
industry (both industrial and non-industrial) that would create new jobs, given that the oil shale 
sector is declining. Murzyn and Gwosdz (2003) suggest that even little changes could bring 
more attractiveness to a place: flowerpots, newly painted front doors and window frames, and 
cycle tracks.  

The majority of interviewees considered the industrial waste hill theme route a simple project, 
as it would not require large investments. However, it would probably not bring anything into 
the budget of local governments either. It would be simple also because some of the hills are 
already ‘there’: the Estonian Mining Park’s hills at Kohtla-Nõmme, the Kiviõli Adventure 
Centre’s hill and a smaller hill called the Ant Hill in Aidu open-pit. A motocross track and a 
landmark are planned to be built on top of the Estonia Mine’s hill when the mine is exhausted. 
The legendary Kukruse Hill by the Tallinn-Narva road could act as a landmark after being re-
sorted and re-located next to its current position due to the environmental danger caused by 
long-time inner self-ignition. The authors suggest some additional hills: Tammiku hills near 
Jõhvi, Sinivoore hill near Kohtla-Järve, and three hills by the impressive boulder ruins of the 
administrative building of the former Sompa Mine. The hills must have public access (no 
restrictions due to land ownership or remote location), pathways need to be built, and artistic 
installations erected, some of them with lighting. To address the unprofitability of the project, 
the hills need an active function or a service provider who would e.g. organise orienteering or 
other sports games and also maintain the hills that lack profitable functions. 
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The keyword in finding new functions for the heritage could be ‘sport’. The great potential for 
sports activities is already supported by the three existing adaptive reuse projects: Estonian 
Mining Museum, Kiviõli Adventure Centre and Aidu Watersports Centre. Regarding cultural 
entertainment, in addition to diversifying the assortment of events and daily activities, 
information distribution requires enhancement.  

5. Conclusions  
A common opinion of the interviewees was that in the light of today’s political decisions there 
is little hope that the national government would take the initiative regarding industrial heritage. 
As a long-term prognosis of Statistics Estonia (as of 01.01.2019) shows, emigration will 
continue, which means even fewer consumers locally for new projects. In recent years, the idea 
of exiting the oil shale industry has emerged in public discussions, but the ‘exit’ is inadvisable 
in the near future because the existing problems are already big enough, and exiting requires a 
special agenda for dealing with the exponentially increasing socio-economic problems. 
However, public pressure is expected to have impacts on the industry. Therefore, regional 
development that takes advantage of post-industrial landscapes and industrial heritage needs to 
be thoroughly planned and well-coordinated, and effective methods must be used in promotion, 
involvement and cooperation. Inspiration might be derived from the successful experiences of 
other countries. Identity creation and place marketing are crucial elements in the reviving 
process. Training people who could take the lead with new initiatives would help to address the 
problem of lack of active people, and tourism development would offer new jobs that deal with 
the evaluation and reuse of industrial heritage. 
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